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RETHINKING CONSISTENCY MANAGEMENT IN REAL-TIME 

COLLABORATIVE EDITING SYSTEMS 

 

by 

JON A PRESTON 

Under the Direction of Sushil K Prasad 

ABSTRACT 

Networked computer systems offer much to support collaborative editing of 

shared documents among users.  Increasing concurrent access to shared documents by 

allowing multiple users to contribute to and/or track changes to these shared documents is 

the goal of real-time collaborative editing systems (RTCES); yet concurrent access is 

either limited in existing systems that employ exclusive locking or concurrency control 

algorithms such as operational transformation (OT) may be employed to enable 

concurrent access.  Unfortunately, such OT based schemes are costly with respect to 

communication and computation.  Further, existing systems are often specialized in their 

functionality and require users to adopt new, unfamiliar software to enable collaboration. 

This research discusses our work in improving consistency management in 

RTCES.  We have developed a set of deadlock-free multi-granular dynamic locking 

algorithms and data structures that maximize concurrent access to shared documents 

while minimizing communication cost.  These algorithms provide a high level of service 

for concurrent access to the shared document and integrate merge-based or OT-based 

consistency maintenance policies locally among a subset of the users within a subsection 

of the document – thus reducing the communication costs in maintaining consistency.  

Additionally, we have developed client-server and P2P implementations of our 

hierarchical document management algorithms.  Simulations results indicate that our 



 

 

approach achieves significant communication and computation cost savings.  We have 

also developed a hierarchical reduction algorithm that can minimize the space required of 

RTCES, and this algorithm may be pipelined through our document tree.  Further, we 

have developed an architecture that allows for a heterogeneous set of client editing 

software to connect with a heterogeneous set of server document repositories via Web 

services.  This architecture supports our algorithms and does not require client or server 

technologies to be modified – thus it is able to accommodate existing, favored editing and 

repository tools.  Finally, we have developed a prototype benchmark system of our 

architecture that is responsive to users’ actions and minimizes communication costs. 

 

INDEX WORDS: Real-time Collaborative Editing, Dynamic Hierarchical Locking, 

Heterogeneous Architecture, Collaboration, Consistency, 

Distributed System, Peer-to-peer 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Imagine a scenario in which a geographically distributed team can work together, 

sharing ideas, collaboratively editing a shared document in real-time, and interacting as 

closely and productively as a team of workers within the same room.  This is one of the 

goals of the field of Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) and in particular 

the subfield of Collaborative Editing Systems (CES).  CES may be synchronous (real-

time) or asynchronous in coordinating the collaboration among users; in either case, 

managing a repository of the shared documents, maintaining consistency among replicas 

of the documents, and resolving concurrent and potentially conflicting changes to the  

shared documents is of central concern.   

Enhancing communication and collaboration is one of the increasingly popular 

uses of modern computing technology; we observe that computing technologies are ever 

more user-centric and allow multiple users to work collaboratively to solve modern, 

interdisciplinary and complex problems facing the world today.  We note that 

productivity software tools (document authoring, email, Web site management, etc.) 

increasingly focus on supporting collaboration among multiple users – a welcome 

addition to their core functionality. 

However, the current state of CES research uses ever increasingly complex 

algorithms to achieve convergence, causal preservation, and intention preservation (see 

[66], [90], and [131] as examples) and still have limited capacity in achieving intention 

preservation.  Additionally, these systems that are replica-based in supporting 

concurrency control are costly with respect to communication and computation.  
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Therefore there exists an opportunity to view Real-time Collaborative Editing Systems 

(RTCES) systematically – moving beyond OT algorithms and focusing in how viewing 

the system as a whole may uncover new opportunities for optimizations and new 

approaches to solving the problem of CCI. 

This research explores areas of RTCES that can be improved to be more scalable 

in supporting larger collaborations (as measured by the size of the documents being 

shared as well as the number of users within the collaboration).  Our research revisits the 

idea of using locking and intelligently cache operations when possible to reduce 

communication and computation costs.  First, we developed an open systems approach 

that supports existing client and server technologies.  Next, we formally developed our 

theoretical work in hierarchical locking algorithms and data structures to support 

caching operations and managing concurrency among the users in client-server and P2P 

scenarios.  Third, we integrate current best practices in Operational Transformation (OT) 

research into our theoretical work.  Finally, we extend our simulation results indicating 

the viability of our approach into prototypes of client and server technologies to support 

our approach into RTCES. 

This chapter presents the motivation of our research, the current state of the art 

and its limitations, and then we present our problem statement, goals, and contributions 

of this dissertation.  We conclude this chapter with a discussion of the organization of 

the remainder of the dissertation. 

1.1. Motivation 

CSCW and specifically RTCES and CES have a rich history of research and 

significant contributions in various fields since the 1980s [43][44] [119].  These systems 
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remain collaboration-centric as the computing system merely supports the activity at 

hand [87]. The following are select example domains in which our research in RTCES 

applications that correspond to research questions to be addressed in this work. 

Software Engineering: at the heart of software systems development is the 

coordination of various developers, project managers, documents, and source code [88].  

While much work within software engineering involves decomposing large systems into 

subsystems that can be developed in parallel [96][100][154], much work related to 

coordination remains a vital part of a software system development project [53][92].  

Managing ever-changing project artifacts such as requirements, plans, test documents, 

and system models involves coordinating access to either a centralized document 

repository or a distributed, replicated document repository; with this comes the 

concomitant consistency management practices [92].  Developers of a software system 

must be informed of changes not only to the source code but also the foundational 

project definition documents (requirements, designs, plans, etc.) [99][101].  Awareness 

of what other users are doing within the system as well as a view of what documents 

other users are accessing helps avoid conflicting changes and coordinate the 

development effort [101].  Coordination among developers can be formal or informal 

and is often driven/defined by the software engineering processes employed with the 

project [40][147].  Central to the ability to collaborate on documents is the ability to 

work within a group and coordinate group effort.  In a traditional software engineering 

setting, these activities entail project task scheduling, status reporting (and meetings), 

and inter-group communication [33][52].  Recently, there has been an increase in 

commercial interest in the field of integrating collaboration mechanisms into integrated 
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development environments [7][14][81], validating that this area of research has interest 

in the commercial sector. 

Collaborative Document Development: moving from the specific field of 

Software Engineering, we can generalize to document sharing and collaborative editing 

as a joint task among multiple authors either co-located or distributed geographically 

[52].  Additionally, users may wish to edit the shared document synchronously (at the 

same time) or asynchronously (at different times) [145].  Collaborative document editing 

involves a high level of interactivity among users, and ensuring rapid response time to 

changes in the document and maintaining a familiar look-and-feel (allowing use of 

users’ favorite, existing editors) are paramount design goals for any collaborative 

document editing system [86][100].  As an example of the need for such collaboration, 

consider a large research proposal authored by faculty from many different universities.  

There has been an increase in recent commercial development of collaborative document 

management systems in recent years, validating that this area of collaborative editing 

system research is becoming commercially viable [42][81].  While these systems 

demonstrate some problems in the field of collaborative document development have 

been solved, other research problems remain open. 

Computer Aided Design (CAD): another field that we note would benefit from 

computer assisted collaboration is design.  CAD systems have long supported designers 

develop schematics, renderings, and other design-related documents.  Recent studies in 

CSCW also support the idea that the design process can benefit from collaborative 

editing [32].  What is most interesting about this particular field of CES is that modern 

CAD systems store the documents being edited as objects with layering, so it is believed 
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that the concurrency control employed in CAD systems must manage collections of 

objects within the document that are not necessarily spatially structured but are rather 

structured via grouping.  For example, all of the electrical wiring (the electrical objects 

collection/layer) of a building schematic could be locked by one user for editing while 

all of the flooring (the flooring objects collection/layer) could be locked by another user 

for editing.  We specifically address this domain of CAD because it offers an 

opportunity to manage concurrent access to collections of objects within a document that 

are not necessarily spatially related [157], and our algorithms and models generated in 

this work easily accommodate this non-spatial organizational structure. 

1.2. Current State of the Art 

Real-time collaborative editing systems allow multiple users to synchronously 

edit a shared document in a geographically-distributed environment.  In such an 

environment, there are two approaches in managing the document state as shown in 

Figure 1.  The shared document is either centralized at one location within the 

collaboration or a distributed replica/copy model may be used wherein each user 

maintains a local copy of the shared document.  Current RTCES research utilizes the 

distributed replica approach in order to maintain high local responsiveness.    
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Because the current approach in RTCES research is to utilize a replicated 

architecture, concurrent changes are possible among the users; as a result, concurrency 

control algorithms must be adopted to ensure the document replicas remain consistent.  

CCI – convergence, causality preservation, and intention preservation (defined in detail 

in Section 2.4) – is the current benchmark standard by which RTCES are judged to be 

correct; thus if a RTCES achieves CCI, then it is said to be correct.  Operational 

transformation (defined in detail in Section 2.5) is the most prevalently researched way 

to achieve CCI.  Briefly, OT involves transforming operations that are created by a 

remote user that are to be replayed on a local copy of the document; once transformed, 

the operation may then be enacted on the local replica to achieve the intended result on 

the document.  Without OT, the remote operation, when replayed locally, may not have 

the same effect as when it was enacted on the remote copy of the document. 

Figure 1: Centralized and Replica Document State Management Approaches 
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1.3. Limitations of Current Technology 

This section discusses the limitations of current RTCES architectures and 

concurrency management techniques. 

RTCES Architectures: while the focus of RTCES research has traditionally been 

on algorithms to better achieve CCI via OT, some research has developed architectural 

support for RTCES.  The client editing and server repository technologies and the 

connecting network of the collaborative system are for the most part assumed and little 

work has been done to investigate how these technologies work together to support 

RTCES.  The work of Li and Li [68] focus on supporting heterogeneous client 

technologies to work together by transforming operations into client technology-neutral 

“meta” operations that can be incorporated into varied client editing technologies.  But 

this heterogeneous approach has not been extended to server technologies necessary for 

managing document repositories.  Additionally, there has been work to differentiate 

aware and transparent sharing of documents and workspaces/desktops [2][3], and even 

some commercial products have emerged from this research [80]. Unfortunately, these 

architectures employ interaction interleaving, only allowing one user to “control” the 

cursor and concurrency is not supported.  [12] performed an evaluation of RTCES 

technologies currently developed and being developed (both by academia, industry, and 

hobbyists), but this work did not perform an analysis of the architectural structure of 

these systems; it would be fruitful to compare each of these systems to see what 

architectural components support the collaboration. 

Concurrency Management: whether the collaborative system employs a 

centralized or replication-based approach to managing document state, concurrent access 
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to the shared document must be managed.   As mentioned in the previous section, 

Operation Transformation (OT) is the most popular way to ensure consistency among 

copies of a shared document in RTCES that employ replication of document state, but 

OT is costly with regard to computation and communication.  Whenever an operation is 

generated by a user, this operation is broadcast to all other users within the collaboration 

and replayed locally after being transformed by the other users.  Since almost all 

existing OT solutions view operations at the keystroke level (i.e., the user inserts or 

deletes a character), the number of messages and the processing of these messages in the 

RTCES can grow quickly.  [57] allows for operations to occur semantically higher than 

simple characters, but their approach fixes the depth of the document tree – imposing 

rigid constraints on what operations may be performed – and all operations are still 

broadcast to all users.  Additionally, a history of operations must be maintained at each 

user’s copy requiring storage space for all operations that have been performed in the 

collaboration; this history of operations is called a “history buffer.” 

Alternatively, in a centralized approach to document state management, locking 

may be employed to avoid concurrency problems of the shared document, but such 

locking techniques as round-robin, token-based, and exclusive locking all reduce 

concurrent access to the document because only one user may edit the document at any 

given time.  Some systems such as Coven [16] and COOP/Orm [73] attempt to increase 

concurrent access by reducing the size of the lock (to the sub-file level), but the lock 

does not adjust in size dynamically with regard to what other users are doing in the 

collaboration.  POEM [71] utilizes the hierarchical nature of software code to lock at a 
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sub-file level, but the methods must be defined a priori by the user (contextually-costly 

overhead), and again the locks remain fixed in size. 

Further, while there has been some preliminary work in examining how semantic 

structure contained within the shared document can be used [56], no work has been done 

to investigate how history buffers may be consolidated (reduced) at opportune or 

predefined times; nor has any research examined how operations stored at one level 

within the hierarchy of the document may be transformed and combined into operations 

operational transformation applied within  

1.4. Problem Statement and Research Goals 

In this dissertation we have focused on the following goals in an effort to solve 

some of the limitations addressed in the previous section: 

1. Investigate how an open systems RTCES architecture may support existing client 

technologies that connect with existing server technologies with an emphasis on 

extending legacy server/repository technologies and supporting clients’ preferred 

editing technologies. 

2. Revisit the feasibility of utilizing locking to support concurrency management 

such that communication and computation costs may be reduced when compared 

to current replication and non-locking approaches. 

3. Examine opportunities to leverage semantic knowledge of a document’s 

structure to better achieve intention preservation, apply operations more 

intelligently at semantically-aware levels within the document, and reduce the 
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size of the history buffers needed to manage operations within sections of the 

shared document. 

4. Study how the natural structure of RTCES may be supported via a peer-to-peer 

(P2P) approach that may increase reliability and avoid performance bottlenecks 

at a single server. 

5. Develop prototype implementations of the client and the server technologies we 

develop that validate our theoretical approach is viable and easily supported in 

actual, usable tools. 

1.5. Contributions and Significance 

We have made the following contributions to the field of RTCES in this 

dissertation work: 

1. An open systems architecture: we have developed an architecture that allows 

existing client technologies to connect via Web services API to existing server 

technologies.  Our architecture enables clients to continue to use their preferred 

editing tools with hooks that capture events and translate them into recognizable 

messages for others within the collaboration to respond to.  Further, our 

architecture allows existing server repositories of documents to host 

collaborative editing sessions and manage clients’ connections. 

2. Theoretical algorithms and data structures to support dynamic locking: we have 

developed a set of algorithms and data structures to support dynamic, 

hierarchical locking that maximizes the space owned by a user to increase 

caching and reduce communication costs in a RTCES.  We developed client-
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server and P2P versions of these algorithms and data structures that are validated 

empirically via simulation. 

3. Integration of OT best practices and improved CCI: further, we have integrated 

best practices of OT techniques into our dynamic locking approach such that 

concurrent editing of a shared document is supported while minimizing the costs 

relative to an OT-only approach.  Additionally, our approach is semantically 

aware, so we are able to apply operations intelligently and achieve better 

intention preservation within a RTCES. 

4. Prototype client and server technologies: finally, we have developed a functional 

client editor that connects to a functional Web service API server.  These 

technologies implement our theoretical developments and show that our 

approach is easily integrated into usable tools for clients to use. 

1.6. Organization of the Thesis 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. 

Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the background for the research including 

collaborative editing systems, various architectural approaches to supporting 

collaboration, locking policies, the CCI model, operational transformation, and existing 

systems within the field of RTCES. 

Chapter 3 introduces the open systems architectural approach we developed to 

support a heterogeneous collection of client and server technologies.  We present our 

architectural components and the research that validates this approach to real-time 

collaborative editing systems. 
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Chapter 4 presents the algorithms and data structures we developed to support 

relaxed/lazy consistency via hierarchical, dynamic locking on a document tree.  We 

discuss how documents may be modeled as trees, why it is advantageous to maximize 

the space a user locks within a document, and then present the lock request and lock 

release algorithms.  We discuss our initial simulation results demonstrating that such an 

approach may reduce communication costs associated with a RTCES, present the 

correctness and efficiency of these algorithms, and conclude with a discussion of related 

work. 

Chapter 5 extends the research developed in Chapter 4 by showing how our 

relaxed consistency approach may integrate existing OT algorithms to support 

concurrent writers and better achieve CCI.  We present the improved versions of our 

approach, and simulation results validating this approach are also presented.   

Chapter 6 extends the client-server algorithms of Chapters 4 and 5 into P2P 

algorithms and data structures.  Results of the simulation presented in this chapter 

demonstrate that this P2P approach is effective in load balancing work among peers and 

avoiding a single point of failure and bottleneck in processing user actions.  We also 

present a discussion of the correctness and efficiency of our algorithms. 

Chapter 7 presents our work in reducing history buffers hierarchically at various 

depths within the document tree.  As a result of this reduction approach, we are able to 

explore opportunities for better intention preservation.  We present simulation results 

that show how the history buffers are distributed among the peers managing the 

document tree. 
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Chapter 8 presents our work in developing prototypes of client and server 

technologies and the simulation design approach we utilized. These implementations are 

based upon our previous theoretical work and demonstrate the viability of our approach.  

The process of moving from models of both the client and the server to fully 

implemented versions of the client and server technologies is also presented. 

Finally, Chapter 9 presents conclusions of this dissertation work and discusses our 

future research direction.  
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

In Chapter 1, RTCES was identified as an active area of research and important 

field in the future of collaborative and distributed computing.  Consequently, the goals 

of this research focus on viewing RTCES in a systematic way, addressing opportunities 

for improving architectural structures that support RTCES and reducing communication 

and computation costs associated with RTCES by addressing fundamental, theoretical 

algorithms in achieving CCI.  To establish a basis by which to evaluate our 

contributions, we begin by discussing the past work within the field of RTCES research.  

This chapter presents an overview of collaborative editing systems with an emphasis on 

real-time collaborative editing systems; we then present the existing architectural 

approaches to support RTCES and concurrency control policies used in these 

architectures; next, we define CCI and OT and present current OT approaches; finally, 

we conclude with a discussion of existing systems – both prototype and commercial.  

2.1. Collaborative Editing Systems 

Collaborative editing systems may be asynchronous or synchronous (real-time).  

In an asynchronous collaborative editing system, users collaborate at different times on 

shared documents.  Real-time collaborative editing systems allow users to concurrently 

share a common document, make changes to this shared document, and have their 

changes distributed to other users within the system. 

Because responsiveness and usability are key components to a real-time 

collaborative editing system, researchers in RTCES have adopted a replicated approach 
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to RTCES architectures; under this approach, the document is copied to each user’s 

machine, and the users interact with their local copy of the document.  When a change 

(operation) is made to the document, this operation is broadcast to all other users within 

the collaboration, and the operation is enacted on each user’s local copy. 

To enable concurrent access in a distributed collaborative system, we must either 

centralize the storage of the document being edited onto a server and have “thin” clients 

that merely relay user input/changes, or copy the document being edited onto the clients 

and coordinate the changes made to the document by all the users (essentially ensuring 

cache consistency).  A centralized approach has proven to be too costly with regard to 

communication costs and lacks adequate responsiveness typical of an interactive 

application [39].  Consequently, distributed approaches are typically employed in CES. 

Assuming a multi-user system employs replication to allow multiple users access 

to a shared document, we must ensure that the replicated document state is consistent 

among the users.  If all users are allowed to make local changes to their copies of the 

document, these changes could be broadcast to the other users and the changes 

“replayed” on the local copies to ensure consistency.  Unfortunately, the ordering of the 

replayed changes is not preserved, and consequently the replicated copies of the 

document become unsynchronized.  To ensure consistency among the replicas of the 

document, some form of concurrency must be employed. 

Ordered broadcast protocols may be used to ensure proper ordering of changes to 

the shared document.  But this approach requires that all changes be sent to a central 

controlling server and local changes cannot be affected until the server responds to the 

client making the change; consequently, the response time of such systems is typically 
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not appropriate for interactive systems.  Additionally, such broadcast protocol 

approaches require that the changes are operationally-transformed to the client’s current 

document state to preserve user intention [100].  As Figure 2 demonstrates, the state of 

the document only converges when concurrent changes are broadcast and ordered in the 

same total ordering on all clients or else executing A then B on Site 1 and B then A on 

Site 2 would result in a different state at the different sites and may have unintended 

results. 

 

Figure 2: Ordered Broadcast Ensures Convergence 

Because of the interactive nature of collaborative editing systems, traditional 

transaction-based and pessimistic locking schemes typically employed in database 

systems are often not appropriate as they are best employed in a batch environment 

where rollbacks are permissible.  Alternatively, most collaborative editing systems 

employ some form of optimistic concurrency control in an effort to improve interactive 

responsiveness. 
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2.2. Architectures Supporting Collaborative Editing Systems 

[82] performed one of the earliest studies on design for combining synchronous 

and asynchronous group editing and discovering components of both types of systems.  

Therein, a model of cooperative work as applied to the task of collaborative writing 

suggests that mechanisms to support communication among participants and the sharing 

of a common artifact/document are critical for the success of the CES.  While there has 

been other research to focus on the HCI side of CES (such as communication, 

awareness, and presence), because this work is focused on systems-level research 

regarding RTCES such as communication and computation costs savings and improving 

consistency within a RTCES, this section will focus on such systems-level issues within 

the scope of RTCES architectures. 

Transparent collaborative systems are so named because the applications that are 

being shared among multiple users have no idea of the collaboration - the collaborative 

interface acts as an intermediary buffer for the application and receives all users' input 

and relays these interactions to the application; when the application responds and 

adjusts its output, the collaborative system/agent relays this information to all users' 

computers such that all users see the same interface.  The advantage of such transparent 

systems is that they can be integrated into most single-user applications without the need 

to recompile or edit the original application. 

Aware collaborative systems are so named because the collaborative interface is 

embedded within the application itself and the system’s core interface and operations 

support synchronization and distribution/sharing of the system’s content.  These systems 

are defined as aware because the application is “aware” that the content is being shared 
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and the interface of the system enables such sharing.  While there are many benefits of 

embedding the collaboration within the application, the disadvantage is that the source 

of the application must be available and the collaborative API (synchronization, mutex, 

etc.) must be tightly coupled within the application.  This is often not possible, thus the 

need for transparent systems. 

Application sharing and transparency are two different approaches to 

collaborative systems.  Application sharing involves either centralizing the application's 

execution and distributing the input and output (display) among user machines or 

creating a replicated, homogenous architecture in which each user runs the same 

application across a network; with either model, the user is constrained to use the same 

application as all other users in the collaborative environment.  Even in heterogeneous 

application sharing environments, considerable concerns must be overcome in 

supporting the capture, communication, and replication of users' actions as discussed in 

the previous section. 

In comparison, transparency-based systems allow users to share applications 

without modifying the original program.  Transparencies originally involved screen 

sharing technologies in which the user would share the entire screen to other users.  

These systems evolved into sharing only specific windows or applications, rather than 

the entire screen, and are best represented by the X windows protocol. 

Under conventional collaborative transparent system, concurrency is not possible 

- only one user is able to input to the application at any given time; while this is 

appropriate for presentations and shared meetings, this is too limiting for collaborative 

software development.  "Floor control" is the term used to define which user has access 
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to the input stream (mutex), and this is needed to ensure that event interleaving is 

avoided. 

One promising concept of being able to merge the best of transparent and aware 

collaborative systems is the modern object-oriented concept of reflection [69][115].  If a 

developer wanted to transform a single-user application into a collaborative multiple-

user application but did not have access to the source code, then through reflection, the 

developer could extend the program and add the communication/synchronization API 

into the system externally via reflection.  Unfortunately, this approach does require a 

high-level knowledge of the internals of the single-user system, and even without access 

to the original source code, in-depth knowledge of the internals of the system is often 

required. 

An alternative approach would be to design systems that allow users to establish 

relationships to objects within the system and extend the collaborative software to 

support such relationships [69].  Of course, the prerequisite of this type of system would 

be that the collaborative API be built into the current system and that the system 

supports extension by allowing the user to establish relationships between objects.  Li 

and Patrao’s model exhibits such an interface by viewing the elements of the 

collaborative interaction as objects that support emergent sharing and distributed 

referential integrity.  Such objects inherit common attributes and provide a generalized 

API for modification such that these modifications (small differentials) can be broadcast 

to the users of the system and tracked; this avoids the more costly low-level messaging 

(transparency-based) system wherein all display information is broadcast. 
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Li and Li [68] discuss current advances in the area of transparencies that should 

support spontaneous application sharing (i.e. a user can use a single-user application and 

then later decide to publish/share the application to another user) and support 

heterogeneous clients and independent views.  Additionally, the issue of "late comers" 

needs to be addressed in modern collaborative environments: how can the system bring 

new users that were not present at the beginning of the session up to speed quickly; OS 

hooks such as the Microsoft Windows API provides such capabilities that allow 

collaborative transparencies to record sessions for replay on future, late arriving clients. 

Begole et al [2][3] discuss a synchronous methodology for providing a 

"transparent" collaboration system that works in coordination with existing applications.  

This system is different from other existing collaboration transparencies in that it avoids 

the "conventional" centralized architecture that require that only one person interact with 

the system at any given time (single token-based mutex).  One difficulty that is avoided 

in such single-controller transparent collaborative systems is that of interaction 

interleaving; since only one user can “control” the cursor, then interactions cannot be 

interleaved incorrectly (i.e. the input is by definition sequential in nature and no 

undesired overlap is possible. 

Four attributes are useful in comparing aware and transparent collaborative 

systems [3] as shown in Table 1.   
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Table 1 - Comparing Transparent and Aware Collaborative Systems 

 Transparency Aware 

Concurrent Work Single Multiple 

WYSIWIS Strict Relaxed 

Group Awareness Little Detailed 

Network Usage High Low 

 

These attributes are defined as: 

 Concurrent work: Does the system allow for multiple users to provide input 

simultaneously, or is only one user able to provide input at any given time? 

 WYSIWIS: All users should see the same state at all times; What You See Is What 

I see. 

 Group Awareness: How much detail does the system provide with regard to what 

other users in the system are doing and what section of the document they are 

viewing?  Some systems simply provide a pointer/cursor showing the current 

“location” of the other users; other systems provide thumbnails and more detailed 

views. 

 Network Usage: How much network bandwidth is consumed and needed by the 

system?  In aware systems, operations are typically all that is communicated (and 

these messages are small), whereas in transparent systems typically rely upon 

centralized server architectures and broadcast display change information (quite 

large). 
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Aware collaborative systems consume less bandwidth, allow for concurrent work, 

more easily provide flexible WYSIWIS interfaces, and allow for more inherently robust 

group awareness.  Transparency-based collaborative systems are useful in situations 

where the developer needs to create a collaborative system based upon a single-user 

application but does not have access to the underlying code base of the single-user 

system; transparency-based systems often consume more system resources and require a 

centralized server model, but they are often the only option in some circumstances. 

Another model to define CSCW systems is Patterson’s [116] that defines 

groupware into four levels: display (renders the application to the user), view (contains 

the application's logical presentation), model (the application's state and internal 

information), and file (the persistent information of the application).  Based upon these 

four levels, three different variations can be described.  The shared model is one in 

which the different users each have their own displays and views, but the model and file 

levels are combined in a centralized server.  The shared view is one in which each user 

has a separate file, model, view, and display, but the models and views utilize 

communication mechanisms to ensure consistency.  The hybrid model is one in which 

the file and model are centralized and shared on a server, but the system allows for 

different views and displays (and views are coordinated via communication to ensure 

consistency).  These configurations are displayed in Figure 3. 
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Other modern models include the window system and coordination 

agent/subsystem that communication to the presentation and functional core aspects of 

the model.  Based upon this view, the system can be central (contain server that 

maintains all state), direct communication (a peer-to-peer system), hybrid (combination 

of server and peer-to-peer), asymmetrical (in which the server resides on a user's 

machine), and multiple servers (in which there is a hierarchy of servers and 

communication layers) [116].  Of course, other permutations of the placement of these 

CES components are possible, and a goal of modern CSCW architectures is to 

accommodate modular components that can accommodate a wide range of computation, 

data management, communication, and application components [142].  To increase 

reuse of CES components, Geyer et al [35] advocate aggregating components in an 

Figure 3: Distributions of Models, Views, and Displays 
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object-centric architecture and allowing each CES component to control access, rights, 

etc.  This model is similar to a Web-services approach, and coordination among such 

objects is critical to achieve successful utilization of the components.  Mehra et al [79] 

propose such a Web Services-based architecture as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: A Web Services-based Collaborative Editing Architecture 

A "Distributed Version Control System" (DVCS) is one in which version control 

and software configuration control is provided across a distributed network of machines.  

By distributing configuration management across a network of machines, one should see 

an improvement in reliability (by replicating the file across multiple machines) and 
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speed (response time).  Load balancing can be another benefit of distributed 

configuration management.  Of course, if file replication is employed, then we must 

implement a policy whereby all copies of the file are always coherent [64]. 

In order for distributed configuration management to work efficiently, the fact 

that the files/modules are distributed across multiple computers on the network must be 

transparent to the developer/user.  The user should not be responsible for knowing where 

to locate the file he/she is seeking.  Rather, the system should be able to provide an 

overall hierarchical, searchable view of the modules present in the system; the user 

should be able to find their needed module(s) without any notion of where it physically 

resides on the network [73][74]. 

2.3. Concurrency Control Policies 

Since a shared set of objects reside at the heart of any collaborative system, some 

mechanism must be in place to coordinate the activities of the multiple users within the 

system.  Traditionally in collaborative editing, one of two approaches is taken with 

regard to coordination: pessimistic concurrency control or optimistic concurrency 

control. 

Configuration management systems (and CSCW systems) typically take one of 

two approaches with regard to locking: optimistic or pessimistic locking.  In the 

optimistic approach, users are free to edit in a more parallel fashion, but conflict occurs 

at the merge point when two sets of edits must be merged together and changes brought 

together (to avoid losing work and ensuring that changes in one file have not adversely 

affected changes in the other file) [78].  In the pessimistic approach, users must obtain a 
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lock on a document before being able to edit it; this can reduce the parallel nature of 

development since at most one user can edit the document at any time. 

Real-time collaborative editing systems avoid the merge problem by immediately 

broadcasting edits to all other users within the system; in this way, all users’ copies of 

the shared document are kept reasonably up-to-date.  The concomitant problem with this 

approach is that communication costs are significant.  Additionally, since local changes 

could be made at one user’s machine before the changes on another user’s machine is 

received and processed, to ensure that the operation is “replayed” locally correctly, some 

form of transformation may be necessary. 

This section discusses mechanisms to manage concurrent access to shared 

documents including pessimistic locking, optimistic locking, and sub-file level locking. 

Pessimistic-lock based SCM systems such as RCS, VSS, and SCCS do not allow 

for multiple users to concurrently modify the artifact; thus by locking at the file level, 

these SCM systems can reduce concurrency in developing documents [19]. 

These systems pessimistically assume that users within the system will desire to 

edit the same object at the same time and that such edits will be destructive or cause 

problems.  Since this is a shared resource/object, consistency and causality are 

important.  Notice the similarity to causal memory, shared memory, and cache 

coherency in distributed systems research. 

Pessimistic coordination policies are typically implemented using a “check in” 

and “check out” API.  Users may gain access to an unused document by issuing a 

“check out” request; the document is then locked for that user, and no other user may 

access the document.  When a user has completed any edits to a checked out document, 
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he may issue a “check in” request, returning the document to the repository with any 

changes made to the local copy. 

Since only one user has access to the shared document at any given time, the 

problem of multiple versions of the same document within the system is avoided.  Thus, 

no two users can have writable copies checked out at the same time.  Updates to the 

repository occur upon a “check in” command, and the old copy of the document is 

overwritten with the new copy of the document.  Often, differentials are saved so that 

“undo” or “revert to old version” commands are possible.  Figure 5 illustrates this. 

 

 

 

One major limitation of the pessimistic coordination policy is the lack of 

concurrency in the distributed environment; since only one user can access each shared 

document at a time, then concurrency of collaboration may be inhibited.  A few 

solutions to this problem exist: 

 

User 1 User 2 

Document 

A 

Checks out A 

Checks in A’  

 

The differential is saved 

Edits A → A’ 

Checkout denied 

until A’ is 

checked in 

Figure 5: Pessimistic Concurrency Control 
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First, one can reduce the size of the code placed into each atomic element within 

the repository.  Since each element (document) within the repository contains less code, 

the probability of two users requesting the same document may be reduced.  This is akin 

to breaking up a large file into smaller files, each of which may be checked out 

concurrently without being inhibited by the pessimistic locking policy.  Of course, it 

may not always be possible to create small documents within the repository, and a 

highly-desired document may inhibit concurrency regardless of its size. 

Second, configuration management repositories may allow users to check out 

“read only” copies of an already-checked-out document.  I.e., if one user already owns a 

document, other users may view (but not edit) the contents of this document.  Such a 

local copy could be used within local users’ workspaces for “what if” editing without 

corrupting the original, master copy.  If such local changes are deemed relevant to the 

master copy, the user can later check out the master and incorporate these changes. 

SCM systems such as CVS employ optimistic locking.  This coordination policy 

assumes optimistically that users will not need to access the same resource at the same 

time frequently [76][89], thus this policy promotes increased concurrency among 

collaboration at the cost of potential problems in inconsistency in the shared documents 

and loss of causal access.  Such a policy is indicative of and seems to work well in an 

“agile development” environment where communication and productiveness trump 

tools, processes, and planning [88]. 

Optimistic coordination systems are typically implemented using awareness 

within the system such that users are made aware of each others’ activities.  Awareness 

is defined as “an informal understanding of the activity of others that provides a context 
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for monitoring and assessing group and individual activities” [146].  In such a system, 

synchronous updates occur immediately when an edit occurs (akin to a write through 

cache policy in distributed shared memory systems).  Consequently, all users have a 

current copy of any shared document and no check-in and check-out is needed because 

any document a user is editing is by definition checked out (and perhaps checked out 

simultaneously by many users) [88].  Figure 6 illustrates the optimistic coordination 

policy. 

 

 

Such awareness-based optimistic systems rely upon users to coordinate and avoid 

collisions in edits to the shared document.  According to current CSCW research, this 

seems to work reasonably well in smaller work groups, but does not scale well to larger 

collaborations among many users [88].  Two proposed reasons for this include the 

limited amount of cognitive information users may process simultaneously and the 

inherent dichotomy of informal coordination and formal, process-driven coordination. 

 

User 1 User 2 

Document 

A 

Accesses A 

Changes to A 

and A’ are 

immediately 

coordinated 

Edits A → 

A’ 

Accesses A 

Edits A’ → 

A’’ 

Figure 6: Optimistic Concurrency Control 
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Consequently, optimistic coordination policies work well in smaller collaborative 

environments with fewer users when self-coordination is accomplished by the users of 

the system.  Alternatively, algorithms to resolve disparate versions of the documents in 

real-time may be employed if the coordination of changes is to be made automatic; 

approaches such as operation transformation (OT) [132] as discussed later in this chapter 

can be used to ensure convergence of all copies of the document. 

Many software configuration management (SCM) systems managed locks at the 

source file level within the repository.  Examples include RCS, SCCS, VSS, CVS, and 

Subversion [Subversion] and view the file as the unit on which to manage locks.  But it 

is often advantageous to allow for finer granular locking to enhance concurrent access, 

increase reuse through aggregation of artifacts, and easy convergence/merging of 

disparate versions [17][35].  Given that many edits by users in a software engineering 

project are localized and only change a small section of the document [97][98], fine-

grain locking at a class/function/method level would be advantageous [16].  Some 

systems such as Coven [16] and COOP/Orm [75] allow the lock to be made at a sub-file 

level, but these systems’ unit of lock remains fixed in size; the lock does not adjust in 

size dynamically with regard to what other users are doing in the collaboration.  Another 

system (POEM) utilizes the hierarchical nature of software code to lock at a sub-file 

level, but the methods must be defined a priori, and again the locks remain fixed in size 

[71]. 
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2.4. Convergence, Causality-preservation, and Intention-preservation 

If mutual exclusion (locking) is not guaranteed as the mechanism for ensuring 

consistency control, then another alternative technique must be adopted to ensure that 

changes made by concurrent users are preserved. 

Sun et al [132] proposed the most widely adopted standard for consistency 

maintenance in real-time cooperative editing systems when defining the CCI model.  

This model ensures convergence, causality-preservation, and intention-preservation. 

Convergence: when the same set of operations have been executed at all local 

copies, then the local copies will all have the same content/state. 

Causality-preservation: for operations O1 and O2, if O1  O2 then O1 precedes (is 

executed before) O2 at all local copies.  

Intention-preservation: executing an operation O does not change the effects of 

executing operations O1…On where O1…On are independent of O.  Further, the effects 

of executing O at any local copy is the same as the intention of O (i.e. the intention is the 

same across all copies). 

Wang et al [156] build upon the CCI model and inject the notion of semantic 

consistency.  This work proposes three levels of consistency in their model: operational 

consistency, content (syntactic or intention) consistency, and semantic consistency.  

While this model acknowledges that the CCI model ensures consistency control, the new 

3-level model addresses the fact that semantic knowledge within the document could 

allow for different ordering of operations (violating causality-preservation) and allowing 

for the omission of some operations (violating convergence in that not all operations 
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must be executed) while still maintaining the syntactic and semantic intention of the 

users. 

Currently, the CCI model is the standard by which to measure the correctness of a 

RTCES.  The first two requirements (convergence and causality-preservation) have been 

achieved, but intention-preservation is still an open problem. 

2.5. Operational Transformation 

Operational transformation (OT) is a mechanism which seeks to achieve CCI.  

This section presents an overview of the approach and focuses on how causality-

preservation and convergence are achieved via OT.  We also present relevant concepts 

such as integration algorithms, transformation functions, and transformation properties. 

Since a RTCES is a distributed system in which various sites are performing 

operations, either a centralized or a replicated state approach must be adopted to share 

the document being edited, and if a replicated approach is adopted, we must have some 

way to ensure CCI.  When an operation occurs at a client’s copy (site), four events occur 

[90]: 

1. The operation is performed locally 

2. The operation is broadcast to all other sites 

3. The other sites receive the incoming operation 

4. The other sites execute/replay the received operation 

In a distributed system such as one adopting a replica based approach to RTCES, 

all operations have either causal relation (order) or concurrent relation with any other 

operation [65].  Vector timestamps can be used to establish correct causal ordering for 
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causally related operations, but convergence is not so easily achieved among concurrent 

operations since the state of different sites changes when operations are performed and 

“replaying” an incoming remote operation may no longer be valid.  OT is an approach to 

overcome this problem and achieve convergence based upon transforming incoming 

operations to the locally modified state.  Figure 7 demonstrates the need to transform 

operations to ensure convergence among all sites within the collaboration.  Two 

concurrent operations can be executed in a different order on two different sites’ copies. 

As a result, when an operation is received, the state of shared object at the receiving site 

may be changed relative to the state where the operation had been created. Thus, 

executing this operation in its original form on a receiving site does not ensure the 

copies converge. 

 

Figure 7: The Need for Operation Transformation – State Convergence 

Causality preservation can be achieved by using a state vector that is generated 

when the operation is created [112][114] as follows. Assume that n is the number of 

sites, and sites are identified by integers 1 to n.  Each site n maintains an n-tuple state 
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vector SVn. Initially SVn[i] = 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. After site n executes an operation created at 

site i, the site timestamps its sequence number is increased by one such that SVn[i] = 

SVn[i] + 1. Further, let O be an operation generated at site k and let SVo be the last 

timestamped state vector, which is transferred to other sites with O.  We can say that O 

is causally ready to be executed at site l (k ≠ l) with a state vector SVl if the following 

conditions are true: 

(1) SVo[k] := SVl[k] + 1 

(2) SVo[i] ≤ SVl[i], for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and i ≠ k. 

To preserve causality, if an operation is not causally ready, then it must be 

delayed until both of the above conditions are true.  Holding on to these non-ready 

operations necessitates a queue of waiting operations.  Further, since operations may 

need to be undone at a future time, a history buffer must also be maintained.   

Having discussed causality-preservation, we now turn our attention to 

convergence.  To achieve convergence among all replicated states of the shared 

document OT defines two main components: the OT integration algorithm and the OT 

transformation function. 

The OT integration algorithm is responsible for receiving the incoming operations 

from remote sites, distributing locally-generated operations to remote sites, and 

executing the operations on the site’s document state.  This component is essentially a 

distribution/communication and execution engine, and it invokes the transformation 

function as needed. 

The OT transformation function makes up the bulk of active OT research.  [29] 

defined a transformation function T to be a function that takes as parameters two 
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concurrent operations, op1 and op2 where op1  and op2 must be defined on a same state S. 

The function T returns a new operation T(op1, op2) that is equivalent to op1 (has the 

same effects) but is defined on the state S’, where S’ is the state resulting when 

performing op2 on state S. 

[113] further refined the requirements of correctness of a RTCES in achieving 

CCI and demonstrated the sufficiency of TP1 and TP2, two transformation properties that 

must be met in order to preserve causality and achieve convergence in replicas within a 

RTCES.  These properties are defined as: 

TP1  For every pair of concurrent operations op1 and op2 defined on the 

same state, the transformation function T satisfies TP1 property if 

and only if: 

 

where  denotes the sequence of operations containing  

followed by ; and where  denotes equivalence of the two 

sequences of operations 

TP2  For every three concurrent operations op1, op2 and op3 defined on 

the same state, the transformation function T satisfies TP2 property 

if and only if: 

 

TP1 guarantees that the state generated at one site performing op1 and then op2 

(after op2 has been transformed relative to op1’s resultant state) will be the same as the 

state generated at another site performing op2 and then op1 (after op1 has been 

transformed relative to op2’s resultant state).  TP2 guarantees equality of the states at 
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different sites if op3 is performed after an equivalent transformation; this property 

ensures that once two sites achieve equivalence (after TP1), they will remain equivalent 

and cannot affect the resultant state after transformation on a future operation (op3). 

2.6. Discussion and Existing Systems 

This section discusses an overview of the field of RTCES systems that have been 

developed since the field’s inception in 1989 and some of the most current systems that 

support modern RTCES techniques.  As shown in Table 2 [12], there have been 

numerous RTCES systems developed since 1989 when the field of RTCES research 

began.  Most of these systems have been developed in the United States and half have 

been developed as a result of academic research.   

Table 2: RTCES Developed by Year [Chen 2006] 

 RTCES Year RTCES Year RTCES Year 

GROVE 1989 GroupGraphics 1995 CoPowerPoint 2004 

Aspects 1990 JointEmacs 1996 CoWord 2004 

DistEdit 1990 LICRA 1997 DocSynch 2004 

MultimETH 1990 REDUCE 1997 JotSpot Live 2004 

CoMedia 1991 Col.AutoCad 1998 Tendax 2004 

GroupIE 1991 Flex JAMM 1998 ACE 2005 

MACE 1991 CoDiagram 2000 Gobby 2005 

Ensemble 1992 GRACE 2000 InstaColl 2005 

GroupDesign 1992 Presence-AR 2000 Java Studio 2005 

GroupDraw 1992 CollabCAD 2001 Moonedit 2005 

SEPIA 1992 ICT 2002 Scratchpad 2005 

CoDraft 1993 Groove 2002 Writely 2005 

ConversionBoard 1993 LeoN 2003 Sigsoft 2006 

Iris 1993 LiveDrive 2003 SynchroEdit 2006 

SASSE 1993 Subethaedit 2003 Syntext 2006 

ShrEdit 1993 Chalks 2004 G.SpreadSheet 2006 
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There has been a steady increase in the number of RTCES developed since 1989’s 

introduction of the GROVE system [29].  As Figure 9 shows, there is a consistent 

interest in the field of developing RTCES, and this interest is supported by our 

experiences when talking with colleagues about such collaborative tools – the question 

is almost universally raised: “Where can I get something like this to support my group in 

collaborating together?” 

 

Figure 8: RTCES Development Growth: 1989-2006 [12] 

While there was an initial surge of RTCES development in the early 1990s, the 

pace of development cooled from the mid 90s until its resurgence in the early 2000s – 

with the rise of Web-based systems. 

Additionally, as shown in Figure 9, the document technologies supported in 

RTCES research since 1989 have been: text documents (no structure), rich text 

documents (with formatting such as fonts and graphics – this also includes presentation 
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and spreadsheet document types), vector graphics documents, and structured documents 

(plain text documents with embedded bitmap graphics images).  There has been a clear 

rise in the interest of rich text documents since 2001, and plain text document RTCES 

continue to be popular as this document type is most prevalent in consistency 

maintenance and OT algorithmic research. 

 

Figure 9: RTCES Document Types Supported: 1989-2006 [12] 

According to [12], there have been only five Web-based RTCES developed in the 

past 3 years (2004-2006); these systems focus on supporting rich-text editing and utilize 

the new Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) technology for their 

implementations. 

While it is common that these Web-based RTCES are associated with Wikis  

given the collaborative nature of Wikis, it is important to note that Wiki technology 

utilizes version control and differentials that support asynchronous editing – allowing 
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users to modify a shared document and “check in” their changes once their edits have 

been completed [26] and not in real-time. 

A recent approach to ensuring consistency when utilizing a distributed, replicated 

groupware system is through a “mark and retrace” approach [45].  In this approach, 

when a new operation from another editor arrives at the local copy of the document, the 

document’s address space (state) is analyzed relative to the efficient/inefficient marked 

states as shown in Figure 10.  Mark and retrace is similar to the tombstone function 

approach of [90]. 

 

Figure 10: Mark and Retrace 

[20] presents work that allows for the extension of operational transformation 

techniques to be applied not only to linear text but also to tree-based 

XML/SGML/HTML documents.  The SGML notion of a “grove” of data is utilized and 

the CCI model is adhered to [134].  Others [132] have applied the techniques of OT to 
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more complex data structures required in word processors.  In this approach, termed 

multi-version, single-display (MVSD), multiple versions of the objects’ states are stored 

internally and only one version of the object state is displayed to the user; users may 

then select the correct version desired.  The multi-version approach is also employed in 

[140] within the domain of graphic editing systems, and the challenge of this approach 

remains achieving semantic consistency rather than syntactic consistency [156]. 

IRIS is a project that supports CSCW and CES through the use of optimistic 

concurrency control and multicast for communication; this project supports synchronous 

and asynchronous collaboration but does not offer specific conflict resolution algorithms 

(instead, resolution is left up to the users as in CVS and RCS).  Private local edits can be 

made and selectively published (with conflict resolution possibly needed), but no 

algorithms to handle such events are presented [63]. 

Concerning notification mechanisms, others have examined how to ensure that 

users of the system are kept up-to-date with respect to asynchronous editing (not real-

time, concurrency management).  Work such as [121] and [36] present customizable 

notification mechanisms by which users may be notified when a document is changed 

through a variety of interfaces. 

Existing IDEs such as Eclipse [27] and Visual Studio [149] provide the ability to 

extend the IDE and add new functionality.  Jazz is one such project that adds the 

capability of CES into the Eclipse IDE.  Jazz supports awareness, communication (via 

chat and annotations) and coordination (informal via communication – not through 

concurrency control mechanisms) as shown in Figure 11 [13]. 
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Figure 11: Integrating Collaboration into IDEs (Jazz) 

Existing applications such as CoWord and CoPowerPoint [158], and CoStarOffice 

[122] all allow multiple users to coordinate shared authoring of a document, but each of 

these systems employ an architecture that only allows a homogeneous collection of 

client applications.  Further, CoStarOffice requires explicit, token-based turn taking for 

coordination. 

When attempting to achieve multi-user collaboration, systems have taken existing 

single-user applications and modified them such that they can serve as a multi-user 

editing system.  DistEdit [62] is one such system that integrates additional multi-user 

capabilities into an existing single-user editing system.  Others include CoWord and 

CoPowerPoint [158], CoStarOffice [122], and CoOpenOffice [136]. 
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Figure 12: The DistEdit Approach of Adding Collaboration to Existing Applications 

Notice in Figure 12 the original editing application components such as 

control/user interface, screen manager, and document data structures remain untouched; 

the update routines are modified to map to primitives that are broadcast to other editors 

and update the local copy of the document [62]. 
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The CoWord and CoPowerPoint projects are similarly structured in leveraging 

existing single-user applications with a collaborative adaptor and core collaborative 

engine hooked into the existing application to provide for the collaboration functionality 

[158], as shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: The CoWord Approach to Adapting Single User Applications to RTCES 

 

Additionally, it is advantageous to utilize existing applications that are familiar to 

users.  These applications can be augmented to be utilized in a collaborative 
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environment, allowing users to retain their favored applications while still allowing for 

collaboration [68].  They also allow for heterogeneous collection of client editors in their 

architecture by providing an event capture-reduction-reproduction mechanism; in this 

methodology, events are captured and reduced to meta-events, then they are replayed by 

transforming/reproducing them on the client editor.  In this way, multiple users can use a 

heterogeneous set of editors and still collaborate on a shared document [22].  In this 

case, as shown in Figure 14, the single application contains single-user semantics and 

rendering (displaying the state to the user); collaboration can be injected into this single-

user application by hooking collaboration semantics that receive a “copy” of the user 

editing commands.  These commands are processed and distributed to other copies of 

the single-user application. 

 

Figure 14: Generalized Collaborative Architecture 
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Another current, viable RTCES system is the SubEthaEdit system as shown in 

Figure 15.  This system runs on the Mac OS and features many usability and awareness 

features of other CES editors.  SubEthaEdit allows users to connect to a central server 

and collaborate in real time.  This system shows presence information about each user 

(labeled as Locate Participants and Control Access in Figure 15) [127].  This system, 

like others such as Google Docs [37], Groove [42], and SharePoint [81], does not ensure 

true CCI as the level of coordination and state management uses some form of 

asynchronous (lock based) coordination and require explicit “check in” of the shared 

document to update remote states; thus some form of merge reconciliation is required to 

synchronize states if two collaborators change the same content. 

 

 

Figure 15: Collaboration via in SubEthaEdit 
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Figure 16: Viewing Changes Made By Users – a SubEthaEdit Report 

Many CES have adopted similar visualizations to SubEthaEdit’s 

change/modification log [94] to assist users in tracking how changes are made.  While 

useful, these change logs and reports are for post collaboration used (i.e., they show the 

changes some after they occur). 

Historically, OT research has sought to achieve both TP1 and TP2, but TP2 has 

been elusive/difficult to achieve until recently when it was solved via the TTF [90].  

While TP1 and TP2 are necessary and sufficient to achieve convergence and causality 

preservation, intention preservation is still an active research area in the field of RTCES. 

Unfortunately, the current OT approaches do not scale for a large number of 

operations and a large number of users.  Since all operations must be broadcast to all 

users (except for the originating user of the operation), this approach is costly with 
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respect to communication.  Additionally, we assume that the number of operations 

performed in the collaboration is relative to the number of users within the collaboration, 

thus the total number of operations that must be sent across the network is relative to 

O(n
2
) where n is the number of users within the collaboration. 

Further, OT is costly with respect to the total memory required in storing the 

history buffers among all clients.  The history buffers at each user’s site must be large 

enough to accommodate the arrival of a highly-delayed operation arriving at a user’s site 

such that this “late arriving” operation can be correctly applied in causal order.  Thus OT 

approaches assume a highly-connected, synchronous editing environment where 

messages are not significantly delayed (or lost) when in transit across the network.  If 

significant delay occurs on the network or if operations are not sent quickly to all users’ 

sites, then the history buffers may grow significantly large, and consistency will not be 

achieved… and system performance and the collaboration will decay rapidly.  As a 

result, our research goal is to improve RTCES beyond current OT-based systems. 
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CHAPTER 3 

AN OPEN SYSTEMS APPROACH TO RTCES 

Given that many users have their own favorite editing software on the client side 

and there are many existing server-side repositories that contain documents, it is 

advantageous to create a system that can support the use of these existing technologies.  

Users are often hesitant to adopt new collaborative tools that don’t have the same feature 

set or familiarity of their current tools [64]; as a result, we strive to provide a means by 

which a heterogeneous collection of existing client and server side technologies may be 

interconnected within a Collaborative Editing System such that user can retain the use of 

their favored tools and connect to the plethora of existing server repositories. 

We note that many feature-rich editing systems such as OpenOffice, Microsoft 

Office, and various integrated development environments (IDEs) such as Borland’s 

JBuilder, Microsoft Visual Studio, and Sun’s NetBeans have a large existing user base.  

Likewise, many configuration management systems (CMS) and document repositories 

such as RCS, VSS, and CVS are currently implemented worldwide and store a large 

collection of documents. 

Our work brings these existing client and server technologies together in an open-

systems architecture that allows users to retain their favored tools and leverage on 

existing document servers through the use of Web-services.  [4][79][160] discuss Web-

service-based approaches similar to our system but their systems are coupled to specific 

tools (IDEs) whereas our approach allows for the integration of any IDE, CMS, and 

communication tools; consequently, our architecture is more flexible.   
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Central to our motivation is the need to allow users to synchronously and 

asynchronously edit documents.  When accessing documents synchronously, users 

typically are made aware of other users in the system [46].  Our architecture handles the 

negotiation of awareness and concurrent access transparently to the users such that they 

can focus on the work at hand without being hindered by check-in and check-out level 

minutiae. 

Figure 17 demonstrates the approach of our architecture in allowing varied 

technologies to connect and work together in a CES.  On the client side, different 

document editors such as Microsoft Word, notepad, Open Office, etc. can be used by 

different clients within the CES, yet each has a listener entity that translates local 

changes to the shared document to be replayed by other clients on their chosen 

applications.  Similarly, the Web services API provides a consistent interface by which 

clients may request files for check-in and check-out; the specific server technology 

remains hidden, so it does not matter if CVS, VSS, or another CMS technology is 

adopted.  To achieve heterogeneity among the clients, it is necessary that a client 

application listener be employed that can detect changes to the document, translate these 

changed into an application-independent format, and then send these changes to other 

clients via the server-side coordination Web service. 
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: we first present how 

various client technologies may coordinate in a RTCES, and then present how various 

server technologies may coordinate in a RTCES.  We then discuss how events on the 

clients must be translated from one client technology to another if a heterogeneous set of 

clients technologies is to be supported.  Next, we present the overall heterogeneous 

architecture that combines the client and server technologies via Web services and 

discuss the event flow within the architecture.  We present validation of our architectural 

approach via simulation and prototype implementation.  Finally, we conclude with a 

discussion and summary. 

3.1. Supporting Various Client Technologies 

In order to support an existing client editing tool, two approaches are applicable: 

either transparency or aware collaboration technology.  As previously discussed, it is 
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difficult to support transparency within collaboration because all events (at the OS level) 

must be captured and the collaborative system has no knowledge of what these events 

mean within the context of the application; rather, the system is just capturing, 

broadcasting, and replaying system-level mouse click and key press type events.  As a 

result, we focus on aware collaboration technology in which hooks may be connected to 

existing client editing applications and attain more knowledgeable events such as 

insertions, deletions, etc. 

To create such an aware collaborative hook, it is necessary to enumerate the 

features (edit events) that are to be shared and supported within the collaboration.  

Triggers that are fired when such events are raised must be written such that when these 

edit events occur, the client hook may intercept the edit event and act accordingly.  The 

response could simply pass the edit event to the existing client editor, but additionally, it 

could sent messages to a server to request write access to the section of the document the 

user is attempting to write to or broadcast the edit event to other users within the 

collaboration.  We do not prescribe what must occur within these triggers, but do 

demonstrate the necessity of the triggers in supporting the client technologies. 

To demonstrate that we can implement the client hooks necessary for an open-

architecture system that supports any type of client, we developed a program that parses 

Microsoft Word documents into our hierarchical document tree data structure; in this 

case, we parse the document into paragraphs, sentences, and words using Word’s 

internal document object model (DOM).  This program’s functionality is demonstrated 

in Figure 18 where a Microsoft Word document has been parsed into the tree view 

displayed in the middle of the application and is shown graphically in the right of the 
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application.  In this example, the atomic level of parsing is the word, so words appear as 

leaves within the document tree, and the non-leaf, structural nodes represent the 

assimilation of the words into sentences, then sentences into paragraphs, and paragraphs 

into the entire document (at the root). 

 

Figure 18: Parsing a Microsoft Word Document into a Document Tree 

While not a complete solution, this brief prototype does show that the document 

object model (DOM) within Microsoft Office products such as Microsoft Word can be 

parsed into its semantic structure.  Of particular interest in this prototype is that such 

semantic structure can be gleaned from even a closed-system and the proprietary format 

of Microsoft. 

3.2. Supporting Various Server Technologies 

Given that many different server repositories are currently in use and consist of a 

large set of documents, it would be advantageous to be able to connect to these existing 
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technologies without the need to adopt a new, specialized system specific in supporting 

RTCES.  Additionally, since there is a variety of technologies current in use, any 

architecture to support RTCES should take into account that it must support a 

heterogeneous collection of server technologies. To support these various, existing 

server technologies, we propose adding an architectural layer on top of the existing 

server repository that insulates the particular implementation from the client users.  In 

this way, a standard API may be defined that all clients may make use of – enabling 

check in, check out, optimistic concurrency, pessimistic concurrency, subscription and 

notification upon changes to documents within the repository, and other such features.  

Supporting multiple repositories has been proposed and implemented by [85] and others, 

and our approach also utilizes a Web service interface by which clients may connect – 

realizing the open-systems approach of our proposed architecture.  This process or 

layering additional API and features atop the existing server technologies is shown in 

Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19: Layering the Lock Proxy and Web Service API atop Existing CMS 
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In Figure 19, the existing CMS, Web-based, and OS file system appear at the 

lowest level (pink) and have publicly accessible APIs at the next level up (blue).  We 

add a lock proxy one layer higher (orange) that implements dynamic, hierarchical 

locking to increase concurrent access and manage computation and communication costs 

(see Chapter 4).  To ensure that these services are accessible regardless of the client 

technology being employed, we adopt a Web service front-end (show in purple) atop the 

lock proxy.  The lock proxy must connect to each server technology and map a subset of 

the RTCES events that the server previously provided (document check in, document 

check out, etc.) to the server API comments.  For example, a document check in 

command issued within the RTCES would have to map to the CVS “ci” command if the 

server technology managing the shared document was CVS.  On the other hand, some 

RTCES events would not pass down the layers to the existing server technology; client 

cursor movement and individual lock request and release commands would be handled 

in at the lock proxy layer without need to pass them further down.  Thus the number of 

events to map to the existing server technology is limited and tractable. 

The result of our approach is a server-side solution that insulates/hides the 

implementation details of the particular server technology employed so that any number 

of client technologies may make use of the documents in the servers’ repositories.  

Additionally, the added capabilities of the dynamic locking are added atop the server 

without having to have access to the internal implementations of the server technologies 

(i.e., no code-level access or recompilation is required to add the new capabilities). 
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3.3. Translation of Events 

While supporting an “aware” set of homogeneous client tools proves challenging 

because triggers must be written for each edit event that we would like to capture and 

respond to, the difficulty in supporting heterogeneous clients is even greater.  In a 

heterogeneous environment, the client hooks must be written for each client technology 

to be supported in the system, but additionally, a mapping from each client technology 

edit event to each other client technology event must be written.  It is no longer 

sufficient to simply transmit the operations occurring locally to remote clients because 

the remote client may not employ the same editing technology as the local user. 

For example, if an event X is triggered at client C1 using technology T1, this event 

X must be mapped to Xi such that Xi achieves the same intention (results in the same 

document state) on Ti that X achieved on T1 when replayed for each technology Ti (i.e., 

 Ti  T, where T = the set of heterogeneous technologies employed by the users in the 

collaboration).  This is undesirably complex and O(T
2
) as depicted in Figure 20. 

 

 

 
Figure 20: Mapping Client Events Directly to Each Other 

Denotes mapping a 

set of edit events 

from Ti to Tj 
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A better approach would be to receive an edit event from the client application 

and translate this event into a “meta” language representing the intention of the event on 

the shared document within the RTCES.  From this meta language, the event could be 

translated into a specific command for a target client technology.  This is more efficient 

and only requires O(T) triggers to be written; further, it is more scalable in that when a 

new client technology is to be supported, none of the other client hooks need to be aware 

of the new technology – they still translate into the meta language and from there, the 

meta language translation tool can translate the event into the new client technology 

format.  This process is depicted in Figure 21. 

  

 

The downside of taking this centralized meta-language approach to translating the 

events from technology to technology is that it does require an additional computational 

step when compared to direct technology-to-technology translation because of the 

intermediate meta format.  If it proves too costly/slow to move between the intermediate 

meta format, it is possible to implement direct translations for the most common client 

technologies and have the translation bypass the intermediate in these time-critical (and 

perhaps more common) situations. 

Figure 21: Mapping Client Events to an Intermediate Meta Event Language 

Denotes mapping a 

set of edit events 

from Ti to M or 

from M to Ti  
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event language and 
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3.4. Heterogeneous Architecture 

Having discussed how various heterogeneous client and server components may 

be supported within a RTCES, we now integrate them into a proposed architecture. 

 

 

The Client Application Listener component connects to existing client 

applications such as MS Word and IDEs like JavaBeans so that users may use their 

preferred methods of editing.  The role of this component is to listen to change events 

that occur within the application (edits to the document) and cache (if desired) and 

send on these changes to the server coordinating the collaborative editing among 

other users.  This component also receives update notifications from the server and 

sends the changes to the client application, thus maintaining consistency among all 

users collaborating together. 
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Figure 22: Architecture Components 
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Second, the Web Service component provides an API for traditional CMS 

systems (check-in and check-out, etc.) as well as an API for managing changes 

among the users that are collaborating together (insert, delete, move, etc.).  This 

component also provides an API by which users can subscribe to receive synchronous 

and asynchronous notification when a document has been changed.   

Third, the Fine-Grain Lock Manager component acts as a proxy that checks-

out and checks-in documents from the existing server repository (such as CVS, VSS, 

etc.).  This component receives check-in and check-out events from the Web Service 

component and processes and executes these requests via the existing server 

repository.  This component provides the ability to manage artifacts at a finer 

granularity (viewing an artifact as a collection of sub-artifacts); as an example, a user 

can edit page one of a shared artifact at the same time another user is editing page 

two.  This component tracks who is currently working on each artifact in the server 

repository and is thus able to “push” these changes to the necessary clients.  The 

addition of the fine-grain lock manager proxy to the server machine allows for the 

addition of fine-grain check in and check out of artifacts.  This lock manager 

intercepts messages from the network and processes them accordingly.  The lock 

manager maintains a set of artifacts that have been checked out from the server; this 

stored database of artifacts also contains information about subsections within the 

artifacts.  This subsection management allows a client to check out only a subsection 

of an artifact and allows other clients to check out other subsections.  Consequently, 

the lock manager will only check in an artifact if there are no clients accessing the 

artifact.  Assuming pessimistic locking, a check out request is only passed to the 
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server from the lock manager if there are no other clients currently accessing the 

subsection being requested. 

The result of this additional lock manager is that each artifact may be checked 

out simultaneously by different clients so long as the clients are accessing disjoint 

subsections of the artifact. Notice in this scheme, no change is required to the existing 

CMS system; the addition of multi-granular locking is transparent to the existing 

CMS system.  Furthermore, if the existing configuration management system does 

not support replication of the files among multiple clients, then our approach adds this 

capability by checking the files out and in via lock manager; thus the existing CMS is 

only aware of one user (the lock manager) and the lock manager is then responsible 

for coordination among the clients. 

Fourth, the Notification Mechanism component is responsible for passing on 

any events that the user has requested notification of (document change, check-out, 

etc.) to the users’ preferred email, IM, etc.  This component receives the event from 

the Web Service component and sends the notification to the client.  Clients may 

subscribe for notification when changes are made (even if they are not currently 

editing the document); thus the system supports synchronous and asynchronous 

collaboration. 

In summary, heterogeneous editors are able to coordinate by sending messages 

to the server via an established API.  Since the server provides the common API, any 

client IDE can connect if it utilizes this API.  The server propagates changes to other 

users and maintains consistency among all users’ copies of the artifact as needed.  
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The system tracks who is currently working on each artifact in the server repository 

and is thus able to “push” these changes to the necessary clients. 

 

The following 11 events are illustrated in Figure 23.  When a change event occurs 

in the client’s document editing application, a state update message (user edit of artifact) 

is sent (1) to the Client Application Listener.  The Client Listener receives the update 

message and caches the change (2).  When the cache must be flushed (when the cache is 

full or when another user enters the document as a reader), changes are sent (3) to the 

Web Service on the server via the network.  The Web Service receives the updates and 

sends (4) them to the Fine-Grain Lock Manager to be processed.  Upon receipt of a 

check-out or check-in message, the Fine-Grain Lock Manager updates its data store of 

users that must be notified of the change and may also send (5) the check-out or check-

Figure 23: Events in the Architecture 
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in message to the existing Server Repository.  The Server Repository (an existing CMS 

or document server) processes the check-in or check-out and confirms (6) update of the 

artifact to the Fine-Grain Lock Manager.  The Fine-Grain Lock Manager notifies (7) the 

Web Service component that the change has been committed (the check-in or check-out 

has succeeded).  For each client subscribed for notification concerning this document 

being changed, the Web Service component sends (8) a message to the Notification 

Mechanism (which will notify the client). Additionally, the Web Service component 

selectively broadcasts (9) via the network change notifications to each client interested 

in the change (and client currently reading the document being modified).  The Client 

Application Listener will receive the update notification (10) and cache it if the user is 

not currently viewing the updated section.  When the client views the changed section of 

the document, the Client Application Listener flushes the update cache to the Client 

Application (11); this maintains consistency as the user views the content of the shared 

document. 

The aforementioned architectural components enable heterogeneous client and 

heterogeneous server technologies to interact within a RTCES – allowing clients to use 

their preferred tools and enabling RTCES to work with legacy server repositories.  The 

Web service approach acts to insulate the specific server implementations from the 

clients, and the client hooks facilitate interoperability among varied client technologies; 

further, the architecture supports subscription-based and asynchronous notification 

mechanisms for users that are interested on per-event awareness of changes within the 

RTCES. 
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3.5. Validation 

To validate our approach and determine the communication costs associated with 

such a distributed architecture, we implemented two studies.  The first verified what we 

believed intuitively that locking documents at a sub-file level would increase concurrent 

access to the shared documents via a lock proxy.  The second verified that 

communication costs are reasonable to support such an open architectural approach.  

First, we discuss the background of the DEVS formalism used in the first simulation 

(and the simulation later described in Section 5.2) in modeling the components within 

our architecture; we then discuss our simulation in validating how adding a lock proxy 

improves concurrent access to files within legacy CMS; finally, we present our work in 

measuring communication costs associated with various events within the architecture. 

3.5.1. Introduction to DEVS 

The Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) is a formalism for discrete 

event systems [161] and is the basis for the DEVS Java [162] simulation package used 

for validating our open systems architectural approach to RTCES; we also use the 

DEVS Java package for later simulations in this research (as described in Section 5.2).  

Formally, DEVS is a tuple: 

 

where 

X is the set of input values 

S is the set of states 

Y is the set of output values 
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δint : S → S is the internal transition function 

δext : Q × X → S is the external transition function, 

 where Q = {(s,e) | s  S, 0 ≤ e ≤  ta(s)} is the total state set and e is the 

time elapsed since the last transition 

λ : S → Y is the output function 

ta : S → R+ is the set of positive reals including 0 and ∞ 

Consequently, we can use DEVS to create models that reflect state transitions 

based upon internal (based upon internal timings) and external (based upon receiving 

inputs/messages from other entities) events.  Additionally, these models can receive and 

generate events, which is easily mapped to an object-oriented implementation. 

One of the fundamental classes of DEVS modeling is the atomic model/class 

which is defined as M above.  In M we have states that the object can exist in, and based 

upon timing events, the model can transition to other states; additionally, the model can 

transition to other states based upon receiving an external event/input.  When a model 

transitions state, it is able to generate an message to be sent as output of the model.  The 

inputs are received by an atomic model via input ports where  

X = {(p, v) | p  InPorts, v  Xp}, and the outputs are sent out by an atomic model via 

output ports where Y = {{(p, v) | p  OutPorts, v  Yp}.  The atomic model is shown in 

Figure 24. 
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Another fundamental class of DEVS modeling is the coupled model which is 

defined as N below. 

 

where X and Y are the same as previously defined and D is the set of the component 

names where  d  D, d is an instance of M or N (i.e., is an atomic or coupled model).  

EIC, EOC, and IC are couplings between models as shown in Figure 25 where EIC is 

External Input Coupling, EOC is External Output Coupling, and IC is Internal Coupling.  

These various couplings are also shown in Figure 25.  The Select entity is a tie-breaking 

function when two events are generated at the same simulation time. 

Figure 24: The DEVS Atomic Model 
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Coupled models may be combined to created hierarchical models to any arbitrary 

depth as needed in handling the complexity of the models being simulated. 

In summary, DEVS is a powerful modeling framework in which to create models 

of any level of complexity to handle discrete events and maintain state information on a 

per-model/object basis.  Having provided background to the DEVS framework, we turn 

our attention to its use to simulate our architectural approach to RTCES. 

3.5.2. Adding a Lock-Proxy to a CMS  

To validate our architecture and experimentally determine whether a lock proxy 

approach could improve concurrency, we simulated two configurations of our 

architecture – one in which the lock proxy was absent (as in a traditional distributed 

repository) and one in which the lock proxy was present (as serving to implement fine-

granular locking).  We utilized the discrete event DEVS Java simulation framework for 

this study [162]. 

Figure 25: The DEVS Coupled Model 
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Both simulations connected numerous clients to a set of servers hosting CMS 

(document repositories) through a network.  Clients simulated users requesting 

documents, editing a document once owned, and returning the document to the 

repository when the edits were completed (checking the document back in). 

The second simulation configuration was identical to the first except that this 

system added a lock proxy component to the server that intercepted document requests 

from clients and processed these requests as a proxy to the server; this component is 

shown as a dashed box in Figure 26 to denote that it was not present in the original 

simulation configuration.  The client edit behaviors were the same in both simulations.   

These simulation configurations are illustrated in Figure 26; note that if the lock 

manager was not present, the Web Services API would communicate directly with the 

document repository (CMS).  
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Figure 26: Simulation Configuration (shown with Lock Proxy) 
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Figure 27 shows the architecture implemented in the DEVS Java simulation 

package.  The simulation was designed so that client users and servers could be added 

easily upon initial configuration; the lines connecting the components denote discrete 

event message paths within the simulation (i.e. requests for check in and check out, 

success or fail messages from the server, etc.), thus that the entire collaborative editing 

system was modeled accurately.  In Figure 27, the lock manager component is shown 

and labeled as “middleware.” 

 

Figure 27: DEVSJAVA Simulation of Lock Proxy 
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On the left side in Figure 27, you see a set of clients that represent the users in the 

CES; we did not specify which editing software/applications the clients were using – we 

simply send the check-out and check-in requests denoting that the clients desire to edit 

(check-out) and are done with editing (check-in).  The network entity connects he clients 

to the servers.  On the right side of Figure 27, you see a set of servers; we allow the set 

of documents to be spread over a heterogeneous set of servers, thus each server 

publishes a Web Service API that standardizes how clients may request check-ins and 

check-outs of documents.  Notice that it is transparent to the clients as to whether the 

server is running any particular configuration management software (RCS, CVS, VSS, 

etc.).  The connecting lines in Figure 27 denote the message paths from clients through 

the network, from the network to the servers, and internally within the servers’ Web 

Services API to the lock manager/proxy and then to the existing/legacy CMS.  Also note 

that the lock manager/proxy was only present in the section version of the simulation; it 

was left out in the  first version of the simulation to see if the addition of this proxy 

improved check-out fail rates. 

There are three types of clients in the simulation: random, clustered, and hybrid.  

These clients represent the broadest range of edit patterns among users/editors within a 

collaborative editing session.  The random client has a high probability (90%) of 

selecting a new random artifact from the repositories from the full range of all of the 

documents.  The clustered client is programmed to exhibit a localization policy in that it 

remains within a close proximity to a single document.  We achieve this by sequentially 

numbering the documents, so this client checked out documents numerically close to its 
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currently preferred document.  The hybrid client is programmed as a mixture of the 

clustered and random client behaviors – behaving like each of them 50% of the time. 

The simulation was run in nine configurations for each of the two versions of the 

simulation (for a total of 18 runs).  Table 3 shows the various configurations.  The 

number of iterations is defined by the number of iterations for which the simulation was 

run (all time advances).  The client distributions denote how many of each type of client 

(random, clustered, and hybrid) were in the system when the simulation was run; for 

example, for test 1, there was one client of each of the three types.  The repository 

distributions denote how many artifacts existed at each server and how many servers 

existed in the system; for example, in tests 1-4, there was one artifact at server 1, two 

artifacts at server 2, and one artifact at server 3. 

Table 3: Lock Proxy Simulation Configurations 

  
Client Distribution 

(# per type) 

Repository Distribution 

(# Artifacts at each Server) 

Test Iterations Random Clustered Hybrid S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 

1 500 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 500 3 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 500 0 3 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 500 0 0 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 500* 1 1 1 10 20 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 500 10 10 10 30 50 80 30 30 40 40 100 100 

7 5000 10 10 10 30 50 80 30 30 40 40 100 100 

8 2500 10 10 10 15 25 40 15 15 20 20 50 50 

9 5000 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

* Test 5 for the fine-grain version was run to 5000 iterations to obtain lock failures 
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Table 4: Lock Proxy Simulation Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown in Table 4, check-out fail rates for the simulation configuration without 

the fine-grain locking ranged from 2% (test 5) up to 32.75% (test 1).  Check-out fail 

rates for the simulation configuration with the fine-grain locking ranged from 0.75% 

(test 5) up to 11.67% (test 2).   

In all configurations, the version of the simulation that contained the fine-grain 

lock manager significantly outperformed the other version (without the lock manager) in 

reducing the number of check-out failures (collisions).  The minimum improvement 

when adding the fine-grain locking in reducing check-out failures occurred in test 2 

(50% improvement), and the maximum improvement occurred in test 1 (78% 

improvement).  The average improvement in reducing check-out failure as a result of 

adding the fine-grain locking was 67%.  

This study has shown that the hypothesis behind adding middleware to existing 

repository management systems is sound and that fine-grain management of artifacts via 

proxy does improve the reduction of failed check-outs (collisions) among multiple users 

in a distributed collaborative system. 

 Check-out Fail Rate  

Test Without Lock Proxy With Lock Proxy Improvement 

1 32.75% 7.27% 78% 

2 23.33% 11.67% 50% 

3 26.92% 6.38% 76% 

4 19.64% 7.02% 64% 

5 2.00% 0.75% 63% 

6 16.39% 5.81% 65% 

7 7.91% 2.62% 67% 

8 9.08% 2.99% 67% 

9 26.55% 7.24% 73% 
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In all test scenarios, dramatically fewer check-out failures occurred in the fine-

grain locking version of the simulation as compared to the initial version of the 

simulation without fine-grain locking.  This is as expected as the middleware, fine-grain 

version of the simulation effectively increases the number of artifacts (via subsections of 

the artifacts) that clients are able to simultaneously check out; this is due to the fact that 

checking out a subsection of an artifact does not preclude another client from checking 

out a different subsection of the same artifact. 

Additionally, this study shows that the number of failed check-outs is related to 

the relative density of clients when compared with artifacts; note that test 1 and 5 differ 

only in the number of artifacts stored in the server machines (by a factor of 10).  The 

check-out fail rate decreases dramatically as the number of artifacts is increased.  This is 

as expected since the clients have a wider range of artifacts from which they may select. 

The results also indicate that the improvement in moving from the initial 

simulation to the fine-grain enabled simulation is comparable regardless of the number 

of iterations to which the simulation is run.  This claim is supported by examining the 

comparable improvements between test 6 and test 7 (in which only the iterations was 

changed). 

The results indicate that the concurrency is maximized at some number of 

artifacts relative to the number of clients.  Examining the difference between test 7 and 

test 8, the decrease in the number of artifacts by 50% does not show any appreciable 

difference in the improvement rate.  Consequently, we may infer that both of these tests 

had a sufficiently large set of artifacts from which the clients could make use of such 

that the check-out failure rate was not affected by the reduction in the number of 
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artifacts.  It is interesting to note that the improvement rate is still significant when the 

lock manager is added, even though the number of artifacts is large enough to handle the 

client requests well in both simulation configurations.  

3.5.3. Measuring Communication Costs 

The second study we performed to validate our architecture involves measuring 

the communication cost associated with keeping users notified with the RTCES.  In this 

study, we implemented a simple client editor that communicated with other users within 

the RTCES using a P2P networking approach.  The client editor allowed the users to 

share a common document and chat via an instant message (IM) window. 

The system was implemented in C# with DirectX 9 using peer-to-peer 

networking.  The visual interface provides the users the ability to edit the collaborative 

space, send text chat messages, and log all interactions with the shared space. 

The peer-to-peer aspect of the system is particularly interesting; no centralized 

server acts as a single point of communication bottleneck or failure, and in this system, 

the host is able to migrate if the original peer host leaves the session. 
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Figure 28: A Simple Real-time Collaborative Editor Using DirectX 9 

The system is I/O bound, so communication time dominates.  Though other 

messages are sent and managed by the DirectX 9 code for establishing connections and 

joining, there are only six types of data packets that are we send in this system: 

(1) JOIN - A peer has joined and is added to each existing peers’ local list of peers 

(i.e., the peers now “know” about the new user/peer). 

(2) LEAVE – A Peer leaves the P2P collaboration and must be removed from each 

existing peers’ local list of peers (i.e., the peers now “know” the peer has left). 

(3) SYNCH - A peer requests the current state of the shared document, and the host 

responds with the current state of the shared document. 

(4) CHAT - A peer has placed content into the chat window and sends this content.  

The chat content is sent to all peers.  This message type does not deal with shard 

editing. 
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(5) POSITION - A peer has updated its position (line owned) in the shared content 

window, and the new position is sent to all peers.  This update changes the mutex 

for each peer (i.e. each peer tracks what other peers “own”). 

(6) MODIFICATION - A peer has made a modification to the shared content, and the 

modification event is sent to all peers.  Each peer must then update its local copy 

to ensure all copies are synchronized to include the modification. 

Figure 29, Figure 30, and Figure 31 summarize the communication costs for 

simulations using various numbers of peers and different events/messages.  High 

(100mbps) and low bandwidth (33.6kbps with 2% packet loss) tests were executed with 

reasonable/usable communication latency due to the system’s low communication 

overhead. 

 

Figure 29: IM/Chat Communication Costs 
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The results shown in Figure 29 demonstrate the communication cost (in bytes) for 

sending chat/IM content between the peers.  In this scenario, a user entered 10, 20, 40, 

or 80 bytes of content in to a communication chat box and then press a “send” button.  

The content typed would be then distributed to all peers.  As expected, as the number of 

peers increases, the communication cost to distribute the message to the peers also 

increases.  The number of packets sent in each event in this chat experiment is equal to 

2(n-1) where n is equal to the number of peers in the system; this is as expected since the 

originator (the peer that generated the message) does not send itself the message, and 

each peer requires a send and an acknowledgement packet across the network.  Also as 

expected, as the size of the message increases, the communication cost to distribute the 

message to the peers also increases since more total packets must be sent to all peers.  

When using a low bandwidth (33.6kbps with 2% packet loss) network simulator, the 

communication time was equal to approximately 55(n-1) milliseconds where n is equal 

to the number of peers in the system.   This shows that, overall, the communication 

delay and total packets sent is small with little overhead for the communication of the 

chat/IM content – representing an efficient messaging system within this DirectX 9 

implementation of our P2P architecture for a RTCES. 
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Figure 30: Communication Costs for DirectX 9 P2P RTCES Prototype 

Figure 30 shows the communication cost (in milliseconds) for the five non-chat 

events/message types.  The most costly of these are the join and leave messages where a 

user enters or leaves the RTCES; as the number of peers increases, as expected, it 

becomes more costly to notify all the other peers upon a join or leave event and have 

them update their internal data structures and communication channels to the peers 

within the system.  It is important to note that the most common events – 

synchronization, position updating (i.e., a user moves to another section of the 

document), and modification (i.e., a user has made a change to the section they own) – 

do not incur a large communication cost. The position and modify events generate a cost 

of 2(n-1) packets and the synchronize event generates a cost of 2(n-1)+c packets where n 

is equal to the number of peers in the system and c is content size / 1000  (i.e., the 

number of packets to send the content itself), and the time cost is approximately 55(n-1) 
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milliseconds.  Thus again, overall, the communication delay and total packets sent is 

small with little overhead for the synchronize, position, modify, enter, and leave events 

– representing an efficient messaging system within this DirectX 9 implementation of 

our P2P architecture for a RTCES.   

 

Figure 31: Synchronize Communication Cost for Varying Content Size 

Figure 31 shows the communication cost/latency (in milliseconds) for 

synchronizing a peer with new content.  This occurs when a peer enters a section that is 

“stale” within its local copy (i.e., not current with another peer’s copy) and must be 

notified of the most current content.  In this simplistic implementation, the 

synchronization request is broadcast to all peers, thus as expected, the communication 

cost increases with respect to the number of peers within the system.  The synchronize 

event generates a cost of 2(n-1)+c packets where n is equal to the number of peers in the 

system and c is content size / 1000  (i.e., the number of packets to send the content 
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itself), and the time cost is approximately 55(n-1) milliseconds.  As expected, as the 

number of peers increases, the time to synchronize increases.  Additionally as expected, 

as the size of the content to be synchronized increases, the time to synchronize increases.  

In the most costly scenario with 9 peers synchronizing 3166 bytes of content, the 

effective communication time to broadcast the request to all peers and receive a response 

was 652 milliseconds.  This shows that synchronizing content among peers is reasonable 

with respect to the number of packets communicated and time to complete the 

synchronization. 

3.6. Discussion and Related Work 

The open systems architecture presented in this chapter demonstrates that 

heterogeneous client and heterogeneous server technologies may be combined to support 

RTCES as well as asynchronous collaborative editing.  Hooks may be added to existing 

client editing software to listen for edit events that should be sent to other users within 

the collaboration; and a Web service front-end may be placed atop existing server 

repositories to create a unified API to clients of these server-side tools. 

Others in the RTCES community have proposed and even developed 

collaborative hooks into existing applications; we see CoWord as a real-time 

collaborative extension to Microsoft Word [138] and CoPowerPoint [158] as a real-time 

collaborative extension to Microsoft PowerPoint, and we see that this technique may be 

extended to open systems applications as well in CoStarOffice [122][136].  But the 

problem in all of these homogeneous systems is that a function to respond to the edit 

event and transmit it to each user within the collaboration must be written for each edit 

event in the existing client tool; given that there are many edit events and many paths to 
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execute the same edit event in existing client editing tools, it is quite difficult to cover all 

features.  As a result, these previous systems have only implemented a small subset of 

the features within their respective products.  Our work is not so much seeking to 

replicate what has already been done, but rather we demonstrate an overall architecture 

by which these existing techniques and technologies can be incorporated into a larger 

system supporting users of various client technologies  

Further, heterogeneous clients may also be connected collaboratively in real-time 

editing [68], and the problem of covering features within the client tool is exacerbated in 

that now each feature must be covered for each client in the heterogeneous set of clients, 

but also there must be a mapping/translation of edit events in each client tool to every 

other client tool. 

Our proposed lock proxy may be added to legacy repositories and CMS to extend 

their capabilities in supporting asynchronous collaboration and a sub-file level locking 

such that more than one user may edit a shared document if the sections being edited by 

the different users do not overlap (i.e., the sections are distinct).  Other systems such as 

Coven [16] and COOP/Orm [75] also allow the lock to be made at a sub-file level, and 

the POEM system [71] utilizes the hierarchical nature of software code to lock at a sub-

file level; one of the shortcomings of these systems and a limitation present in our 

simulation in this chapter is that the unit of locking is fixed in size and is not adjustable.  

For example, if two users wanted to edit different parts of the first section of a shared 

document, all of the previous systems and our simulation would not be able to 

accommodate both users – only one would have write access.  But if the amount of the 

shared document was not fixed in size and could dynamically adjust to accommodate 
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users at various semantic levels within the document, then concurrent access could be 

maintained while still avoiding synchronization of all edit events (OT type consistency 

maintenance).  This dynamic locking will be presented in the next chapter and is the 

continuation of our work. 

One presupposition that the RTCES research community makes is that a 

replication of the shared document on each client’s site is necessary given the network 

latency and to preserve responsiveness of the editor for the local user.  But our research 

in this area indicates that even for moderately sized collaborations of up to 9 users, the 

communication latency was reasonable even when simulating a 33.6kbps with 2% 

packet loss network speed.  As a result, we believe investigating RTCES that employ 

intelligent locking is merited. 

3.7. Summary 

Because the RTCES research community has primarily adopted a replicated 

approach with OT-based consistency management for sharing a common document, 

communication costs and the time needed to achieve consistency have not been 

previously addressed.  It is assumed that high local response time is more critical and 

that consistency among the replicas may be delayed.  Additionally, with a few 

exceptions, the RTCES community has not adequately addressed the opportunities for 

an open systems approach with regard to integrating existing client and server 

technologies.  Our approach as presented in this chapter demonstrates that not only is 

such an open systems based architecture viable, the communication costs and latencies 

in supporting non-replicated (i.e., round-trip) consistency approaches for RTCES are 

sufficiently low.  Better still, if the overall number of messages needed to ensure 
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consistency can be kept small, then the communications costs of our architecture will 

outperform existing OT-based solutions.  Thus, we focus the next phase of this research 

in adopting hierarchical locking techniques on document trees such that we can 

minimize the total messages required to ensure consistency within a RTCES.  The next 

chapter details this next phase of our research. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ENABLING RELAXED CONSISTENCY TO REDUCE RTCES COSTS 

Having established a viable open-systems architecture for RTCES, we now focus 

on reducing communication and computation costs associated with traditional OT-based 

consistency approaches.  OT approaches are costly in that all operations are immediately 

broadcast to all users within the collaboration, thus in effort to reduce costs in an 

RTCES, we adopt a more relaxed consistency model in which not all users within the 

RTCES have the most current copy of the document – rather, all users have the most 

current copy of the section of the document they are viewing (i.e., the visible/focused 

portion of the document is always current on a user-by-user basis).  By relaxing the 

consistency constraint within the RTCES, we are able to reduce communication and 

computation costs while at the same time improve the intention preservation of users. 

We agree with [28] that conflicts are a “naturally-arising side effect of the 

collaborative process” and “will occur simply because of the semantics of multi-user 

applications.”  Further we agree with [47] that “temporary inconsistencies are necessary 

to achieve good performance” within collaborative editing systems.  Our approach is 

motivated by noting that some  distributed systems such as DNS that allow lazy 

updating and temporal inconsistencies through “eventual consistency” [144].   Thus, at 

various points in time, the copies of the document are not consistent, but the distributed, 

managed copy of the document in its entirety is correct and preserves user intention; 

further, we record ownership and change history sufficient to recreate the entire 

document as needed (i.e., when a user wishes to view any specific section).  These 

changes will be communicated and replayed among local copies as the users move about 
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and view new sections, and changes can also be sent among the users (moving changes 

up the tree – minimizing communication costs) at specified intervals if desired 

[109][110].  Selective multicast is employed to improve communication cost [70]. 

This chapter presents our research in relaxed consistency and caching utilizing a 

document tree residing on a server with client editors connecting to the server for 

document state changes and lock/unlock requests.  We first discuss our approach in 

modeling a document as a tree in Section 4.1 and discuss the benefits of maximizing the 

space within the tree that a user owns in Section 4.2.  We then present our data 

structures and algorithms in Sections 4.3 through 4.5.  The complete listing of the 

algorithms is presented in Section 4.6 with an analysis of correctness and efficiency.  

We present the simulation results that validate our approach in Section 4.7.  Finally, we 

conclude with a discussion and summary in Sections 0 and 4.9 respectively. 

4.1. Modeling Document Structure via a Document Tree 

Traditionally, research within CES has viewed documents to be a linear sequence 

of data; consequently, OT and other techniques to ensure the CCI model [134] are 

designed to work on linear content.  More recently, others have proposed leveraging the 

semantic structure of the document and viewing it as a hierarchy [59][60][104] [Ignat 

2002].  Operations to ensure CCI are more efficient when applied to sections of a 

hierarchical document as opposed to the entire document, and the system is better able 

to handle context-specific consistency/intention preservation [57][137].  

Because any section of a document may contain any number of text elements 

(paragraphs, sentences, etc.) and may contain any number of sub-sections, we generalize 

our previous algorithms [103] for inserting and removing locks from the collaborative 
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space to work within an n-ary tree data structure that is representative of a shared 

document.   

We extend this view of the document as a hierarchical structure; in addition to 

better achieving context-specific consistency preservation, we can reduce 

communication and computational costs.  Based upon the semantic structure of the 

document, the document may be broken up into sections, subsections, paragraphs, 

sentences, words, etc.  If the document being shared is a CAD drawing, it may be broken 

into layers, objects, etc.  If the document is programming source code, it may be broken 

into classes, components, methods, blocks, etc.  Thus we do not have any preconceived 

notion of what the sections of the document contain, nor do we require any specific 

depth/level of decomposition.  Our approach works well with a variety of document 

structures.  Note that the document tree consists of internal nodes that represent 

structure, and all document content resides at leaf nodes. 

 

The path finding algorithm of Rao and Kumar [111] uses binary encoding to 

uniquely identify a path from a vertex n to a vertex v.  Since we do not mandate a binary 

tree structure, we extend this algorithm to support a mechanism for correctly identifying 

Figure 32: Mapping a Document to a Document Tree 
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the path from vertex n to a vertex v in an n-ary tree.  We do this by defining node 

identifiers and a function NEXTINPATH(N, V) from n to v as follows. 

First, let E denote the identifier of a vertex v.  E then defines a path p from the 

root to a vertex v; E consists of a string of d entities, where d is the depth of v.  If the 

root is desired, then E = “” (empty string) since the root is at depth 0 (d=0).  Each entity 

in E specifies which sub-tree to follow in the path to v.  Consequently, the cardinality of 

d must be equal to the branching factor of the vertex with the largest set of children (i.e. 

|d| = maximum branching factor of the tree).  Assume d = {d1, d2, d3, … dn}, where n = 

|d|.  If the path p contains the edge from vertex vk to the i
th

 child/sub-tree of vk (where vk 

is a vertex at depth k), then the (k+1) entity of E = di (i.e. traverse into the i
th

 sub-tree of 

vk). 

 

 

Using as an example, in Figure 33, a path from the root n to vertex k may be 

defined by Ek = “241”, and the path from the root n to vertex h may be defined by Eh = 

“26”. 

Figure 33: Path Finding in the Document Tree 
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Thus we uniquely identify each vertex in the tree, and the identifying string for 

each vertex defines a path from the root to the vertex that can be found in O(1) and may 

traverse any path in O(h) where h is the height of the tree. 

While this identifying scheme requires more memory than the simpler binary 

identification of Rao and Kumar, it is more flexible in that it works with n-ary trees.  

Given a tree depth of Dt and a maximum branching factor of Bt, the largest identifier 

required for any vertex would occur at a leaf node at depth Dt, be represented by Bt*Dt, 

and consist of 
tt

BD
2

log*  bits.  Additionally the memory required to represent the 

entire tree is 
tD

i

i

t
B

0

, which is quite reasonable given that the branching factor of the 

document tree is defined by the largest number of subsections within any section, and 

the depth is defined as the “deepest” subsection of the document. 

4.2. Maximizing Owned Space and Caching 

It is advantageous to maintain a lock on the largest sub-tree that is permissible; by 

maximizing the sub-tree that any user owns, we minimize the communication costs of 

the system by utilizing caching.  For example, if a user ui owns the entire tree (the entire 

document), then all changes to the document can be stored locally in the user’s cache.  A 

lock on a sub-tree rooted at node ni is permissible for user ui so long as no other user has 

a lock on any node within the tree rooted at node ni.  If another user uj enters the system 

and requests a section of the document, then the section of the tree owned by user ui is 

reduced to accommodate the insertion of user uj (if possible).  Only that portion of the 

tree that had been modified (marked dirty cache) by ui that are part of the sub-tree now 

owned by uj must be sent to uj; the other portion of ui’s cache remains local to ui. 
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The dynamic lock management algorithms focus on granting a user exclusive 

access for writing to the section of the shared document.  In addition to supporting 

dynamic, exclusive writer locks, the system also supports multiple, simultaneous readers 

for a section of the document.  It is permissible to allow multiple users to view the 

changes being made by another user, and thus the n-ary tree used to manage the write 

locks of the document is also used to manage the viewing positions of all users within 

the document. 

For example, if a collaborative editing session included five users, U = {u1, u2, u3, 

u4, u5}, where u1 was editing Section 1, u2 was editing Section 2, u3 and u4 were viewing 

Section 1, and u5 was viewing Section 2, this would be stored in the n-ary tree, shown in 

Figure 34. 

 

If we adopt such a cache based approach, then broadcasting all changes is not 

required (an improvement over existing OT approaches).  We may communicate only to 

other readers/writers within the changed node.  Additionally, readers need not perform 

Figure 34: Supporting Multiple Readers and Writers 
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OT since they are not editing (they can’t have any local changes on which to transform 

the new operation) and we can reduce the number of clients that need to perform OT 

(bound by the writers within the node).  These are significant communication and 

computation improvements over existing OT systems.  Further, our approach affords 

opportunities where we may decrease the history buffer (HB) size.  This can be done 

when inverse operations (where inverse is denoted as ¬) are applied and a policy of 

flushing the previous operations is approved (i.e. we don’t need to “undo” the operation 

and its inverse operation).  In this case, Op + ¬Op allows removal of Op from HB (and 

avoiding placing the ¬Op into the HB at all).  Additionally, we may reduce the history 

buffer size by consolidating multiple operations into single, semantically-higher-order 

operation within the tree; this can occur upon reduction or promotion as explained later 

in this chapter. 

Central to our approach is the ability to employ lazy consistency in which 

portions of the document are current at only a subset of all users’ copies.  In this regard, 

we allow some portions of the copies of users to be “stale” and inconsistent (i.e., we 

allow operations on other users’ copies to not immediately be sent/communicated to 

other users).  We avoid the problem of the user being affected by this by tracking where 

the user is in the document and caching changes (not communicating these changes) if 

the user is not editing/viewing the space in which the change occurred. 

The impact of this is that each user has the most current (and correct) content for 

the space within the shared document that they are interested in, but we minimize 

communication and computation costs by not having to immediately broadcast all 
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changes to all users.  Visually, we can view the overall document’s correct (most 

current) state as being distributed among potentially many users as shown in Figure 35. 

 

 

In Figure 35, the black area shows the section of the document that has been 

modified and cached locally among the user(s) that are currently writing in that section 

of the document.  To compile the current state of the entire document, we can query 

each user and reconstruct the document according to the equation: 

 

Where Dtotal = the most current state of the entire document, Di = the state of the 

document for section i (managed by some set of users), and  = the changes that have 

been made (history buffer) at section Di. 

Figure 35: Distributing the Current Document State across Multiple Users 
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4.3. Data Structures and Algorithm Overview 

Once established, the document tree is utilized to manage ownership of 

subsections within the document.  Rather than locking the entire document, lock 

granularity is adjustable, ranging from the entire document (ownership marked at the 

root of the tree) to an atomic level (ownership marked at a leaf node in the tree).  The 

size of a subsection is not specified within our algorithms, thus it is scalable to 

accommodate the semantic structure of the document being edited, similar to [93]. 

We allow many readers to be present within the same node within the document 

tree, and we define reading state based upon the visible frame within client editor (i.e., 

the client is assumed to have read access to any section visible within the client’s editor 

view space – what portion of the document can be viewed within the client’s editor).  

We may exclude multiple writers and adopt an exclusive write policy, denying other 

clients from writing to the locked section.  Alternatively, multiple writers may be 

allowed within a node when exclusive writing is not desired, and this policy is defined 

on a per-node and per-client basis; in this case, we may adopt OT-based consistency 

maintenance among all writers sharing a section of the document represented by the 

node in the document tree.  Thirdly, we can demote a lock if a client does not wish to 

share ownership of a larger section of the document and prefers to relinquish a portion 

of the owned space so that the original owner locks a portion of the document while the 

new, requesting client owns another, non-overlapping portion of the document.  This 

demotion policy is also established on a per-node and per-client basis. 

Rather than blocking other users from editing, lock granularity is adjusted via 

demotion of the lock down in the tree until the conflict among users is resolved.  
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Additionally, when a user leaves a section of the document and makes it available to 

other users, conflict among users is potentially reduced; as a result, our algorithm 

automatically promotes the lock to a higher level within the document tree – maximizing 

the amount of the document owned for the remaining user.  The OBTAINLOCK and 

RELEASELOCK operations are the central algorithms.  These algorithms traverse the 

document tree in a top-down fashion and are guaranteed to be deadlock free. 

Each node in the document tree maintains a color (white, black, or grey) to denote 

whether it is available, currently being written to by another user, or if two or more users 

are editing sub-trees, respectively.    Ownership (black coloring) of a vertex v by user u 

implies that u owns v and the sub-tree rooted at v, and is the only user that may edit node 

v or its sub-tree.  If a node is white, no user owns (is currently writing) to that section of 

the document.  Additionally, each node n in the tree maintains a numeric value that 

denotes how many nodes in the sub-trees of n are colored black.  This is defined as the 

grey-count of the node n.  This value is useful in determining if the node can be colored 

white or grey when a request to delete a user occurs and promotion is enabled (as 

explained later). 

A grey node v maintains references to the node’s children (sub-trees); 

additionally, if there exists at least one black child node of v, then v also maintains a 

reference to the first black child node.  The black child nodes of v (b1, b2, … bk, where k 

= number of black child nodes of v) are linked together using a doubly-linked list.  As an 

example, the black children of v are {b, a, f, d, c}. 

All algorithms work from top-to-bottom via handshake locks to avoid deadlock; 

since we maintain a reference from the first black sibling up to its parent, this handshake 
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lock must hold two nodes at a time (a node v and a child of v).  Thus as these algorithms 

traverse down the tree, the handshake lock will obtain a lock on v, then on u, where u is 

a child of v; it is not necessary to release the lock on v immediately, but before obtaining 

a lock on a child of u, the lock on v must be released.  The OBTAINLOCK and 

REMOVELOCK algorithms run in O(d) time where d is the depth of the document tree 

(i.e., d is the number of hierarchies in the document tree).   For most documents, d is 

small; for example, if a document was structured into sections, subsections, 

subsubsections, paragraphs, sentences, and words, then the document tree would have a 

height of 7 (including the root). 

4.4. Lock Request 

The basic idea behind the OBTAINLOCK algorithm is to traverse the tree from top 

to bottom toward the desired leaf node along an insertion path and eventually obtain a 

lock on either an ancestor node that represents the largest sub-tree that contains the 

requested leaf node, or else on the leaf node itself. 

A user requests a section of the document to which he wants to write, and the 

system attempts to obtain a lock on that section of the document.  The OBTAINLOCK 

algorithm works from top-to-bottom by examining nodes in the path from the root to the 

destination node.  As it traverses this path, if a white node is found, then the lock request 

succeeds and the node becomes owned by the requesting user (and painted black).  If a 

grey node is found, it continues down.  If a black node is reached, then we need to 

demote (push down) this black node (its current owner/user), turn this node into grey 

thus making room for the new insert request to continue down. 
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Demotion works by moving the ownership of that user (and the black coloring) 

down the tree hierarchy while ensuring that the leaf node needed by that user is 

contained within the sub-hierarchy. If the black node reached is an “atomic” node, then 

we can’t demote any further, and the insert operation fails (i.e., edit request is denied).  

Alternatively, if desired, optimistic concurrency control techniques such as OT may be 

employed at this atomic level; by keeping a list of writers, a selective multicast of all 

changes within this atomic section could be made to all writers, limiting the computation 

and communication cost to a subset of all users within the smaller section of the 

document. 

As we traverse down the path from the root to the destination node, we increase 

the grey-count of each grey node in the path by one; this is required as we are inserting a 

new black node into the tree down the path and the grey-count is responsible for 

tracking how many nodes are painted black below a grey node.  It is optimistically 

assumed that the insert will succeed, but if the insert fails, then we must “undo” the 

artificially-inflated grey-counts along the path from the root to the destination node.  We 

“undo” this failed insert by invoking the REMOVELOCK method (which reduces the grey-

count of the grey nodes in the path from the root to the destination node by one). 

When an OBTAINLOCK request is successfully fulfilled, we have two cases – (1) 

there was no contention and no demotion, and thus a white node is painted black, or (2) 

there was contention and this contention is resolved via demotion and by adjusting node 

coloring.  Let’s begin by starting with the document tree state as shown in Figure 36. 
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In the first case (no demotion), a white node must be painted black, and the 

newly-painted black node must be added into the black sibling list of the grey, parent 

node.  Assuming h was to be painted black, i.e. OBTAINLOCK(u1, h) was invoked, then 

Figure 37 shows the result of painting h black and adding h as the head of the sibling list 

(if the document state was initially as represented by Figure 36). 

 

Figure 37: ObtainLock with No Demotion 
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In the case where an OBTAINLOCK operation requires the lock contention be 

resolved via a demotion of the lock, we must adjust the black sibling list to reflect the 

demotion of the lock.  Additionally, we must link the two nodes now painted black. 

 

Beginning with the document tree state shown in Figure 37, if OBTAINLOCK(u2, k) 

was invoked and node d had previously been locked when u1 had requested node i (i.e. 

node d’s original request reference is i), then the u1’s lock on node d will be demoted to 

node i, and then u2 will acquire a lock on k.  When this occurs, node d should no longer 

be in the black sibling list of its parent, node v.  Thus we modify the OBTAINLOCK 

algorithm to remove this node whose lock was demoted from the black sibling list by 

joining the adjacent siblings of the node.  Additionally, black sibling links must be 

established for the two black nodes that result from the demotion (nodes i and k in this 

example).  The result for this example would be that node c and node f are now joined 

and node i and node k are now joined, as shown in Figure 38. 

Figure 38: ObtainLock that Results in Demotion 
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4.5. Lock Release 

The REMOVELOCK algorithm works from top-to-bottom via handshake locks to 

avoid deadlock.  As the path from the root to the node to be released is traversed 

downward, the grey-count for all nodes painted grey is decreased by one until a grey 

node with a grey-count of one (after decrementing) is encountered; when this occurs, a 

promotion is needed to ensure that the sibling of the to-be-unlocked node owns the 

largest sub-tree possible.  This is the same behavior as the binary-tree based 

REMOVELOCK algorithm [103].  The only modification that must be made to 

accommodate an n-ary tree is that when promotion occurs, then the newly-promoted 

node v must be added into the black-sibling list of v’s parent. 

When an REMOVELOCK request is fulfilled that necessitates a promotion, the node 

who’s grey count has been reduced to one must be painted black and must be added into 

the black sibling list of the grey, parent node.  Assuming in Figure 5 that the lock on 

node i was to be removed (i.e. REMOVELOCK(u1, i) was invoked), then Figure 6 shows 

the result of promoting the lock held on node j to node d and adding node d into sibling 

list. 

The order that the black sibling nodes appear in the list is not significant as we 

only use this list to maintain adjacent siblings so that we know immediately which 

sibling to promote.  Notice in the example shown in Figure 5, if the lock to be removed 

is associated with node i, then we know immediately without incurring a search cost that 

the lock associated with node k is the node to promote because node i and node k are 

marked as black siblings.  Since promotion will only occur when there are two siblings 

(one of which no longer requires a lock and the other is associated with the lock to 
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promote) order among the black siblings is not significant within the list.  Consequently, 

when promotion does occur, we can simply place the node associated with the newly-

promoted lock at the front of the black sibling list.  Assuming we begin with the 

document tree state shown in Figure 38, if a REMOVELOCK(u1, i) is invoked, then the 

lock u2 has on node k should be promoted to node d.  Node d is then added into the front 

of the black sibling list.  The result of this promotion is shown in Figure 39. 

 

It is possible for a situation to arise in which removal of a lock removes 

contention and the remaining user should be promoted through multiple levels within the 

tree.  Figure 40 shows such a scenario, and as demonstrated, our algorithm handles this, 

promoting the remaining lock to maximize the portion of the document owned by the 

remaining user. 

Figure 39: RemoveLock(u1, i) - u2 lock on node k is promoted to node d 
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When promotion is required during a REMOVELOCK action, we must have a way 

of efficiently resolving which sibling should be promoted (the remaining sibling); a 

brute force method could traverse all siblings until the remaining black node is found, 

but this is inefficient and requires O(n) work where n is the number of siblings (the 

maximum branching factor of the tree).  Alternatively, we can maintain a back-sibling 

and forward-sibling reference for each node, linking the black siblings together in a list 

to maintain a subset of all the siblings; this subset consists of all nodes colored black 

(e.g., a, b, c, d, f, and h as shown in Figure 39). 

4.6. Correctness and Efficiency Analysis 

To demonstrate that our methods OBTAINLOCK and REASELOCK are sufficient to 

cover the activities that users perform within a CES, we identify a set of user actions 

within a CES and map these actions to events within our tree-based system.  This 

Figure 40: Promotion across multiple levels is permissible 
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mapping is demonstrated in Table 5.  Note that if a lock is requested (via the 

OBTAINLOCK event) and the user already owns the lock, then no server 

request/communication is required.  It is only when a user attempts to edit a section 

without having previously edited that section (i.e. the section is not owned by the user) 

that a request for the lock is required.   

Note that these document tree events listed below support exclusive locking, but 

they also support multiple writers (where a lock request will never fail).  In the case 

where multiple writers are allowed to own a section, care must be taken when the 

section is deleted, split, or two sections are combined where at least one of the sections 

to be combined are owned by other users.  In these cases, coordination between the users 

can be enacted such that all users agree upon the action (delete, split, join), or a priority-

based scheme could be adopted where a high-priority user may enact the action after the 

other lower-priority users’ locks are revoked and reestablished.  The document tree 

structure changes would need to be broadcast to all affected users and their locks 

reestablished after the structural changes have been completed.  In the case where 

operations were performed concurrent to the structural changes, these operations could 

be transformed and replayed once the structural changes were completed. 
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Table 5: Mapping User Actions to CES Document Tree Events 

User Action CES Document Tree Events 

Enter the CES  Place user as a reader in the default section of the document 

Exit the CES  Remove the user from the CES and flush the user cache 

Modify content 

within section A 
 OBTAINLOCK for section A  

 If not successful, deny the edit 

Move from 

section A to 

section B 

 RELEASELOCK on section A 

 Place user as a reader in section B 

Delete section A  OBTAINLOCK for section A 

 If successful, remove section A from tree 

Create section A  Create a new node A and insert it into the tree 

Combine section 

A and section B 
 OBTAINLOCK on section A 

 OBTAINLOCK on section B 

 If either fail, release any successfully obtained lock and deny 

the request 

 Else merge sections A and B in the tree (removing section B 

and RELEASELOCK on B) 

Split section A 

into sections A 

and A’ 

 OBTAINLOCK on section A 

 If not successful, deny the edit 

 Else create a new node A’ as a sibling of A, move specified 

content from A into A’ 

 

We designed the OBTAINLOCK and RELEASELOCK operations such that the 

document tree is accessed only in a top-to-bottom, pipelined fashion; we do this to avoid 

race conditions.   We enforce the policy that nodes must be accessed in a top-down 

manner such that we only access and modify the tree data structure in the following 

path: 

 Acquire a lock for the parent node 

 Acquire a lock for the child node 

 Release the lock for the parent node 
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This “handshake lock” technique, as employed by [111], ensures that a race 

condition on concurrent access to the tree data structure is avoided.  As a result, our 

operations may be executed concurrently while maintaining their correctness. 

The full presentation of the algorithms appears below in Figure 41 through Figure 

43.  Note that these algorithms are presented to show intent; the actual implementations 

feature an iterative/loop-based solution that employs a top-to-bottom, handshake-lock as 

the paths from the root to the desired nodes are traversed. 

 

  

Figure 41: The OBTAINLOCK Algorithm 

OBTAINLOCK(w, ui) 

 if w.owner ≠ ui 

  RECURSEOBTAINLOCK (ROOT, w, ui) 

 

RECURSEOBTAINLOCK(n, w, ui) 

if n.color = white   

 then  SETLOCK(n, ui, w) 

  LINKSIBLINGS(n.parent, n, n.parent.firstBlackChild) 

else if n ISATOMIC 

 then  RECURSEREMOVELOCK (ROOT, w, ui) 

  return failure 

else if n.color = grey 

 then  n.greyCount = n.greyCount + 1 

  RECURSEOBTAINLOCK(NEXTINPATH(n, w), w, ui) 

else  b = NEXTINPATH(n, w) 

 a = NEXTINPATH(n, n.originalRequest) 

  REMOVEFROMSIBLINGLIST(n) 

 SETLOCK(a, n.owner, n.originalRequest) 

 n.color = grey 

 n.greyCount = 2 

 if a ≠ b 

  then  SETLOCK(b, ui, w) 

  LINKSIBLINGS(n, a, b) 

   else  RECURSEOBTAINLOCK(a, w, ui) 
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Since the RECURSEOBTAINLOCK traverses from the root down to a leaf (or stops 

earlier if a white or black node is reached), this algorithm must traverse O(h) nodes, 

where h equals the height of the document tree.  The work involved at each node is O(1) 

since the work in processing an individual node involves updating references/pointers, 

coloring, and grey count (integer) values. It is possible upon a lock request failure that 

the RECURSEREMOVELOCK function will be invoked, but this RECURSEREMOVELOCK (as 

discussed below) runs in O(h), thus it is not asymptotically greater than the existing O(h) 

work for the OBTAINLOCK algorithm.  Thus the overall cost for the OBTAINLOCK 

algorithm is O(h). 

 

 

Similarly, the RECURSEREMOVELOCK traverses from the root down to a leaf (or 

stops earlier if a grey or black node is reached), this algorithm must traverse O(h) nodes, 

where h equals the height of the document tree.  The work involved at each node is O(1) 

Figure 42: The REMOVELOCK Algorithm 

REMOVELOCK(w, ui) 

 if w.owner = ui 

  then  RECURSEREMOVELOCK(ROOT, w, ui) 

 

RECURSEREMOVELOCK(n, w, ui) 

 if n.color = black and n.owner = ui 

  then  REMOVEFROMSIBLINGLIST(n) 

   UNSETLOCK(n) 

 else if n.color = grey 

  then  n.greyCount = n.greyCount – 1 

   if n.greyCount = 1 

       then   a = FINDELIGIBLEPROMOTION(n, w) 

         SETLOCK(n, a.owner, a.originalRequest) 

        LINKSIBLINGS(n.parent, n, n.parent.firstBlackChild) 

   else if n.greyCount = 0 // removal occurs before delayed promotion 

       then   UNSETLOCK(n) 

 else RECURSEREMOVELOCK(NEXTINPATH(n,w), w, ui) 
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since the work in processing an individual node involves updating references/pointers, 

coloring, and grey count (integer) values.  Upon promotion, the 

FINDELIGIBLEPROMOTION function must be called, but it continues the traversal down 

the tree from the point where the promotion may occur, thus its work is also O(h).  Thus 

the overall cost for the REMOVELOCK algorithm is O(h). 

 

 

Figure 43: Supporting Functions 

REMOVEFROMSIBLINGLIST(n) 

 n.previousSibling.nextSibling = n.nextSibling 

 n.nextSibling.previousSibling = n.previousSibling 

 if n.previousSibling ≠ NIL 

  then  n.parent.firstBlackChild = n.nextSibling 

n.previousSibling = NIL 

n.nextSibling = NIL 

 

FINDELIGIBLEPROMOTION(n, w) 

 traverse from n to w until black node (a) is found 

 if a.nextSibling.color = black 

 then return a.nextSibling  

 else if a.previousSibling.color = black 

 then return a.previousSibling 

 else return a 

 

SETLOCK(w, ui, r) 

w.color = black 

w.owner = ui 

w.originalRequest = r 

 

LINKSIBLINGS(n, a, b) 

 n.firstBlackChild = a 

 a.previousSibling = NIL 

 a.nextSibling = b 

 b.previousSibling = a 

 

UNSETLOCK(w) 

w.color = white 

w.owner = NIL 

w.originalRequest = NIL 
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The supporting functions REMOVEFROMSIBLINGLIST, SETLOCK, LINKSIBLINGS, 

and UNSETLOCK are invoked by the RECURSEREMOVELOCK and RECURSEOBTAINLOCK 

functions.  We present them here in Figure 43 to show that they all run in O(1) since 

they only update attributes of the nodes.  The supporting function 

FINDELIGIBLEPROMOTION requires traversing down the path to the desired node to find 

the first black node along the path, thus it runs in O(h); but we note that this function is 

only invoked when a grey count is reduced to 1 when the RECURSERELEASELOCK 

function is running; when this occurs, some number of nodes have already been 

traversed, and the FINDELIGIBLEPROMOTION function must only process the remaining 

nodes below the reached node whose grey count is now equal to one.  Thus the total 

number of nodes visited in the combination of the RECURSERELEASELOCK and 

FINDELIGIBLEPROMOTION functions is ≤ h, where h is equal to the height of the 

document tree. 

It is important to note that nodes within the sub-trees not along the path from the 

root to the destination – shown as the sub-trees α and β in Figure 44 and as the sub-tree 

α Figure 45 – are unaffected by the OBTAINLOCK operation.  This improves the 

concurrent operations that are able to be performed on the tree (i.e., pipelining the 

operations from the top/root of the tree down.  This is critical in ensuring that the lock 

request and release operations may be executed efficiently on the server without 

significant delay in responding to the clients making the requests. 

Further, in the case of demotion for OBTAINLOCK as shown in Figure 45, the only 

modification to leaves occurs in increasing the grey count along the path from t to v and 

moving the ownership of u2 to the sibling of the newly-acquired node (w in this 
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example) when resolving conflict.  If OT is adopted at a node, then no demotion is 

required and all sub-trees within the document (α and β in the preceding figure 

examples) remain unaffected. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 45: The OBTAINLOCK Operation with Demotion 
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Figure 44: The OBTAINLOCK Operation without Demotion 
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4.7. Simulation with Exclusive Locking 

This section presents our work in validating our theoretical algorithms presented 

earlier in this chapter.  Because the intent behind our algorithms was to reduce 

communication costs when compared with existing OT strategies, we first discuss 

message costs associated with traditional, “pure” OT solutions, and then present 

simulation we utilized to measure the efficiency of our algorithms with respect to 

communication costs. 

Past and present research in CES focus on the computational cost of ensuring the 

CCI model and assume that distributed views of the shared document are updated at the 

atomic user action level (i.e. character insertion and deletion); we refer to [45], [66], and 

[134] as exemplars.  These OT-based systems send a network message (packet) upon 

each edit/write of any user to all other users within the CES (via broadcast).  In contrast, 

our system caches changes locally and only distributes these changes when: 

1. The writer makes a change and there are readers within the subsection, selectively 

multicasting to all readers within the subsection 

2. Another user enters a document section as a reader, sending this cached 

subsection’s contents to the new reader 

3. Demotion occurs and the cache on the now un-owned section(s) must be flushed, 

sending the modified subsection’s contents to the server 

4. A user changes position within the document or leaves the CES, releasing the lock 

and sending the subsection’s contents to the server. 

In addition to the communication being sent among users as a result of the events 

1-4 listed, there is also a communication cost incurred to keep the clients aware of which 
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section of the document they own.  OBTAINLOCK and RELEASELOCK requests are passed 

to the server based upon the users’ actions.  Because each client tracks which portion of 

the document that he owns (so as to cache changes within any subsection owned), any 

client whose lock has been modified by the server (as a result of a promotion or 

demotion) must be notified of the lock’s modification.  Note that race conditions are not 

possible among the clients’ local lock data because only the server distributes these 

updates. 

To validate the communication effectiveness of our dynamic locking algorithms, 

we implemented the algorithms and then ran discrete-event simulations which varied the 

number of users/agents as well as varied the structure of the shared document to capture 

communication and computation costs.  Figure 46 illustrates the agent behavior states 

and actions modeled; the probability of the action being initiated at each time slice is 

denoted in parenthesis along each transition.  These action probabilities are useful to 

obtain a mixture of reading and writing events within the simulations.  Each 

configuration of the simulation was run such that each agent generated 1000 actions 

based upon the state diagram (Figure 46).  To more clearly compare communication 

costs between our dynamic locking approach and an OT approach, within these 

simulations we do not allow for multiple writers.  
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The results from these simulations and the comparison to the OT-based 

communication costs are provided in Figure 47 and Table 6.  The communication cost 

utilizing our approach is significantly less than the communication cost incurred by an 

OT-based system, and the communication cost improvement increases as the ratio of 

agents to sections within the document increases (as the collaboration becomes more 

“dense”).  It is also important to note that lock/write failure is possible in the dynamic 

locking, but for all simulation scenarios in which the number of agents was less than half 

the number of document sections, no less than 64% of write attempts were successful.  

Of course, these write failures may be eliminated by incorporating OT at the atomic 

level within our document tree and using selective multicast among all writers within the 

shared subsection. 

Figure 46: Agent Behavior States and Actions 
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Figure 47: Communication Efficiency of Dynamic Lock Algorithm 

As the data show, the efficiency of our dynamic, hierarchical locking algorithms is 

pronounce and we achieve a significant communication cost reduction when compared  

to existing OT techniques that employ global broadcast of all events.  Further, as the 

collaboration density increases (i.e., the ratio of clients to the number of sections in the 

document increases), the communication savings of our algorithms over OT approaches 

becomes more pronounced – achieving as much as a 96.6% communication costs 

savings.  Of course, as shown in Table 6, this efficiency gain comes at the cost of 

preventing some users from writing to sections of the shared document from time to 

time; this exclusive write policy is less than optimal. 
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Table 6: Dynamic Lock (Exclusive Writer) Simulation Results 

Configuration Communication 

# 

Agents 

# 

Atomic 

Sections 

Write 

Events 

Dynamic Lock (DL) Messages 

OT 

Messages 

DL / OT 

Messages 

DL 

Write 

Success 

Rate 

Client 

to 

Server 

Server 

to 

Client 

(P/D) 

Writer 

to 

Readers 

TOTAL 

3 14 770 88 242 61 391 1540 25% 74.3% 

6 14 1227 122 428 263 813 6135 13% 64.4% 

9 14 1760 121 505 708 1334 14080 9.5% 61.6% 

12 14 2004 144 615 1050 1809 22044 8.2% 56.7% 

15 14 2542 154 731 1509 2394 35588 6.7% 55.8% 

27 14 3434 92 856 4115 5063 89284 5.6% 46.0% 

4 28 1004 108 326 53 487 3012 16% 73.3% 

11 28 2349 253 775 425 1453 23490 6.2% 64.7% 

18 28 3526 278 1040 1283 2601 59942 4.3% 62.2% 

25 28 4530 289 1257 2430 3976 108720 3.7% 58.3% 

32 28 5023 245 1381 3640 5266 155713 3.4% 52.8% 

 

Client to Server: Transitioning from writer to reader necessitates flushing 

cached modifications to server 

Server to Client: P = Promotion; D = Demotion; lock update sent to client 

(adjust lock position/status) 

Writer to Readers: Incremental changes made by writer selectively multicast to 

readers within subsection 

OT Messages: # of write events * (# agents – 1) (since we multicast to all 

agents other than the originating writer) 

DL Write Success Rate:  # successful modifications to document accomplished / total 

modifications attempted (only for the DL simulation since OT 

write success rate is by definition 100%) 
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Figure 48: Lock Success Decreases with Increased Collaboration Density 

As expected and as shown in Figure 48, as collaboration density increases, the 

chance of successfully acquiring a lock decreases.  This is intuitive in that the 

collaboration density is the measure of contention for atomic nodes.   

In conclusion, the results obtain in our simulation of the client-server algorithms 

that employ dynamic, hierarchical locking are able to significantly reduce the 

communication costs when compared to an OT approach while allowing for an 

improvement in concurrent access when compared to a pessimistic locking approach 

that only allows one user to access the document at a time. 
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4.8. Discussion 

One may expect the lock success rate to be higher than shown in our study since 

contention should be reduced when some users are in a reading state; further, if the 

collaboration density is 1.0, then there should be a section for each user, thus lock 

success rate should be approximately 100%.  We explain or reduced success rate in 

noting that in our modeling of clients’ movement, clients begin in a “starting” section 

when they are added into the simulation; from there, when they move to another section, 

they determine a differential to the right or the left in the set of leaf nodes – moving 

earlier or later in the document.  Thus as their movement progresses, if they enter the 

beginning (left-most leaf) or the end (right-most leaf) of the document, then they will 

have an increased probability of remaining in these positions.  This could be solved by 

introducing the notion of the leaves “wrapping” such that the left-most leaf is adjacent to 

the right-most leaf.  While this might be logical from a data structure perspective, it is 

not intuitive when modeling the document as a tree since the beginning of the document 

(left-most leaf) is not logically adjacent to the end of the document (right-most leaf).  

Thus another approach is needed to increase the lock success rate, and we focus on that 

in the next phase of our research in adding selective, localized OT to the document tree. 

The structure/shape of the document tree also has an effect on the communication 

costs of our algorithm.  The probability of promotion/demotion is related to the average 

branching factor of the document tree.  If there is an imbalance in the branching factor of 

sub-trees, then the long chain of low-branching-factor paths “compress” and are not 

counted in promotion/demotion (i.e. clients will tend to cluster more often relative to 

each other, and consequently promotion/demotion will not be as likely). 
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If a tree is tall but narrow (small average branching factor), promotion/demotion 

will occur infrequently as contention remains high since there are not many branching 

points afforded in the document.  This occurs when a document is structured such that 

there are few major sections but many subsections within the few sections. 

Similarly, if a tree is short and wide (large average branching factor), then 

promotion/demotion will occur infrequently, as contention remains high since there are 

not many branching points afforded in the document.  This occurs when a document is 

structured such that there are many major sections but not many subsections with these 

sections. 

If we define: 

Dl = number of leaves in document tree 

Dmh = document mean height = Sum of heights of a leaves / Dl 

Then these two extreme cases are shown below in Figure 49 where Dmh ≈ h and 

when Dmh ≈ 1.  In these cases, conflict between users is more likely and caching is less 

likely to occur. 
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To achieve a decrease in communication (i.e. increase localization and caching), 

clients will remain more often within their own sub-trees and move within their owned 

space without conflict with other users.  This reduction in conflict occurs more often 

under clustered editing patterns where clients tend to cluster their edits around a single 

point; this reduction in conflict occurs less often under random editing patterns where 

clients move around the entire document (thus increasing the probability of entering an 

already-owned sub-tree and necessitating a demotion and a concomitant cache flush).  

Further, if the tree is balanced and deep with many branching paths throughout the tree 

(i.e., when the average branching factor is high), then more caching will be enabled and 

less promotion and demotion will occur.  Of course, this assumes a uniform distribution 

of users within the document; certainly, if the users (or a subset of users) congregates 

within a small set of sections within the document (i.e., there is a portion of the 

document that the users are focused on), then the contention will increase within this 

Figure 49: Two Extreme Cases of Document Tree Structure 

Dmh ≈ h 

Dl 

Dmh ≈ 1 

Dl 
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portion of the document and the lock success rate would be small since only one user 

could edit each section. 

4.9. Summary 

While existing RTCES replication-based approaches offer a high rate of 

responsiveness to the user, the nature of the replication of the document state 

precipitates a need for consistency management such as OT.  Unfortunately, broadcast-

based approaches such as OT incurr a significant communication and computation cost.  

We have shown that revisiting the idea of locking is beneficial in reducing the 

communication and computation costs if the locks are dynamic and hierarchical.  We 

have presented efficient algorithms for such hierarchical lock management that 

maximize caching of changes local to the client writer while still allowing for a 

reasonable level of concurrent access to the shared document.  Unfortunately, as our 

simulation has shown, if an exclusive write policy is enacted at the atomic/leaf level 

within the document tree, this cost savings comes at the cost of rejecting some clients 

from being able to edit an already-owned section of the shared document.  Thus, in the 

next chapter, we present our work in resolving this problem by integrating existing OT 

algorithms into our dynamic, hierarchical lock based approach such that all clients may 

write to any document section at any time, yet still retain the cost savings associated 

with our improved caching. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INTEGRATION WITH OT 

Having established that dynamic locking shows promise in reducing 

communication costs within a RTCES, we focus our attention now on solving the 

problem of write failures (blocking a user from editing the document if another user 

currently owns the section).  We overcome this by adopting OT within nodes within the 

document tree; OT may be applied at any depth within the document tree.  The 

algorithms for managing locks and integrating existing OT algorithms presented herein 

are complimentary, superior to the current best practices of existing OT algorithms over 

linear document representations, and significantly reduce the computational and 

communication costs.  Further, this approach enables better intention preservation than 

existing OT algorithms.  We achieve the performance improvement of [60] with the 

added improvement of avoiding bottlenecks associated with a centralized approach.  As 

pointed out by [45], [58] and [66], the performance of OT algorithms degrades as the 

size of the document increases, so it is advantageous to minimize the size of the space in 

which OT is employed; our approach achieves this minimization by applying OT at leaf 

nodes within the tree and propagating these changes up the tree efficiently and allows 

peers to efficiently locate the peer who has the correct, up-to-date copy of the section of 

the document rapidly.  Further, these algorithms are generalized and make no 

assumptions about the document’s content or type and are effective on any document 

type – text, word processing, CAD, source code, etc. 

This chapter expands our previous client-server lock management work by 

examining how OT may be integrated into our dynamic locking algorithms such that all 
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users are always able to edit their copy of the document while avoiding costly global 

messaging.  We show how our updated architecture and algorithms have been simulated 

using the DEVSJAVA package at the client and server, and then demonstrate the 

efficiencies achieved by our approach relative to existing OT algorithms.  In scenarios 

featuring clustered editing, large document, and a large number of users, our system 

incurs up to 80% less communication cost than existing pure OT systems.  Additionally, 

we discuss how our simulation design process has allowed us to simulate both client and 

server and then begin progress to a functional implementation of both client and server 

technologies – better achieving an efficient implementation of our algorithms and ideas 

based upon our empirical simulation results.  The scalability of our approach is a 

significant contribution to the field in that no other RTCES has been tested with such a 

large number of clients (as many as 27 in our simulations). 

Section 5.1 discussed how we generalize OT to handle operations on any object 

within the RTCES.  Section 5.2 presents the validation of this approach via simulation 

and the progression to the realization of a prototype implementation of our models.  

Section 5.3 discusses related work, and Section 5.4 provides conclusions. 

5.1. Generalized Operational Transformation 

Similar to other CES research, we focus on text editing to demonstrate our 

techniques of replicating changes among peers and achieving consistency among all 

users; certainly our technique is applicable to other document types (CAD, graphics, 

objects, etc.), thus when we refer to modifying characters/strings, these could be objects. 

The operations that a user may perform to change the document’s content are the 

Insert and Delete primitives as defined in the GOT (Generic OT) algorithm [133]:  
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Insert[S, P]: insert string S at position P 

Delete[N, P]: delete N characters started from position P 

When representing the document as a linear string of text, P represents an index 

into the document.  [60] extends these primitives to include the level within the 

document to apply the insertion/deletion – injecting the notion of context such that the 

string is inserted within a specific level of the document tree; one of the limitations of 

[60]  is that the document is arbitrarily established to contain 4 levels of granularity 

(document tree height = 4): paragraph, sentence, word, and character. 

We extend these OT primitives to be more generalized and flexible in 

incorporating changes made to any level within the document tree.  As a result, the 

change is made relative to the semantic context of the change.  More generally, these 

primitives may be expressed as: 

Insert[O, V, P]: insert object O within node V at position P 

Delete[O, V, P]: delete object O within node V at position P 

Our generalized approach correctly implements GOT-defined primitives (i.e., 

there is a mapping from our primitives to the GOT primitives) as follows.  If the 

document resides in a single node (as is the case of linear OT), then V becomes the 

entire document.  In the case of an insert operation, O becomes the string to insert.  

Similarly, in the case of a delete operation, O represents the N characters to delete (i.e., 

O = {c1, c2, …, cn} where ci = the i
th

 character beginning at position P). 

As examples of the correctness of this approach, consider that O could be a 

character being inserted into a word if node V represents a word; O could be a word 

being deleted if node V represents a sentence; O could be a sentence being inserted into 
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a section if node V represents a section; etc.  Consequently, we may employ Insert and 

Delete at any level within the tree to incorporate large or small changes depending upon 

the context.  Since OT algorithms work with the Insert and Delete primitives, we may 

adopt any previously-defined OT algorithm into our system. 

5.2. Validating the OT Integration via Simulation 

To validate our approach of supporting hierarchical lock management via 

document trees and integrating OT into our approach, we extend our initial DEVS Java 

simulation [107].  In this simulation, we increase the complexity of how the lock proxy 

manages the subsections – using our more complex tree algorithms with OT integrated 

at the leaves.  The overall structures of the simulation models remain consistent in that 

the simulation models consist of a client machine, a network, and a server machine.  But 

since we now adopt OT at the leaf level, all write requests are satisfied so all users may 

concurrently edit any section within the document; the cost of such increased 

concurrency is that more messages are generated among the clients and the server, thus 

we must measure this increased communication cost and see if our approach is efficient 

when compared to existing pure-OT approaches. 

5.2.1. The Client Model 

The client machine is modeled to act as a state machine that begins outside of the 

document, may check out the document and becomes a reader, and then is either reading 

or writing to a specified section of the document [105].  When the client requests to 

write to a section, a lock request message is sent to the server and the server responds by 

notifying the client how much of the document it owns.  The client is then free to move 
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within the owned space and make changes, caching these changes locally.  If the client 

receives a promotion or demotion message from the server, then it adjusts its ownership 

space accordingly and flushes its cache as needed.  In contrast, if the client is sharing a 

section with other clients (via OT), then changes must be communicated immediately to 

the other clients. 

 The client editing behavior is determined as either random (the client will 

randomly move within different sections of the document) or clustered (the client’s 

editing will be centered on a point within the document and the client will move within a 

small space around that point), and a hybrid that acts as a mix between the random and 

the clustered behavior.  While more complex editing behavior may be modeled in future 

studies based upon examining log files of configuration management system 

repositories, these three behavior patterns demonstrate the extremes and a middle 

behavior that clients may exhibit. 

 The client model maintains a state of either writing or reading and 

maintains a current position in the document.  The client transitions between reading and 

writing according to the editing behavior being simulated (see above).  Messages are 

sent to the network via an outbound message queue, and messages are received from the 

network via an inbound message queue.  

Additionally, we created a complex model Proxy Client Generator that allowed us 

to quickly create a set of client machines; this was done to make it convenient to change 

the client behavior configuration and create multiple clients easily, but it does not affect 

the simulation as this complex model does not process messages or transition states. 
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Figure 50: Modeling the Client in DEVSJAVA 

5.2.2. The Server Model 

The server machine is a complex model that consists of a repository model, a 

server, and a lock proxy.  The repository is responsible for maintaining a set of 

documents/artifacts that can be checked in and out (similar to a standard configuration 

management system (CMS) like CVS or RCS).  The server is responsible for receiving 

check-in and check-out requests and passing them to the repository; thus the server 

models a machine that would have a CMS running on it.  The lock proxy is responsible 

for receiving messages from the network and parsing them to adjust the locks within the 

document tree.  The lock proxy will only check out and check in a document if needed – 

thus it checks out and checks in document via proxy on behalf of the clients and keeps 

the server and repository ignorant that any complex management is taking place; as a 

result, we show how our dynamic lock management system can be added to existing 
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repositories and easily increase their capabilities.  Once checked out, the document is 

managed by the lock proxy and lock requests, lock releases, promotion/demotion, and 

OT-related messages are handled by the lock proxy and communicated to the clients. 

The lock proxy model is the key model of the server machine model; this proxy 

model maintains the state of which documents are checked out of the server/repository 

models and maintains which users are present in each document and notifies clients 

upon promotion and demotion and passes on all OT-related messages to clients. 

Additionally, we created a complex model Proxy Repository Generator that 

allowed us to quickly create a set of server machines; this was done to make it 

convenient to create multiple servers easily, but it does not affect the simulation as this 

complex model does not process messages or transition states. 

 We use a single server in this research, but our models allow for 

distributing the repository of documents across multiple servers as we did in [103]. 
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Figure 51: Modeling the Server in DEVSJAVA 

5.2.3. The Network Model and Message Types 

The network is modeled to receive and send messages to and from the clients and 

the server.  All messages within the system are modeled as strings with a source, 

destination, and payload so that each entity within the simulation knows that the 

message is designated for it.  For the purposes of this simulation, we assume the time to 

transmit a message is consistent from each client and server to all other clients and 

servers, but we could easily create a lookup table within the network model to adjust 

costs dynamically based upon sender and recipient and bandwidth congestion.  But such 

fidelity of the network was beyond the scope and interest of this research as we were 

interested in the number of messages, not the real-time performance of the network, 

especially since the network performance can vary considerably in different RTCES 
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scenarios.  The network uses inbound and outbound message queues to receive and send 

messages from clients and servers. 

Figure 52 shows the models running within the DEVSJAVA Simulation Viewer; 

in this figure, there are three clients and one server machine connected via the network 

model. 

 

Figure 52: The Connecting Network Model in the DEVSJAVA Simulation Viewer 

As the purpose of this simulation is to measure communication costs, we use the 

network model to capture all messages being sent to and from the clients.  The following 

10 message types are captured and measured within the simulation: 

1. Document Check-out (CO) – the client would like to check out and become a 

reader of a document. 
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2. Document Check-in (CI) – the client is no longer interested in the document and 

releases it. 

3. Lock Request (LK) – the client wants to write to a section of the document 

4. Unlock  (ULK) –  the client has left the section and no longer needs the ability to 

write to it 

In response to each of the above messages from a client to the server, the server 

may respond that the request succeeded or failed – for a total of eight (8) response types. 

 Further, since an existing client who owns a section of a document may 

have his lock promoted (moved up in the tree such that the client owns more of the 

document) or demoted (moved down in the tree such that the client owns less of the 

document), clients may also receive the following messages from the server indicating 

their new ownership status: 

5. Promotion (P) – informs the user that he now owns more of the document that he 

previously owned. 

6. Demotion (D) – informs the user that he now owns less of the document that he 

previously owned. 

Additionally, messages must be passed to clients when a new user is added into 

the set of users writing to a section concurrently; these clients must perform OT among 

themselves to ensure CCI within the section of the document.  Thus we have the 

following messages: 

7. OT Added (OTA) – signals a user within a section that another user has been 

added to the section and future changes must be sent to this new user 
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8. OT Deleted (OTD) – signals a user within a section that a user has left the section 

and no longer needs to have changes sent to him 

9. OT Join (OTJ) – tells the user requesting a lock that he has been granted write 

access to a section that is already using OT; this message contains a list of the 

existing users within the section so that the new user can send future changes to 

these users 

10. OT Modify (OTM) – this message tells a client that the section has been modified 

and a local OT must be performed based upon the operation being communicated. 

5.2.4. Results 

We gathered results from 48 different runs of the simulation while modeling both 

the client and the server.  There were six different document structures used in the 

simulations as shown in Table 7.  Varying the structure of the document allows us to 

explore how varying the collaboration density (the ratio of users to leaves in the 

document structure) affects the messages generated in the simulation.  Document 

structures 5 and 6 are representative of 4-page and 8-page conference papers 

respectively assuming the leaf nodes represent paragraphs. 

Table 7: Document Structure Types 

Document Structure Number of Leaves Maximum Depth Average Depth 

1 4 3 2.75 

2 8 4 2.875 

3 16 4 2.875 

4 48 3 3 

5 96 3 3 

6 192 3 3 
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There were twelve configurations varying the number of clients and the document 

structure as shown in Table 8; for each of these twelve configurations, we ran 

simulations using four configurations of clients’ editing behavior configurations: all 

random, all clustered, all hybrid, and a uniform distribution among all three types.  Thus 

there were 48 runs of the simulation total, and each simulation ran for 10,000 iterations. 

While running the simulations, all message types were recorded as the clients 

made lock requests, updated their states, and notified other clients editing the same 

section of the document as defined in Section 5.2.3.  As we had previously not utilized 

OT at the leaf nodes, we are particularly interested in how much communication 

overhead is due to adding OT to our system. 

Table 8: Client/Document Configurations 

Simulation Configuration Number of Clients Document Structure 

1 3 1 

2 9 1 

3 3 2 

4 9 2 

5 3 3 

6 9 3 

7 3 4 

8 9 4 

9 3 5 

10 9 5 

11 3 6 

12 9 6 

 

We define the percentage of messages dealing with OT out of the total messages 

generated to be the Dynamic OT Rate.  As shown in Figure 53, as the collaboration 

density (as measured by the ration of the number of clients and the number of leaves in 

the document) increases, the Dynamic OT Rate increases.  Since collaboration density is 
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directly proportional to how often users will share the same space within a document, it 

is natural to see the messages related to OT increase as collaboration density increases. 

 

Figure 53: Dynamic Operational Transformation Cost as Collaboration Increases 

 

Since all messages are broadcast to all users other than the originating user in a 

pure OT system, we define the number of messages generated in a pure OT system as 

WnM
PureOT

)1(  

where n is the number of users and W is the number of write requests (the number of 

times users modified the document). 

Then the relative message overhead, Mo, of our dynamic lock OT system is 

defined as 

PureOT
M

OTMOTJOTDOTADPULKLK
Mo  
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Note that we do not consider message types LK and ULK since they are the same 

in our dynamic system and a pure OT system. 

Thus a relative message overhead of 1 reflects the dynamic lock with OT system 

incurs the same number of communication cost as a pure OT system.  Mo above 1 

reflects our system incurs more communication that a pure OT system.  Mo below 1 

reflects our system incurs less communication than a pure OT system.  Thus a lower 

value is a reduction in communication costs. 

Figure 54 through Figure 57 show how our system employing dynamic locking 

and OT at the leaf level compares with using a “pure OT” (defined as broadcasting all 

changes to all users) performed with respect to communication for all 48 simulation 

configurations.  Figure 54 shows all of the data included in Figure 55 and Figure 56 so 

that an overall picture can be seen of the data; Figure 55 and Figure 56 show data 

specific for 3 and 9 users respectively. 

 

Figure 54: Edit Behaviors and Communication Efficiency 
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From the results presented in Figure 54, it is clear that our system performs better 

relative to pure OT when all other variables remain the same and the number of clients 

increases (note that odd-even pairs reflect an increase from 3 to 9 in the number of 

clients).   Additionally, when clients cluster their edit behavior, our system performs 

better relative to pure OT; this is intuitive in that the caching benefits of our system are 

better utilized when edits are localized/clustered.  Further, the trend in Figure 54 shows 

that as the size of the document increases, our system increasingly outperforms pure OT. 

 

Figure 55: Edit Behavior and Communication Efficiency – 3 Users 

Figure 55 shows that communication costs for our system are better than costs for 

an OT-only system for clustered editing behaviors, and our performance improves as the 

document size increases.  For the random, clustered, and hybrid client series in Figure 

55, there were 3 users simulated on documents 1-6.  For the uniform editing behavior 

series, one user was simulated for each of the three different editing behaviors (random, 
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clustered, and hybrid) for a total of 3 users.  Our approach outperformed the OT-only 

approach for larger documents (document 6) and when clustered editing behavior was 

used.  The data associated with Figure 55 appears in Table 9. 

 

Figure 56: Edit Behavior and Communication Efficiency – 9 Users 

Figure 56 shows that communication costs for our system are significantly better 

than costs for an OT-only system.  For the random, clustered, and hybrid client series in 

Figure 56, there were 9 users simulated on documents 1-6.  For the uniform editing 

behavior series, three users were simulated for each of the 3 different editing behaviors 

(random, clustered, and hybrid) for a total of 9 users.  In all cases other than document 

1-3 using random editing behavior, our approach outperformed the OT-only approach, 

and the trends as previously discussed of improvement increasing as document size 

increases and as clients adopt a clustered editing pattern continue to hold.  The data 

associated with Figure 56 appears in Table 10. 
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Figure 57: Edit Behavior and Communication Efficiency – 18 & 27 Users 

Figure 57 shows that communication costs for our system are significantly better 

than costs for an OT-only system.  For the random, clustered, and hybrid client series in 

Figure 57, there were 18 users simulated on documents 4-6.  For the uniform editing 

behavior series, nine users were simulated for each of the three different editing 

behaviors (random, clustered, and hybrid).  In all cases, our approach outperformed the 

OT-only approach, and the trends as previously discussed of improvement increasing as 

document size increases and as clients adopt a clustered editing pattern continue to hold.  

The data associated with Figure 57 appears in Table 11. 
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Table 9: Simulation Results – Communication Costs with Structures 1-3 

Doc 

ID 

Clients Write 

requests 

Messages TOTALS 
OT% MO 

R C H LK ULK U D P OTA OTJ OTD OTM DM POT 

1 1 1 1 1458 254 241 5 62 59 257 179 194 1719 2970 2916 0.79 1.02 

1 3 0 0 955 249 233 5 25 22 311 202 275 1262 2584 1910 0.79 1.35 

1 0 3 0 2243 290 276 1 52 50 362 246 301 2969 4547 4486 0.85 1.01 

1 0 0 3 864 170 156 4 16 11 243 140 222 1411 2373 1728 0.85 1.37 

1 3 3 3 7904 1540 1388 30 7 4 6977 1512 6477 38156 56091 63232 0.95 0.89 

1 9 0 0 6615 1646 1422 47 6 3 6645 1594 5918 29020 46301 52920 0.93 0.87 

1 0 9 0 8286 909 828 11 8 5 3960 893 3680 38836 49130 66288 0.96 0.74 

1 0 0 9 8769 1739 1580 28 10 7 7887 1699 7358 43323 63631 70152 0.95 0.91 

2 1 1 1 2070 434 404 5 15 11 610 363 575 3210 5627 4140 0.85 1.36 

2 3 0 0 1645 485 456 9 24 20 696 432 654 2541 5317 3290 0.81 1.62 

2 0 3 0 2856 385 362 13 37 33 446 315 407 3737 5735 5712 0.86 1.00 

2 0 0 3 2049 444 420 7 11 8 615 379 588 3090 5562 4098 0.84 1.36 

2 3 3 3 7617 1755 1609 22 14 12 6867 1669 6389 32905 51242 60936 0.93 0.84 

2 9 0 0 4557 1370 1276 8 6 3 6704 1311 6360 24070 41108 36456 0.94 1.13 

2 0 9 0 7941 1149 1053 15 12 9 5020 1105 4696 37581 50640 63528 0.96 0.80 

2 0 0 9 7000 1709 1585 17 6 3 7433 1633 7025 33411 52822 56000 0.94 0.94 

3 1 1 1 2942 636 589 9 41 33 651 443 593 3269 6264 5884 0.79 1.06 

3 3 0 0 1936 600 554 8 44 37 740 452 691 2660 5786 3872 0.79 1.49 

3 0 3 0 3706 539 497 38 58 49 429 333 381 3024 5348 7412 0.78 0.72 

3 0 0 3 2746 637 596 17 75 68 750 496 687 3538 6864 5492 0.80 1.25 

3 3 3 3 6864 1716 1553 17 18 10 6778 1606 6260 28856 46814 54912 0.93 0.85 

3 9 0 0 5817 1888 1724 14 51 43 8304 1761 7737 27053 48575 46536 0.92 1.04 

3 0 9 0 10276 1651 1494 28 41 33 5215 1468 4738 37158 51826 82208 0.94 0.63 

3 0 0 9 7577 1872 1700 17 35 25 7397 1759 6824 32671 52300 60616 0.93 0.86 
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Table 10: Simulation Results – Communication Costs with Structures 4-6 

Doc 

ID 

Clients Write 

requests 

Messages TOTALS 
OT% MO 

R C H LK ULK U D P OTA OTJ OTD OTM DM POT 

4 1 1 1 4042 959 859 19 85 70 754 578 671 3806 7801 8084 0.74 0.96 

4 3 0 0 2887 960 855 10 59 44 925 666 839 3000 7358 5774 0.74 1.27 

4 0 3 0 5489 816 739 118 116 99 547 413 487 3919 7254 10978 0.74 0.66 

4 0 0 3 3764 946 849 15 99 83 773 575 691 3493 7524 7528 0.74 1.00 

4 3 3 3 8905 2318 2055 28 48 33 6186 2086 5585 26440 44779 71240 0.90 0.63 

4 9 0 0 7507 2597 2298 5 52 40 9165 2354 8314 29818 54643 60056 0.91 0.91 

4 0 9 0 10850 1841 1656 62 124 107 2990 1457 2693 21092 32022 86800 0.88 0.37 

4 0 0 9 9655 2582 2287 29 58 41 7529 2282 6772 32818 54398 77240 0.91 0.70 

5 1 1 1 4638 1053 910 59 125 95 669 539 578 3458 7486 9276 0.70 0.81 

5 3 0 0 3665 1241 1078 11 159 126 901 693 784 3198 8191 7330 0.68 1.12 

5 0 3 0 5473 797 711 194 127 103 405 333 359 2765 5794 10946 0.67 0.53 

5 0 0 3 4429 1179 1031 26 160 126 774 603 667 3490 8056 8858 0.69 0.91 

5 3 3 3 10308 2698 2325 44 114 84 5371 2141 4675 24558 42010 82464 0.87 0.51 

5 9 0 0 8873 3166 2712 9 128 100 8019 2740 6964 26498 50336 70984 0.88 0.71 

5 0 9 0 11766 1942 1719 194 184 155 2779 1313 2445 18993 29724 94128 0.86 0.32 

5 0 0 9 11154 3024 2598 36 152 120 6495 2526 5612 29134 49697 89232 0.88 0.56 

6 1 1 1 4879 1185 1015 680 307 256 439 402 355 2383 7022 9758 0.51 0.72 

6 3 0 0 4080 1425 1190 556 259 204 706 592 557 2734 8223 8160 0.56 1.01 

6 0 3 0 5494 653 574 1187 193 166 140 140 115 884 4052 10988 0.32 0.37 

6 0 0 3 5081 1350 1147 471 332 273 640 540 497 3113 8363 10162 0.57 0.82 

6 3 3 3 10300 2830 2357 1803 270 213 3557 1916 2950 16594 32490 82400 0.77 0.39 

6 9 0 0 10142 3608 2985 1026 284 228 6195 2729 5175 22052 44282 81136 0.82 0.55 

6 0 9 0 13607 1647 1452 2606 207 167 1442 910 1255 9448 19134 108856 0.68 0.18 

6 0 0 9 12194 3329 2800 912 262 204 4502 2314 3772 20826 38921 97552 0.81 0.40 
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Table 11: Simulation Results – Communication Costs with 18 and 27 Users 

Doc 

ID 

Clients Write 

requests 

Messages TOTALS 
OT% MO 

R C H LK ULK U D P OTA OTJ OTD OTM DM POT 

4 18 0 0 13721 4859 4228 9 54 38 35085 4624 31416 111012 191325 233257 0.95 0.82 

5 18 0 0 16545 5913 5015 10 115 84 30905 5479 26795 102049 176365 281265 0.94 0.63 

6 18 0 0 18677 6709 5508 9 213 160 23236 5929 19414 79898 141076 317509 0.91 0.44 

4 0 18 0 20712 3599 3190 94 67 51 10564 3131 9449 72150 102295 352104 0.93 0.29 

5 0 18 0 21520 3706 3242 200 120 90 10024 3049 8804 69137 98372 365840 0.93 0.27 

6 0 18 0 20098 3321 2929 313 268 223 6373 2464 5689 42411 63991 341666 0.89 0.19 

4 0 0 18 17888 4805 4219 25 43 26 28289 4525 25333 124492 191757 304096 0.95 0.63 

5 0 0 18 20387 5554 4716 39 119 86 22733 4981 19517 102422 160167 346579 0.93 0.46 

6 0 0 18 22004 6164 5142 63 246 190 16434 5179 13786 73302 120506 374068 0.90 0.32 

4 9 9 9 26398 6812 5889 67 41 26 49195 6485 43382 222741 334638 686348 0.96 0.49 

5 9 9 9 28363 7493 6384 73 117 85 39877 6943 34469 180275 275716 737438 0.95 0.37 

6 9 9 9 29303 7933 6655 72 222 167 27577 6869 23497 123515 196507 761878 0.92 0.26 

 

Doc ID – Document Structure ID 

 

Clients R – Random 

Clients C – Clustered 

Clients H – Hybrid 

 

Write Requests - # times clients modified document 

 

LK – Lock Request 

ULK – Unlock (Lock Release) 

U – Update Position 

D – Demotion 

P – Promotion 

OTA – OT Add 

OTJ – OT Join 

OTD – OT Delete 

OTM – OT Modify 

 

DM – Messages using Dynamic Locking Algorithm 

POT – Messages using Pure OT Algorithm 

 

OT% = (OTA + OTJ + OTD + OTM) / DM 

 

MO – Relative message overhead (DM / POT) 
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5.3. Discussion and Related Work 

While there is much literature on OT research such as [66],[134], etc., but the 

prior work assumes that the document structure is linear in nature and operates 

exclusively on character-level insertion and deletion operations.  Prior OT research 

supporting rich-text document formats (thus supporting objects) claims that their 

approach is generalizable to other non-character insertion and deletions, but all such OT 

researchers describe their algorithms in terms of character insert and delete operations; 

few discuss the details of supporting other semantic levels of operations.  Those that do 

support non-linear OT algorithms enforce strict semantic levels and are not flexible to 

arbitrary document structures or depths of document trees.  For example, [58] discusses 

algorithms for merging two different versions of a document by accepting 

changes/operations at a word, sentence, or paragraph depth/level; this constraint of only 

applying operations at specified levels within the semantic structure is not as broad and 

flexible as our generalized approach as presented herein.  [57] also demonstrate promise 

in managing history buffers in a hierarchical document structure and applying operations 

at varying semantic levels within the document; but again the semantic depth at which 

the changes are managed are constrained to paragraph, sentence, and word levels.  

Further, their approach applies operations from top to bottom, so all operations must 

flow through the document tree root – posing a significant bottleneck in processing the 

operations.  Rather, our approach is flexible in supporting operations at any semantic 

depth and begins the process of managing and applying these operations within the leaf 

nodes where they occur.   
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Other research has supported XML/HTML type structures in the RTCES [20] and 

[59] are notable contributions that allow for editing of structured content; but while 

these systems employ semantic knowledge of what an XML element, attribute, their 

operations remain rigid relative to specific types of content being modified and are not 

generalizable to any object.  Additionally, the Draw-Together [56] and other graphics 

editing systems have shown promise in managing graphical objects and applying 

conflict resolution (OT) for groups of objects.  This work is particularly interesting in 

that it allows for any set of objects within the shared document to be grouped together 

and resolves overlapping sets as defined by different users; for example, if user U1 

selects objects O1, O2, and O3 and performs Op1 on them, while user U2 selects objects 

U2, U3, and U4 and performs Op2 on them, the algorithms Draw-Together correctly 

applies the operations such that the replicas at U1 and U2 converge.  While the history 

buffer maintained in the Draw-Together algorithm is maintained globally for the entire 

document (rather than hierarchically) this research is interesting to and relates to our 

research in that it shows that grouping of objects at any arbitrary time is possible, and 

further it is possible to achieve CCI after performing concurrent operations on 

overlapping groups/sets. 

The ability to publish some sections of a collaborative environment and keep 

some sections of a collaborative environment private is discussed in [125].  While this is 

similar to our caching of locally-performed operations, Souza’s work is more akin to 

having a “sandbox” where local changes can be applied for testing out ideas before 

publishing them to the shared space – similar to traditional CMS that allow users local 

copies of a shared document in an asynchronous fashion.   
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5.4. Summary 

In this chapter we have demonstrated that our dynamic, hierarchical locking 

approach may successfully integrate existing OT algorithms to allow all clients the 

opportunity to write to any section of the shared document, thus resolving the problem 

of exclusive write locks as previously presented in Chapter 4.  The improved algorithms 

presented in this chapter demonstrate that localized OT among a smaller subset of the 

total clients can reduce the communication costs dramatically – achieving a significant 

decrease in messages sent among clients; our simulation results demonstrate 

communication costs savings as much as 80%, and show that such improvement are 

achieved over an OT-only approach as the number of clients increases, the number of 

sections in the document increases, and when clustered editing behavior is exhibited by 

the clients.  This chapter has demonstrated that the scalability of our approach is a 

significant contribution to the field in that no other RTCES has been tested with such a 

large number of clients.  While the results presented in the chapter are significant, we 

recognize that the client-server model used in our approach results in a potential 

bottleneck at the server.  As a result, we extend our approach to support peer-to-peer 

communication among the users and remove the bottleneck and single point of failure of 

the server.  These P2P extensions are presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PEER-TO-PEER DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT 

We extend our previous work on centralized document trees by distributing the 

lock management among all peers within the CES and allowing the cached changes 

(history buffers) to be applied at an arbitrary level in the hierarchical document tree.  

These p2p algorithms for managing locks and distributing existing OT algorithms are 

complimentary, superior to the current best practices of existing OT algorithms over 

linear document representations, and significantly reduce the computational and 

communication costs.  Further, this approach enables better intention preservation than 

existing OT algorithms.  We achieve the performance improvement of [60] with the 

added improvement of avoiding bottlenecks associated with a centralized approach.  As 

pointed out by [45], [58] and [66], the performance of OT algorithms degrades as the 

size of the document increases, so it is advantageous to minimize the size of the space in 

which OT is employed; our approach achieves this minimization by applying OT at leaf 

nodes within the tree and propagating these changes up the tree efficiently and allows 

peers to efficiently locate the peer who has the correct, up-to-date copy of the section of 

the document rapidly.  Further, these algorithms are generalized and make no 

assumptions about the document’s content or type and are effective on any document 

type – text, word processing, CAD, source code, etc. 

This chapter begins by discussing the central issues of moving from a client-

server to a P2P architecture and how our algorithms must be modified to support the 

new P2P approach.  We present the modified lock request algorithm in Section 6.2, how 

to handle the user modifications to content and structure of the document tree in Section 
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6.3, the modified lock release algorithm in Section 6.4, and how users may move within 

the document in Section 6.5.  A discussion of the correctness and efficiency analysis is 

presented in Section 6.6.  We then discuss the new problem of locating the peer with 

which to communicate in Section 6.7, and present the benefits of replication, congestion 

avoidance, and fault tolerance in Section 6.8.  Finally, we conclude with a summary in 

Section 6.10. 

6.1. Extending the Client-Server Algorithms 

In the client-server architecture, all messages related to lock request and release, 

promotion and demotion, and OT join, OT delete, and OT add had to pass to or from the 

server; this creates a centralized point of failure and bottleneck with respect to message 

processing at the single server.  In contrast, a P2P approach may allow each peer to 

manage a section of the document tree such that messages (lock request, release, etc.) 

pertaining to that portion of the document tree may be handled by that peer while other 

peers handle messages pertaining to other portions of the document tree.  But in moving 

from a client-server to a P2P architecture, we introduce complexity and new problems to 

be solved.  First, how must our previous client-server lock request and release 

algorithms be modified to allow for peers to manage sub-trees within the overall 

document tree (i.e., what algorithmic changes must be made with regard to successfully 

manage the locks on the document tree)?  Second, how can we correctly and efficiently 

locate which peer manages the section of the document tree a requesting users is 

interested in; since now there is no centralized server to query, before a lock request can 

be made, we must locate the peer to which to make the request.  Third, how may the P2P 

approach improve the scalability (via load balancing and reduction in message 
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congestion) and improve fault tolerance (via replication of portions of the document tree 

structure and content among various peers). 

Further, given the peer-to-peer nature of this approach, we adopt an adjustable 

locking policy that is established on a per-section basis.  As a result, users may select 

whether to share their active section and allow multiple writers (thus adopting OT or 

some other coordination mechanism), choose to disallow other users from entering their 

owned section (denying the lock request of other writers wishing to enter the section), or 

allow for demotion of their lock to a sub-section to resolve the conflict.  The policy 

adopted may vary according to any user (i.e., one user may select a sharing policy while 

another selects an exclusive lock policy while another selects a demotion policy) and 

also very according to which section is active (i.e., a user might adopt an exclusive lock 

policy when editing section X, but the same user might adopt a sharing policy when 

editing section Y).  Of course, global policies based upon user priority, etc. can also be 

adopted to “trump” local policies if desired (such that a high-priority user can override 

the lock policies of another lower-priority user if desired/needed).  Thus the P2P 

algorithms discussed in this chapter assume such lock policies are on a per-node basis 

and are queried at each node upon a lock request or release. 

The preceding client-server approach taken for lock management is shown in 

Figure 58 where the server is a central bottleneck and point of failure.  The entire 

document tree is managed by the server.  In this figure, local OT is being applied among 

users 3 and 4, but other than this, all communication is handled via the server. 
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In contrast, the P2P approach for lock management discussed in this chapter is 

shown in Figure 59.  Notice in the P2P model, each user is responsible for managing the 

portion of the document tree that is associated with the portion of the document that they 

are editing and each peer is able to communicate directly with all other peers in the 

system.  Local OT is still permissible as demonstrated in the sharing and OT among 

users 3 and 4. 

Figure 58: The Client-Server Lock Management Model 
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6.2. Lock Request 

When a user, U1, enters/initiates the CES, this user is the only user in the system 

and consequently has the entire document updated and cached in its computer.  

Assuming a locking policy has been adopted and sharing is not permitted, when another 

user, U2, enters the system, U1’s portion of the document is reduced to accommodate the 

new user such that the contention between U1 and U2 is removed.  We assume that U1 

and U2 are interested in authoring disparate sections; if U1 and U2 are interested in 

editing the same section of the document, then either U2’s request to enter the section 

“owned” by U1 can be rejected (a failed write event) or an OT-based multi-writer policy 

may be adopted.  Figure 60 demonstrates the demotion of U1 from the entire section v 

down to the sections denoted by {w1, …, wn} and the injection of U2 at the section 

denoted by x.  Any changes made so far by U1 to x (denoted by x) must be passed to 

Figure 59: The P2P Lock Management Model 
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U2.  At this point, U1 contains the most current copy of the sections {w1, …, wn}, and U2 

contains the most current copy of section x.  Since the x is being transmitted to U2, it is 

appropriate to apply reduction to the history buffer at x when such a demotion occurs; 

since these nodes are locked by U1, we avoid any form of deadlock in achieving the 

messaging to U2. 

 

 

A user requests a section of the document to which he wants to write, and the 

system attempts to obtain a lock on that section of the document.  The OBTAINLOCK 

algorithm works from top-to-bottom by examining nodes in the path from the root to the 

destination node.  The correct path is determined by first querying the peer who 

manages the root, and then descending further down by following peers’ references to 

other peers (see Section 6.7).  As it traverses this path, if a white node is found, then the 

insert succeeds and the node becomes owned by the requesting user (and painted black).  

If a grey node is found, it continues down.  If a black node is reached, then we either 

adopt an OT strategy if multiple writers are allowed at this node, or we demote (push 

down) this black node (its current owner/user), turn this node into grey thus making 

room for the new insert request to continue down.  Demotion works by moving the 

ownership of that user (and the black coloring) down the tree hierarchy while ensuring 

Figure 60: Peer-to-Peer Lock Request 

v  U1 v  U1 v  U2 

w1  wn  … 

v  

x 
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that the leaf node needed by that user is contained within the sub-hierarchy.  As in our 

previous, centralized algorithms [103][105], we avoid deadlock among peers by 

employing handshake locks on parent/child nodes and by always moving downward 

through the tree. 

6.3. Editing Content and Modifying the Structure of the Tree 

Given the structure of the document tree, all content is stored at leaf nodes; all 

other nodes act as structural support and represent sections and subsections.  When a 

user U1 owns a section denoted by node v, then all changes made to the content of the 

sections rooted at v are cached locally on U1.  Four types of edits/changes may be made 

within the system by a user U1: 

1. The content of a leaf v may be changed.  In this case, U1 modifies some element 

of the document that is represented by v.  No structure change is made to the tree. 

2. U1 removes/deletes a node v.  In this case, node v may be either a leaf node or a 

non-leaf node.  If v is a leaf node, then the entity/content that v stored is deleted 

from the tree.  If v is a non-leaf node, then v and all of its child nodes are removed 

from the tree (denoting a removal of a section and all its subsections).  In this 

case, it is valid to remove all sub-trees since by definition U1 has write 

permissions to node v or the change would be rejected. 

3. U1 splits a node v into two nodes, v and v2.  In this case, U1 is creating a new 

section, paragraph, etc.  v2 is added as a sibling to v, some of the content of the 

original v is moved to v2, and U1 owns both v and v2. 
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4. U1 creates a new section.  This is a modified case of the case 3 in that the new 

node v2 is created, except in this case no content is moved from an existing node.  

The node v2 is added into the tree and is owned by U1. 

In the above cases, no communication is needed between peers – all of the 

changes are cached locally.  If other users are interested in the sections rooted at v (as 

either readers or writers), then any changes made can be selectively multicast to these 

other users and an OT can be employed to maintain consistency among all peers 

interested in sections rooted at v. 

6.4. Lock Release 

The REMOVELOCK algorithm also works from top-to-bottom.  As the path from 

the root to the node to be released is traversed downward, the grey-count for all nodes 

painted grey is decreased by one until a grey node with a grey-count of one (after 

decrementing) is encountered; when this occurs, a promotion is needed to ensure that the 

sibling of the to-be-unlocked node owns the largest sub-tree possible.  When a 

REMOVELOCK request is fulfilled that necessitates a promotion, the node whose grey 

count has been reduced to one must be painted black and must be added into the black 

sibling list of the grey, parent node.  Since this algorithm works strictly downward along 

the tree, we avoid deadlock and are guaranteed to be able to promote the lock if only one 

peer remains in the sub-tree. 

When a user, U1, leaves a section w of the document and does not plan to return 

(or does not plan to return in the near future), it is appropriate to release the lock held by 

U1 on w and promote (if possible) another user’s (U2) lock such that the portion of the 

document held by U2 is increased. Since U1 is leaving w, there is no contention on w 
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with other users, so if there remains only one user, this user can assume ownership of a 

larger portion of the document.  Alternatively, it is possible to cache the changes on U1 

and update U2’s ownership at a later time (if at all).  This would be appropriate in the 

case where it is foreseeable that U1 would return to w before any other user desires to 

read/write to w.  

Let w = changes made by U1 on w.  In the case where w is being 

communicated from U1 to U2, we guarantee that w represents all changes to w and U1’s 

copy of w is up-to-date (i.e., w = the history buffer of w at U1).  Consequently, we must 

communicate w to another user U2 and replay w on U2’s copy of w to achieve the up-

to-date version of w at U2.  This is shown in Figure 61.  In this example, U2’s ownership 

is being promoted from x to v.  As a result, only w needs to be communicated, and we 

avoid having to communicate the entire contents of w to U2.  x is current since U2 owns 

it, and w is now current because w has been “replayed” at U2.  Thus U2 contains a 

proper and complete, up-to-date version of v since v is defined by w and x (i.e., v is 

current because v = w + x and v = w + x).  Note that v is easily constructed in 

constant time since w and x are independent and do not conflict – thus v is the 

concatenation/simple-merge of w and x. 
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Since the w is being transmitted to U2, it is appropriate to reduce the history 

buffer at w before such a promotion occurs; even though we are moving up the tree, we 

avoid deadlock in achieving the promotion and messaging to U2 by using a window lock 

on v, w, and x.  Reduction may be applied safely and recursively up to v.  Here, when we 

state we are “moving up” in the tree, this is logically up; all operations are performed 

top-to-bottom using handshake locks and deadlock is avoided. 

When w is communicated to U2, U2 may elect to incorporate w into its copy of 

w, or if desired, U1’s changes to w ( w) may be rejected.  This acceptance or rejection of 

changes by other users could be done automatically by the system based upon embedded 

rules or done explicitly by users as prompted by the system. 

When a user, U1, leaves the CES, all of the cached changes are flushed to another 

user within the system.  The policy of flushing the cache could be set to broadcast the 

changes to all peers or send the changes to a single peer (or selectively send specific 

sections’ changes to various peers) who would assume ownership of the sections that U1 

had previously owned. 

Figure 61: Peer-to-Peer Lock Release 

v  

U2  ( v = w + x) 

v  
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6.5. User Movement within the Document Tree 

If user Ui is currently editing/present in the section denoted by node v and wishes 

to move to the section denoted by node x, then three situations may arise (see Figure 

62): 

1. Ui owns x; this may arise for two reasons: either Ui owns (i.e., has a lock on) a 

node n that is an ancestor of nodes x and v, or the common ancestor n may be 

marked grey because Ui owns x and v but another user, Uj, owns a node within the 

n-rooted tree.  In this case, we move Ui to x without any contention with other 

users.  Ui can retain the lock on v or release it (user preference), and no 

communication is necessary. 

2. x is not owned (i.e., colored white).  If this is the case, then either Ui can release 

its lock on v and acquire the lock on x, or, if desired, Ui can retain its lock on v 

and acquire the lock on x (this would be desirable if Ui was entering x 

temporarily and knew a priori that he wished to return to v after a brief edit to x).  

In this situation, there must exist another user, Uj, that owns another node w 

rooted at n since Ui does not own n (case 1); thus n must be colored grey. 

3. Another user Uj owns x (or owns a tree which contains x); again, n must be grey 

due to the contention between Ui and Uj (and possibly other users).  If this is the 

case, then Ui must wait for Uj to leave x and release the lock on x – assuming a 

single-writer policy is employed at x.  Alternatively, if a multi-writer policy has 

been adopted at x (i.e., Uj allows other writers within x), then Ui may enter x and 

an OT-based coordination policy is adopted among the writers. 
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In cases 1 and 2, no communication is required if the user retains his lock on node 

v; in case 1 the user is moving within the user’s currently-owned sub-tree and the move 

is permissible and does not conflict with any other user; in case 2 the user is moving to a 

white node which implies that no other user was previously in this desired node.  In case 

3, the history buffer at node x must be communicated to user Ui since Ui now has 

entered x and must have the latest state of x. 

If the user elects to release his lock on node v, then the cache (history buffer) for 

node v will be flushed and communicated to the node that assumes management of v 

(which could be the original owner Ui if no promotion occurs in which case no 

communication is required; otherwise, the new manager of v will be node promoted as a 

result of Ui leaving v and the history buffer (cache) of v must be communicated to the 

promoted node). 

6.6. Correctness and Efficiency Analysis 

Similar to the client-server algorithms for lock management, we designed the P2P 

versions of the OBTAINLOCK and RELEASELOCK operations such that the document tree 

v x 

n  n 

v x v w 

… … … 

Ui 

Uj Ui Uj Ui 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

x 

n  

… 

n 

v x w 

… … 

Uj Ui Ui 

- OR - 

Figure 62: Three Cases of a User Moving from v to u 
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is accessed only in a top-to-bottom, pipelined fashion; we do this to avoid race 

conditions.   We enforce the policy that nodes must be accessed in a top-down manner.  

As a result, our P2P operations may also be executed concurrently while maintaining 

their correctness. 

The full presentation of the algorithms appears below in Figure 63 through Figure 

65.  Note that these algorithms are presented to show intent; the actual implementations 

feature an iterative/loop-based solution that employs a top-to-bottom, handshake-lock as 

the paths from the root to the desired nodes are traversed.  These P2P algorithms are 

nearly identical to their client-server counterparts except that the communication of the 

history buffers (cache) and the reductions are now included. 

Herein, we present the algorithms and a discussion of their associated costs in 

detail. 
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OBTAINLOCK(w, ui) 

 if w.owner ≠ ui 

RECURSEOBTAINLOCK (ROOT, w, ui) 

 

RECURSEOBTAINLOCK(n, w, ui) 

 if n.color = white 

      // destination reached and lock is permissible 

      then   SETLOCK(n, ui, w) 

         LINKSIBLINGS(n.parent, n, n.parent.firstBlackChild) 

 else if n ISATOMIC or (n.color = black and not OTENABLED(n)) 

      // lock failure, so undo grey-count inflation 

     then    RECURSEREMOVELOCK (ROOT, w, ui) 

        return failure 

 else if (n ISATOMIC or n.color = black) and OTENABLED(n) 

      // lock sharing is permissible, so join and apply OT 

      then    n  = REDUCE( n) 

        COMMUNICATE( n , ui) 

      replay n  at ui’s copy of n  

       add ui to n’s distribution engine 

 else if n.color = grey 

// conflict/destination further in path, so determine next peer to 

// communicate with and proceed further down the tree 

      then    n.greyCount = n.greyCount + 1 

       RECURSEOBTAINLOCK(NEXTINPATH(n, w), w, ui) 

 else  // demotion occurs at a black node 

 b = NEXTINPATH(n, w) 

  a = NEXTINPATH(n, n.originalRequest) 

  REMOVEFROMSIBLINGLIST(n) 

  SETLOCK(a, n.owner, n.originalRequest) 

  n.color = grey 

  n.greyCount = 2 

  update distribution engine subscription for nodes a and b 

  if a ≠ b 

      // conflict resolved, so communicate w to ui 

      then    SETLOCK(b, ui, w) 

       LINKSIBLINGS(n, a, b) 

     w  = REDUCE( w) 

       COMMUNICATE( w , ui) 

      replay w  at ui’s copy of w  

      else       // keep looking further down the tree to remove conflict 

      RECURSEOBTAINLOCK(a, w, ui) 

 

Figure 63: P2P OBTAINLOCK Algorithm 
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Since the RECURSEOBTAINLOCK traverses from the root down to a leaf (or stops 

earlier if a white or black node is reached), this algorithm must traverse O(h) nodes, 

where h equals the height of the document tree.  The work involved at each node is O(1) 

since the work in processing an individual node involves updating references/pointers, 

coloring, and grey count (integer) values. It is possible upon a lock request failure that 

the RECURSEREMOVELOCK function will be invoked, but this RECURSEREMOVELOCK (as 

discussed below) runs in O(h), thus it is not asymptotically greater than the existing O(h) 

work for the OBTAINLOCK algorithm.  Additionally, if sharing or demotion occurs, then 

the reduction algorithm is run and the history buffer must be incorporated into the 

requesting user’s copy of the requested node, and this will incur O(b) work where b is 

the size of the history buffer.  Thus the overall cost for the OBTAINLOCK algorithm is the 

cost to update the coloring of at most h nodes (as traversal down the tree occurs) + the 

cost of updating the coloring of the siblings of x (which is O(1)) + the cost of reduction 

and enacting x on the requesting user’s copy of x – for a total of  

O(h + b). 

Communication occurs when the lock is granted where there was a previous 

owner – either when a black node is reached that has adopted OT sharing or when a 

black node is reached and demotion is resolved.  In either of these cases, only one 

history buffer is communicated to the user requesting the lock, thus the communication 

cost for transmitting this cached history buffer is O(b) where b is the size of the single 

reduced history buffer communicated.  Additionally, as the algorithm traverses down the 

tree, peers that managed each of the nodes along the path traversed must handle the lock 

request; thus as many as O(h) peers must be involved in resolving the lock request – and 
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this incurs O(h) communications among a pair of peers (between the peer that manages 

the node and the requesting peer).  Thus the total communication cost in 

RECURSEOBTAINLOCK is O(b + h). 

 

 

 

RECURSEREMOVELOCK traverses from the root down to a leaf (or stops earlier if a 

grey or black node is reached), this algorithm must traverse O(h) nodes, where h equals 

Figure 64: P2P RemoveLock Algorithm 

REMOVELOCK(w, ui) 

      if w.owner = ui 

then RECURSEREMOVELOCK(ROOT, w, ui) 

 

RECURSEREMOVELOCK(n, w, ui) 

     if n.color = black and n.owner = ui 

 // remove the lock, but no promotion is possible at this point 

 then  REMOVEFROMSIBLINGLIST(n) 

  UNSETLOCK(n) 

  if OTENABLED(n) 

   remove ui from n’s distribution engine 

     else if n.color = grey 

 then  n.greyCount = n.greyCount – 1 

  if n.greyCount = 1 

  // promotion is possible, so locate the correct remaining sibling 

  // and promote it to n after obtaining a window lock on the nodes 

then  a = FINDELIGIBLEPROMOTION(n, w) 

SETLOCK(n, a.owner, a.originalRequest) 

LINKSIBLINGS(n.parent, n, n.parent.firstBlackChild) 

w  = REDUCE( w) 

COMMUNICATE( w , a.owner) 

replay w  at a.owner’s copy of w  

       else if n.greyCount = 0  

 // removal occurred before delayed promotion 

 // so just cleanup lock state 

       then UNSETLOCK(n) 

  else  // keep traversing down the list, reducing grey-count as we go 

   // all the while, using the peer-chain to locate the  

   // next peer with which to communicate 

  RECURSEREMOVELOCK(NEXTINPATH(n,w), w, ui) 
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the height of the document tree.  The work involved at each node is O(1) since the work 

in processing an individual node involves updating references/pointers, coloring, and 

grey count (integer) values.  Upon promotion, the FINDELIGIBLEPROMOTION function 

must be called, but it continues the traversal down the tree from the point where the 

promotion may occur, thus its work is also O(h).  Thus the overall cost for the 

REMOVELOCK algorithm is O(h).  Additionally, if promotion occurs, then the history 

buffer must be reduced and incorporated into the promoted user’s copy of the node 

being release, and this will incur O(blogb) work where b is the size of the history buffer.  

Thus the overall cost for the OBTAINLOCK algorithm is = the cost to update the coloring 

of at most h nodes (as traversal down the tree occurs) + the cost of updating the coloring 

of the siblings of x (which is O(1)) + the cost of reducing and enacting the history buffer 

( x) on the promoted user’s copy of x – which is O(h + blogb). 

Communication occurs when either a black node is reached that has adopted OT 

sharing (and the releasing user must be removed from the OT user set) or when a black 

node is reached and promotion occurs.  In the case of the user being removed from the 

OT user set on a node, this incurs O(n) communication cost where n is the number of 

users in the OT sharing set on the node being released (since all users in the set must be 

notified of the user leaving the set).  In the case of promotion, one reduced history buffer 

is communicated to the user that is promoted, thus the communication cost for 

transmitting this reduced history buffer is O(b) where b is the size of the single reduced 

history buffer communicated.  Additionally, as the algorithm traverses down the tree, 

peers that managed each of the nodes along the path traversed must handle the lock 

request; thus as many as O(h) peers must be involved in resolving the lock request – and 
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this incurs O(h) communications among a pair of peers (between the peer that manages 

the node and the requesting peer).  Thus the total communication cost in 

RECURSEOBTAINLOCK is O(n + b + h). 

 

 
 

The supporting functions FINDELIGIBLEPROMOTION , REMOVEFROMSIBLINGLIST, 

SETLOCK, LINKSIBLINGS, and UNSETLOCK implementations and analysis are the same as 

presented in Section 4.6.  As presented in Section 7, REDUCE runs in O(nlogn) where n 

is the size of the history buffer.  NEXTINPATH requires O(1) as it only looks down one 

Figure 65: P2P Supporting Algorithms 

NEXTINPATH(n, w) 

Assuming we are currently at node n, determine the next peer in the 

communication chain to the destination node w and return this next 

peer (i.e., begin communication with the next peer)  

 

COMMUNICATE( n, u) 

 Send the history buffer n to the peer/user u 

 

REDUCE( n) 

 // Combine operations in n such that  

 // the size of n (i.e., # operations) is reduced. 

 Sort all operations based upon their position 

 Remove all pairs of Op and ¬Op as they have no resultant effect 

 Combine all adjacent Insert operations 

 Combine all adjacent Delete operations 

 

The following supporting functions remain the same with the client-server 

implementations (see Figure 43): 

FINDELIGIBLEPROMOTION(n, w) 

SETLOCK(w, ui, r) 

LINKSIBLINGS(n, a, b) 

UNSETLOCK(w) 

 REMOVEFROMSIBLINGLIST(n) 
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level to a child of the current node.  COMMUNICATE requires O(b) where b is the size of 

the history buffer ( n) to communicate. 

The cost associated with a user editing the content or structure of the document 

tree contains 4 cases to be considered as defined in Section 6.3.  In case 1, the edits 

occur locally, so there is no communication cost and the computation cost equals the 

cost of inserting the operation into the history buffer – which is constant time.  In cases 

2, 3, and 4, these involve modifying the document tree’s structure which incurs constant 

computation cost; if there are other peers in v, then these changes incur a communication 

cost of a multicast message to the peers in v to update the peers of the structural change 

+ a unicast message to the parent of v to denote the deletion or creation operation. 

Leaving a section w and retaining ownership on w is equivalent to moving with 

multiple-writers (case 3 of as defined in Section 6.5).  Most costly would be when a user 

leaves a section w and w is transmitted to the user managing the sibling of w (as seen in 

Figure 61).  In this case, locating the remaining peer (U2 in this example) is achieved in 

constant time and no communication since v maintains references to its black and grey 

children and there is only one remaining black child (otherwise promotion would not 

occur).  Updating the coloring of v is also achieved in constant time with no 

communication.  The dominant cost of this event is defined by transmitting w to U2 

(the remaining peer).  Thus, the overall computation cost is constant (since we can create 

v in constant time) and the communication cost is proportional to a multicast message 

to the peers in x (since w must be transmitted to each of them to construct v). 

Moving a user Ui from one section v to another section x involves removing the 

user from v and inserting the user into x.  Optionally, the user may retain ownership on 
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v.  The most costly case involves removing and inserting – the combination of the costs 

of OBTAINLOCK and REMOVELOCK – for a total of O(h + b). 

In existing OT algorithms, all changes are broadcast to all peers within the 

system, incurring a substantial communication cost.  Even if these changes are cached 

locally, transmitting them in batch to other peers to reduce the overhead cost of small-

payload messages incurs a communication cost proportional to the number of operations 

performed.  The computation cost of OT algorithms is also proportional to the number 

of operations that are passed into the OT engine.  We improve upon this by localizing 

the OT engine to a single node, achieving the performance gains of [66] or [90] but we 

also reduce the number of operations performed overall through our propagation 

technique outlined earlier in this section; since the REDUCE function aggregates many, 

smaller operations into fewer, larger operations, fewer operations must be transmitted to 

peers and run through the OT engine.  Our REDUCE function combines n operations 

performed at v into fewer number of operations to be performed at the parent of v.  

Consequently, each time a set of changes made at v is propagated up the document tree, 

fewer operations must be implemented at the parent of v. 

Note that in the P2P version of FINDELIGIBLEPROMOTION, no communication is 

needed with other peers since we remain in the peer who owns the sub-tree rooted at n. 

6.7. Locating the Peer and Ownership 

It is essential that peers within the system efficiently locate nodes that are 

managed by other peers; for example, if user U1 desires to edit node v, user U1 must be 

able to determine which other peer in the system holds the up-to-date cached copy of v.  

Peers must be able to traverse through the document hierarchy efficiently, and since this 
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tree is distributed among the peers, we employ references at each node that point to the 

parent and children of owned nodes.  As a result, all grey nodes maintain references to 

the peers within the system that manage the grey and black sub-trees; additionally, all 

grey and black nodes maintain references to their parents within the hierarchy.  We note 

that although initially those peers owning/maintaining the root and its close descendants 

must handle more navigation traffic, most users will operate at the lower levels, thus 

spreading the traffic load over time. 

When a user enters or leaves a section, it is possible to adjust the lock/ownership 

information of other peers (either demoting them in the case of entering a section or 

promoting them in the case of leaving a section).  It is essential that the user is able to 

locate the peer that holds the node to be promoted or demoted.  An algorithm for peer 

location such as Chord [126] may be adopted to efficiently locate the peer. 

In the case of demotion, and using Figure 60  as an example (when user U2 enters 

and user U1’s ownership is reduced to not include x), U2 begins its search for the owner 

of the desired node (x) at the root of the document tree or by querying cached peers that 

had previously been visited upon descending originally through the tree.  There are three 

cases at any node: (i) it is painted white, in which case ownership is obtained and U2 

obtains maintenance of x; (ii) it is painted grey, in which case this grey node maintains a 

reference to all of its grey and black children, and one of these can be followed using a 

technique similar to [111]; and (iii) it is painted black, in which case the destination peer 

has been found and OT can be employed or demotion can be employed and U2 obtains 

maintenance of x. 
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In the case of promotion and using Figure 61 as an example (when a user U1 

leaves a node w and contention is removed), the user can immediately locate the peer to 

promote, x, as x is the only sibling of w that is black (all others must be white).  Thus U1 

queries the peer that maintains its parent node (v), and this peer responds by promoting 

U2’s ownership to v. 

6.8. Replication, Congestion, and Fault Tolerance 

As pointed out in [144], reliability and performance are the two primary reasons 

for replicating data.  When a distributed system such as a RTCES utilizes replicas of the 

shared document, local response time (performance) is improved, but communication 

costs increase; further, reliability is increased because each user has a copy of the shared 

document, so if one user’s replica is lost, the other users may communicate the 

document state to restore the session for that user. 

We may increase the reliability and fault tolerance by replicating the top portion 

of the document tree among all peers (or a subset of peers).  For reliability, a few upper 

nodes may be replicated (shared) using an OT policy.  While this increases the cost in 

processing the OBTAINLOCK and REMOVELOCK algorithms (since all peers must perform 

OT to maintain consistency regarding the lock states among the shared top portion of 

document tree), this approach does overcome the single point of failure of a single 

server (or a single peer) managing the root.  This replica-based approach for the top of 

the tree is visualized in Figure 66.  Here, the top two levels of the tree are replicated 

among all users in the RTCES, and OT consistency maintenance is applied to ensure 

each replica contains the same state for node coloring and ownership.  At depth 3 and 

below, individual users (user 1 = blue, user 2 = green, user 3 = red, and user 5 = orange) 
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maintain the document tree state and handle specific lock release and request operations 

in these sub-trees. 

 

Figure 66: Replication of the Top of the Document Tree and 

Localized Management Below 

While our initial client-server dynamic locking approach reduces this 

communication time, since most messages (all non-OT update messages) pass through 

it, the server suffers as a bottleneck for communication. Our motivation in developing 

the peer-to-peer version of our dynamic locking algorithms was to avoid this problem by 

distributing the work of lock management among the peers.  Initially, it would seem that 

this work and communication is distributed uniformly among the peers, but the 

drawback remains that all messages must be processed from the root down.  The grey 

counts must be maintained from the root down to ensure proper promotion and 

demotion.  Thus if a single peer is responsible for managing each node in the tree, some 
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peer must maintain the root and will then become the bottleneck as in the client-server 

approach. 

To address this problem of congestion and an imbalance of the workload falling 

to a single peer who manages the root node, we examine how this workload may be 

balanced among multiple peers.  Note that in Figure 59 the root is managed by User 1 

since User 1 was the first user to enter the RTCES, and unless another policy is adopted 

to balance the workload of the root, User 1 will continue to manage the root until he 

leaves the RTCES.  Thus all OBTAINLOCK and RELEASELOCK requests must pass 

through User 1 – creating an imbalance in the workload.  We correct this by noting that 

it is possible to implement a shifting approach to managing the root as follows.  When 

an OBTAINLOCK operation is performed, the user requesting the operation begins 

managing the nodes along the path in the document tree visited in fulfilling the 

OBTAINLOCK operation.  But when a RELEASELOCK operation is performed, this implies 

that the user is leaving a section and thus it is not advantageous to have the user begin 

managing the nodes along the path in the document tree visited in fulfilling the 

RELEASELOCK operations.  In this manner, we adopt a “most recently requested” policy 

in that all nodes ni will be managed by the user who’s OBTAINLOCK request was fulfilled 

by passing through ni (i.e., n1, n2, … nk is in the path from the root to nk, where nk is the 

desired node or the node at which the lock request is fulfilled). 

If such a “most recently requested” policy for lock management is adopted, then 

the most consecutive requests a single peer p must serve would be O(n) where n is the 

number of peers in the collaboration.  This is true because if an OBTAINLOCK request is 

handled, then the node acquires a new manager other than p.  Only RELEASELOCK 
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requests can be fulfilled and keep the same manager p, and there can be at most n 

consecutive RELEASELOCK request since any more would necessitate a lock request (i.e., 

a peer can’t release a lock it doesn’t have).  Given the repetitive nature of lock request 

and release of users moving from section to section of a document, the workload of 

managing the nodes within the document tree should be balanced as the amortized time 

a peer manages a node should be approximately equal to the amortized time the other 

peers manage the node.  We also note that the time a peer manages a node is 

proportional to the depth of the node in the document tree (since there are fewer paths 

that travel through a node at a greater depth than a node at a more shallow depth).  Thus 

the root management should change more often than a near-leaf node.  This is good 

because the workload of more shallow nodes in the tree (closer to the root) is more than 

the workload of deeper nodes.  As a result, an in particular if users’ editing patters 

enable a higher degree of caching (via clustered editing patters), the workload in 

managing the distributed P2P version of the document tree should be balanced among 

the peers. 

6.9. Simulation and Results 

The goal of this simulation is to investigate moving from a client-server 

architecture for a RTCES that implements our hierarchical, dynamic locking with the 

integration of OT to a P2P architecture for a RTCES that implements our hierarchical, 

dynamic locking with OT integration.  Primarily, we are interested in how this 

architectural change affects the work load and if message and computation costs may be 

load balanced among the peers/users within the RTCES.  Figure 67 shows the OO model 

used for the simulation. 
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Figure 67: OO Model of the P2P Document Management System 

To validate our P2P distributed document management approach, we 

implemented the model of the node and the OBTAINLOCK and REMOVELOCK algorithms.  

We modeled three different document trees containing 14, 28, and 56 leaves, 

respectively.  We simulated concurrent users that were either in a reading or writing 

state; additionally, the users could move to a new section of the document (moving their 

cursor position), and this new section to which to move was randomly selected.  A total 
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of 96 simulation configurations were performed, varying among the three documents 

and increasing the number of users from 1 to 32. 

The results of the 96 simulation runs are shown in Figure 68.  Each column 

denotes a set of peers varying from 1 peer (in simulation runs 1-3) to 32 peers (in 

simulation runs 94-96).  The workload is measured by how many OBTAINLOCK and 

REMOVELOCK requests were handled on a per-peer basis, thus each point plotted denotes 

how much work a single peer handled.  Note that the y-axis is logarithmic to enable the 

variance among the peers within the columns to be visible. 

If we adopt a first-come policy of node management, then as predicted, one (or a 

small few) peers are unfairly burdened with the bulk of the document management.  

Notice the high trend line showing the most burdened peer for each simulation run.  

When the “most-recent,” balanced approach is adopted, the work is more fairly 

distributed among all peers.  This is corroborated in that while the total work remains the 

same, the variance among the peers for any simulation run decreases when a balanced 

approach is adopted (note the increased clustering).   Adjacent columns (n, n+1, and n+2 

where n is a multiple of 3) denote the different document sizes (14, 28, and 56 leaves); 

so, for example, simulation 94 contains the 14-leaf document, simulation 95 contains the 

28-leaf document, and simulation 96 contains the 56-leaf document.  We observe that 

the total workload decreases when the document size increases.  This is intuitive in that 

if we increase the document size while retaining the same number of peers, then the 

opportunity for caching increases under our distributed document management model. 
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Figure 68: Balancing the Workload of Document Management among Peers 

Figure 69 shows how our hierarchical distributed document management 

approach can reduce the communication costs when compared to a pure OT approach.  

The topmost three trend lines show how pure OT performs on various document sizes 

(14, 28, and 56 leaves).  The ability to cache changes locally and localize OT to a subset 

of users sharing the same space within the document dramatically decreases the 

communication costs of the RTCES.  We note that as the collaboration density (the 

average number of peers per section of the document) increases, the communication also 

increases; this is as expected since more messages will be sent to maintain consistency 

when more than one peer shares a section of the document. 
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Figure 69: Pure OT vs. Hierarchical OT Communication Costs  

6.10. Summary 

In this chapter we have shown that our client-server algorithms for dynamic lock 

management can be extended into a P2P architecture where the workload of handling 

the lock requests and lock releases can be distributed among the peers within the 

collaboration.  The overall algorithms and data structures are similar to the client-server 

approach, and we have demonstrated that they are efficient and correct.  By utilizing 

existing efficient location algorithms such as Chord, we are also able to quickly locate 

the peer who is managing the nodes in the document tree.  We have removed a central 

point of failure at the server and enabled fault tolerance via replication of the top of the 

tree, and we have shown that the workload is theoretically distributed fairly among the 
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peers.  Our empirical results via simulation demonstrate that our P2P approach is 

scalable and the work of managing the document tree is indeed distributed fairly among 

the peers. 
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CHAPTER 7 

HIERARCHICAL REDUCTION AND INTENTION PRESERVATION 

Now that we have developed client-server and P2P document tree management 

algorithms and demonstrated how our approach can integrate best-practices of OT, we 

turn our attention on how we may better manage the changes (operations) performed by 

users within the RTCES.  We note that the cost associated with OT increases as the size 

of the history buffer increases, so in this chapter we focus on how the size of the history 

buffers may be reduced throughout the hierarchical document tree.  Additionally, we 

identify opportunities to better achieve intention preservation as the history buffers are 

propagated up the document tree hierarchy.   

Section 7.1 presents the process of reduction of the history buffer and sending 

these reduced history buffers up the document tree in a pipeline fashion.  Section 7.2 

presents the modeling of the node to achieve the reduction process.  Section 7.3 

discusses how our approach creates opportunities to better achieve intention preservation 

– one of the significant open problems in RTCES research.  We then present simulation 

and results demonstrating how history buffer size can be managed using our reduction 

process in Section 7.4.  We discuss related work in Section 7.5 and provide a summary 

in Section 7.6 

7.1. Reduction 

Based upon its structure, a document may be broken up into sections, subsections, 

paragraphs, sentences, words, etc.  If the document being shared is a CAD drawing, it 

may be broken into layers, objects, etc.  If the document is programming source code, it 
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may be broken into classes, components, methods, blocks, etc.  Thus, we assume a 

document tree structure without any preconceived notion of what the sections of the 

document contain, nor do we require any specific depth/level of decomposition.  Our 

approach works well with a variety of document structures.  The document tree consists 

of internal nodes that represent structure, and all document content resides at leaf nodes, 

thus users only make changes at leaf nodes within the document tree.  Consequently, we 

initially employ OT at the leaf node and cache changes made by users, only 

communicating changes to other users that are interested (or currently viewing/editing) 

the same section.  As a result, we minimize the OT computation and communication 

costs [75][90].  But as changes are made, the history buffers of leaf nodes grow and 

performance of the OT algorithm degrades. 

We agree with Oster [90] who recommends “compression of history buffer” at 

various key points in time in his Tombstone Transformation Function (TTF).  This 

reduction is appropriate to keep the size of the history buffer from growing too large and 

degrading the performance of the OT integration algorithm.  Many operations made 

within a section of the document should lend themselves to being consolidated into 

fewer, larger operations.  As an example, assume the user performs the following series 

of operations on section v: Insert[“This”, v, 0], Insert[“ is”, v, 4], Insert[“ a”, v, 7], and 

Insert[“ sentence.”, v, 9].  They may be combined into one: Insert[“This is a sentence.”, 

v, 0].  By reducing many operations into a granular, single operation, the history buffer 

may be minimized, and a larger, single operation may be relayed to other users; overall, 

communication cost is reduced by transmitting fewer, longer messages rather than 

transmitting many, short messages [90][103]. 
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We next address how such “compression/reduction” of the history buffer may be 

achieved.  TTF preserves the absolute position of all operations and objects being 

modified; as a result, operations within the history buffer may be reordered without 

modifying the result of the operations.  Consequently, this enables us to manipulate the 

operations stored in the original history buffer to result in an equivalent modified history 

buffer.  Let v = the history buffer of a section v, v  be the resultant state after 

performing v on v, where and v  = Reduce( v).  Since reduction does not change the 

intention of v, v  = v + v = v + v , where + denotes the application (or “replay”) of 

operations.  Thus, we could reorder and reduce the operations while retaining the 

intention of the original operations.  This reordering is essential as our reduction 

algorithm relies upon the equivalence of an initial history buffer to its reordered set of 

operations. 

As previously noted, users only make changes at leaf nodes within the document 

tree.  Thus we initially employ OT at the leaf node and minimize the OT computation 

cost.  The history buffers of leaf nodes will grow as more changes are made, but it 

would be advantageous to reduce these and when permissible at certain key times, to 

consolidate these into fewer operations that retain the intention of the operations 

performed on this section.  Since the history buffer is required to assure total causal 

ordering in OT algorithms, we cannot reduce the history buffer without knowing that 

such a reduction will not later inhibit the OT algorithm; consequently, we may only 

reduce a history buffer ( v) at node v when  
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1. A user U1, who owns v, leaves v and ownership of v is promoted to another user 

U2 (see Section 6.4 and Figure 61).  Thus, v may be reduced because all users 

have left v and no operations remain that change v. 

2. Based upon some event in the CES wherein users wish to accept changes made to 

a section and all users in v synchronize (using a barrier) such that all copies of v 

residing at the users in v have converged (i.e., all operations have been replayed at 

all users in v).  This follows a natural divergence-convergence model [28]. 

 

All operations contain a position element denoting where in the document the 

operation occurs.  This position information is any ordinal type, but for simplicity and 

without loss of generality, we assume this to be an integer denoting the operation’s 

position within the section of the document to which the history buffer applies.  Further, 

these integers denote positions relative to each other, so we can compare two operations 

to see which proceeds and which follows.   

Having established that operations’ positions are known relative to each other and 

that operations may be reordered without changing their effect, we express the reduction 

process as follows: 

1. Sort all operations (keyed on position) within the history buffer. 

2. Remove all adjacent pairs of Op and ¬Op (since they cancel each other). 

3. Combine sets of adjacent insertions and combine sets of adjacent 

deletions. 

These three steps are visualized in Figure 70.  History buffer v denotes the initial 

history buffer.  1) shows the history buffer after it has been sorted by position (after step 
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1).  2) shows the history buffer after removing the Op and ¬Op occurrences (the 

removed operations are highlighted in red).  3) shows the resultant history buffer after 

combining adjacent insertions and deletions and demonstrates that a series of adjacent 

insertions can be combined into a larger insertion and a series of adjacent deletions can 

be combined into a larger deletion; also note the semantic abstraction from character-

based operations to word-based operations at this step. 

 

 
 

 

 

Assuming an OT algorithm such as TTF that preserves equivalence in reordered 

operations is utilized, then step 1 does not change the resultant state of the document.  

Since Op and ¬Op result in no change to the document state, removing pairs of these as 

done in step 2 does not change the resultant state of the document.  In step 3, we 

combine sets of insert and delete operations into larger granular insert and delete 

Figure 70: The Reduction of a History Buffer 
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operations that retains the same effect on the document, thus the resultant state of the 

document is not changed in step 3. 

This algorithm is efficient.  Step 1 may be realized using any standard linear 

sorting algorithm in O(n) because the keys are bounded by the size of the section; steps 

2 and 3 each require one traversal of the set of operations in O(n).  Thus, the overall 

efficiency of this reduction algorithm is O(n).  Considering that the goal is to keep the 

history buffers small, n is expected to be small and the runtime of this reduction 

algorithm is also reasonable. 

Further, since the reduced history buffers are sent up the tree and combined at 

semantically-higher levels, we may pipeline the reduction.  For example, all history 

buffers at the leaf nodes are reduced and sent to the next level up in the tree; then the 

history buffer of the parent nodes receive and combined the incoming history buffers 

from their child nodes.  These are reduced and sent higher, etc.  At each level, reduction 

can proceed in parallel and the pipelining realized. 

7.2. Hierarchical Reduction 

When a reduction occurs, it is useful to transmit these semantically “larger” 

operations up within the document tree such that these larger operations may be stored 

in the history buffers of the ancestor nodes.  For example, many insertion and deletion of 

words may be reduced to fewer insertion and deletion of sentences.  This process of 

reduction and transmission up the document tree is demonstrated in Figure 71.  In this 

example, changes made by U1 to w ( w) and changes made by U2 to x ( x) are reduced 

to w  and x  respectively and transmitted up the document tree to v.  Thus v’s history 
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buffer contains the reduced changes denoted by v.  Later, U1 makes more changes to w 

( w ) and U2 makes more changes to x ( x ). 

 

 

The message cost savings of hierarchical reduction is demonstrated when U3 

enters x and communicates with U2 for the latest version of x; x at U3 is made current by 

transmitting v and x  from U2 and applying these operations on U3’s copy of x.  

Additionally, U3 has a copy of w  (where w’ = w + w), since w  was contained in v; 

w  may be replayed on U3’s copy of w such that these copies of w are only missing 

w .  Without hierarchical reduction, all individual changes stored in v at U2 would 

have to be transmitted and replayed at U3.  As a result of hierarchical reduction, fewer 

operations must be transmitted and replayed at U3.  In existing OT algorithms, all 

changes are broadcast to all peers within the system, incurring O(n) communication cost 

per operation.  Even if these changes are cached locally, transmitting them in batch to 

other peers to reduce the overhead cost of small-payload messages incurs a 
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Figure 71: Hierarchical Reduction 
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communication cost proportional to the number of operations performed.  The 

computation cost of OT algorithms is also proportional to the number of operations that 

are passed into the OT engine.  We improve upon this by localizing the OT engine to a 

single node and decreasing the number of operations performed overall through our 

propagation technique.  Since the Reduce function aggregates many, smaller operations 

into fewer, larger operations, fewer operations must be transmitted to other users and run 

through the OT engine. 

Further, since the reduced history buffers are sent up the tree and combined at 

semantically-higher levels, we may pipeline the reduction.  For example, all history 

buffers at the leaf nodes are reduced and sent to the next level up in the tree; then the 

history buffer of the parent nodes receive and combined the incoming history buffers 

from their child nodes.  These are reduced and sent higher, etc.  At each level, reduction 

can proceed in parallel in a pipelining fashion. 

7.3. Intention Preservation 

Intention preservation has been an elusive problem in RTCES for the past decade.  

While OT achieves convergence and causality preservation, intention preservation is not 

guaranteed by OT.  Thus we turn our attention as to how our approach may address this 

open problem in RTCES research.  We begin by noting that our approach in maintaining 

a document tree representation of the shared document is superior to the linear 

representation of the shared document typically employed by OT algorithms; we 

substantiate this claim by pointing out that semantic knowledge is captured in the 

structure of the document tree – hierarchy implies structure in that like elements are 

grouped together, just as this dissertation is grouped into chapters, and all sections 
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within a chapter are logically related, and all subsections within a section are logically 

related, and all paragraph within a subsection are logically related, etc. 

Having presented the reduction algorithm and established that such reduction may 

occur at times when promotion and demotion occurs as well as when users agree it 

should occur (at a specified time automatically or at a user-generated synchronization 

event), we utilize such reduction to better achieve intention preservation. 

When reduction occurs, the operations that occurred and are stored within the 

history buffer at one semantic level are reduced into meta-operations and passed up the 

document tree to nodes at the next higher semantic level.  It is at this point when reduced 

operations are brought together at a higher semantic level that we have an opportunity to 

examine the operations to see if a semantic violation occurs and if the combined set of 

operations creates a problem in ensuring intention preservation.  For example, [58] 

points out that while locally-correct operations achieve the desired results, when 

combined, the resultant shared document may achieve convergence and causality-

preservation, but the combination of the local semantically-correct operations of the two 

users results in a semantically incorrect document.  As an example consider the 

following as shown in Figure 72 which demonstrates that even when the sites’ replicas 

converge, the semantic intention is not achieved. 
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We note that when operations are combined via the hierarchical reduction 

process, one site’s operation(s) should override and the resultant state should be one of 

the two intended states.  In other situations, it could be possible that a subset of the 

operations should be retained from each site to achieve semantic intention preservation, 

so it is not exclusively one or the other site’s operations that should be retained. 

It is precisely at the point of reduction in our algorithm that we can detect such a 

semantic intention violation.  Certainly it is possible to present options to the users and 

allow the user to resolve the conflict, but in order to do so automatically, semantic 

knowledge of the content being editing must be defined prior to the operations being 

performed.  While this might seem counter-intuitive (for how can one know the 

semantic content of the document before the content is authored), [123] presents recent 

work in rhetoric structure theory (RST) that seeks to establish the structure of the 

document (referred to as the document narrative or DN) prior to the content of the 

Figure 72: Semantic Intention is Violated 
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document being added.  This is described as planning out what the document will 

contain and map the structure of the document prior to allowing collaborating authors to 

contribute the content of the document.  Similar to structured software engineering 

where the architecture and design are established before the implementation, DN create 

the overall flow of the document prior to its realization and content completion.  RST 

provides grammatical rules that document must follow, and changes made at different 

sites might not violate these RST rules locally, but when changes are combined, a RST 

violation may be detected and dealt with appropriately (either through a priority based 

scheme, user intervention, or automatically via natural-language processing). 

Thus as a result of the reduction process, we enable better intention preservation 

(an open problem in CES research).   Intention preservation is best achieved at a 

semantically-appropriate level [58][60], and after reduction, changes are propagated up a 

document tree and accepted or rejected at an appropriate semantic level rather than only 

at a character level, a limit of existing OT approaches in achieving intention 

preservation.  Consequently, in a scenario in which two users each modify a different 

word within an incoherent sentence (correcting the semantic problem locally), when 

these changes are propagated up the tree, we may automatically detect and correct the 

problem or allow for priority-based or user-intervention correction.  Since existing OT 

algorithms have no semantic/structural knowledge of the document being edited, this 

opportunity to check for intention preservation has heretofore not existed.  Thus our 

approach of utilizing reduction and propagation of operations up the tree improves the 

ability to achieve intention preservation. 
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7.4. Modeling the Peer 

Now that the reduction algorithm has been articulated, we integrate it into the 

nodes within the document tree such that history buffers may be stored at all levels 

within the document tree, reduced as desired, and propagated up the tree.  The 

components that make up the node model to enable hierarchical reduction are shown in 

Figure 73. 

 

Peers within the RTCES maintain working, cached copies of portions of the 

document.  These portions/sections are represented by nodes within the distributed 

document tree.  In order to correctly process changes being made to the sections of the 

document, each node must be able to incorporate input from the local user as well as 

input from other peers.  An OT engine is needed to apply the transformations to 

incoming changes made by remote peers onto the local peer’s copy of the section as well 

as any operations that are sent from children of the node when promotion occurs.  When 

Figure 73: The Components of the Peer 
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a local user makes a change, this change is stored in the History Buffer (HB) to enable 

OT and ensure total causal ordering of changes [132]; these changes are then sent to the 

Distribution Engine.  It is the responsibility of the Distribution Engine (DE) to track 

which peers are readers and writers of node v and need notification when changes are 

made to v; additionally, the DE is responsible for handling requests from peers to join 

(copy - v must be sent to the peer), demote the local user (split - a portion of v is sent to 

the peer and a portion is retained by the local user), and promote (merge - the peer has 

left/moved and v and a sibling of v can be merged together at a common ancestor node).  

As in existing OT systems, the OT Engine is responsible for receiving incoming changes 

made by a peer and applying the OT algorithms to incorporate the changes made by the 

peer into the local copy of v; additionally, the OT engine is responsible for incorporating 

changes that are propagated up the document tree from children of v.  The Reduction 

Engine is responsible for converting changes made at the level of v into meta-changes to 

be replayed at a higher level in the document tree. 

7.5. Simulation and Results 

Since the cost of performing OT is dependent upon the size of the history buffer 

to which it is applied, it is logical to conclude that if the history buffers can be kept 

small, then the computation cost of performing OT can be kept small.  One of the 

benefits of our reduction algorithm is that when it is performed, the history buffer can be 

cleared; this is due to the fact that the intention of the operations being reduced are 

stored higher in the document tree (at nodes semantically higher). 
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To validate that the reduction algorithm is beneficial in reducing the computation 

cost of performing OT in a RTCES, we simulated various configurations of document 

sizes and various numbers of users (increasing the number of users from 1 to 88). 

We modeled three different document trees containing 14, 28, and 56 leaves, 

respectively.  We simulated concurrent users that were either in a reading or writing 

state; additionally, the users could move to a new section of the document (moving their 

cursor position), and this new section to which to move was randomly selected.  The 

modeling of the user and the document is the same as described in Section 6.9. 

But in order to test the benefits of the reduction algorithm to the OT computation 

costs, it is important to ensure that OT is being performed.  Since our dynamic lock 

management algorithms increase the caching and reduce the necessity of OT, we 

increased the number of users in the RTCES for this simulation to a maximum of 88; as 

a result, we achieve collaboration densities (the number of users per leaf in the 

document tree) to over 6 – which is more than triple than our previous simulation.  A 

total of 264 simulation configurations were performed, varying among the three 

documents and increasing the number of users from 1 to 88.  Additionally, we ran each 

configuration using no reduction, using minimal reduction only when a promotion or a 

demotion occurred, and using reduction upon promotion and demotion as well as any 

time a user entered or left an OT set (the users collaborating within a leaf of the 

document tree). 

The results of the simulation runs are shown in Figure 74.  Note that the vertical 

axis is logarithmic. 
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Figure 74: The Reduce Algorithm Decreases OT Computation Costs 

Clearly, the cost of performing OT is dependent upon the size of the history 

buffer to which it is applied.  Performing OT where no reduction is applied is most 

costly.  Performing OT with some reduction (when promotion/demotion occurs) is 

advantageous, but the cost of performing OT is minimal when the reduction algorithm 

occurs more frequently (upon promotion and demotion and when a user enters or leaves 

the OT set). 

It is interesting to note that while reduction is advantageous to minimize the 

computation costs of OT, we had to perform it more often that when just 

promoting/demoting to see the most gains.  This is because OT will be performed more 

often (and thus be more costly) when the collaboration density is higher; if the 
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collaboration density is low, then users are less likely to need to perform OT (since they 

are less likely to be in the same section at the same time).  We found that in such a 

scenario when collaboration density was higher, promotion and demotion did not occur 

as frequently; this is intuitive in that with a higher collaboration density, it is less likely 

that any single user remains in a section and is a candidate for promotion; further, in a 

high collaboration density environment, most users will have already been demoted to a 

leaf by previous users’ entry into the tree, thus demotion is also not likely.  

Consequently, we believe it most appropriate to apply reduction when promotion and 

demotion occurs as well as when a user enters or leaves a shared section (enters or 

leaves an OT set). 

It is important to note that while reduction does decrease the computation cost of 

OT, the reduction computation cost itself is not significant.  As previously defined, the 

reduction cost is O(n) where n is the size of the history buffer being reduced.  This cost 

is equivalent to performing one operation within the same history buffer; thus if we are 

willing to incur such a cost for an performing OT on an operation, certainly we are 

willing to incur this cost for reduction if such a clear overall OT computation cost 

reduction is achieved. 

One disadvantage of performing reduction on an OT set is that all users within the 

set must perform a 2-phase protocol to synchronize and ensure that no outstanding, non-

implemented operations remain unincorporated into the history buffer before it is 

reduced [91].  This does increase the communication among users within the same 

section of the document, but the number of users within the same section should be 

small if our distributed, hierarchical document tree is utilized.  Further, this 
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communication cost is quite small relative to the exorbitant cost of broadcasting all 

operations to all users in a pure OT approach. 

7.6. Related Work 

[57] discusses managing history buffers in a hierarchical document structure and 

applying operations at fixed semantic levels within the document (paragraph, sentence, 

word, character); further, operations are processed from top to bottom, so all operations 

must flow through the document tree root – posing a significant bottleneck in processing 

the operations.  Rather, our approach is more flexible in supporting operations at any 

semantic depth and begins the process of managing and applying these operations within 

the leaf nodes where they occur.  From there, reduction occurs and the reduced set of 

operations (that are meaningful at a higher level semantically) are published up the tree 

in a pipeline fashion. 

[125] discusses the ability to keep some operations private and publish others, 

which is similar to our work is that local changes can be made and unmade without any 

other user being made aware of the changes – similar to the process of removing pairs of 

Op and ¬Op during the reduction process since no one need be made aware of these self 

negating operations. 

The adoption of maintaining semantically-aware history buffers is gaining 

increased attention in the RTCES research community.  [57] utilizes a hierarchical 

structure to maintain history buffers and applies OT algorithms at different levels within 

the structure (see Figure 75). 
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Figure 75: A Hierarchical View of History Buffers [57] 

To justify the need for and the potential benefit of our reduction-based approach, 

it was shown in the document edit profiling research of Papadapoulou [94] that there can 

be a high amount of operations that nullify each other (such as performing an operations 

and then performing the inverse of the operations – i.e., performing a DO operations and 

then immediately performing an UNDO operation).  The researchers found that marking 

such operations as contributions is not necessarily appropriate given the net effect is 

essentially no operations performed (no contribution to the collaboration), thus it could 

be beneficial to reduce/remove such combinations to better capture a higher-order view 

of the document edit profile.  This is directly related to and supports our removal of 

operations that nullify each other; in our reduction algorithm, step 2 removes such pairs 

of Op and ¬Op as they have no net effect on the document state.  Consequently, these 

non-contributions are removed, and visualizations such as Papadapoulou’s that employ 

our approach of reduction would better display accurate contributions. 
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Recently, [131] presented their most current work in expanding the capabilities of 

OT by creating an algorithm that maintains the context of an operation when the OT 

algorithm is applied utilizing their Context-based Operational Transformation (COT) 

algorithm.  The COT algorithm utilizes a context vector (which is defined by a set of 

operations) that specifies the context under which an operation is performed.  While this 

approach simplifies solutions to existing CCI problems, it does not solve the intention 

preservation problem – as semantic knowledge is required to solve this open problem in 

RTCES research. 

7.7. Summary 

In this chapter we have shown that our P2P algorithms for distributed document 

and dynamic lock management can be extended to include hierarchical reduction of 

history buffers at each node and at varying depths within the document tree.  This 

reduction algorithm is successful in decreasing the size of the history buffers and 

propagating operations up in the document tree to higher semantic levels.  Additionally, 

we identify the point at which history buffers are merged together hierarchically (at 

these higher semantic levels) as appropriate points in the RTCES at which intention 

preservation may be examined as possibly failing; it is at these points that intention 

preservation violations may occur (and thus we can query the user as to how to resolve 

the violation and/or automate the violation correction).  Our empirical results via 

simulation demonstrate that our hierarchical reduction approach is viable in reducing the 

computation cost of performing localized OT.  Now that we have successfully 

developed our theoretical RTCES contributions, we focus the next chapter on 

implementing prototypes that utilize our approaches.  
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CHAPTER 8 

PROTOTYPE SYSTEMS 

System test and performance evaluation are essential in a system development to 

ensure the system/algorithms under development will not cause major problems when 

deployed in the real field and used by real users. This is especially important for 

distributed systems, such as RTCES that has a large number of potential users. 

Unfortunately, the user-oriented nature of the system prohibits extensive testing and 

performance evaluation using real users. In this chapter, we follow a stepwise 

simulation-based design process to test/evaluate the system and algorithms under 

development. This stepwise design process is motivated by [55] that develops a 

simulation-based design process to enable smooth transitions between different design 

stages. It aims to support systematic and cost-efficient testing and evaluation for the 

distributed collaborative editing systems concerned in this chapter. 

This chapter discusses how our simulation design process has allowed us to first 

move beyond simulating client and server to begin the progress to a functional 

implementation of both client and server technologies – better achieving an efficient 

implementation of our algorithms and ideas based upon our empirical simulation results.   

8.1. Simulation-based Software Architectural Design Process 

The stepwise simulation-based design process includes three steps as shown in 

Figure 76. In the first step (a), both the server and clients are modeled as DEVS models; 

clients may have different profiles based on knowledge extracted from real user 

behavior extracted by analyzing change log files of document repositories.  We apply a 
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fast simulation approach wherein events advance the system clock and the simulation 

completes as fast as possible. At this stage, different configurations (such as varying the 

number of clients and/or client behavior patterns) can be easily setup, and multiple runs 

of the simulation may be quickly executed.  A key advantage to this approach is that it is 

very flexible, and we are able to quickly get results without the need to fully implement 

a research server; this allows for testing and evaluation in the very early stages of the 

architectural design process. In the second step (b), the server is coded and fully 

implemented and run on a dedicated computer; simulated client models interact with the 

server through the network.  The key advantage is that there is still flexibility for 

configuring the tests on the client side, such as having a large number of client models; 

this is especially cost efficient as no real users are involved and we can scale the tests 

beyond current RTCES testing user levels. In the last step (c), real users use the client 

editors to interact with the real server and we collect measurement data. At this stage, 

we are able to achieve high fidelity measurement of data because this consists of real 

users and the real server.  
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TBA 

8.2. Replacing Models with Actual Components 

As presented in Chapters 4 through 7, our client and server algorithms effectively 

support RTCES while minimizing communication and computation costs.  We would 

like to move from simulating each (as we have done in the past) to replacing the server 

and then replacing the client such that in the end we have fully implemented 

technologies to support RTCES.  This is the natural progression of the simulation-based 

software architectural design process – moving from the models to the actual 

implementations. 

To realize this goal, we first focus on the server.  Porting the algorithms written in 

the simulation to an actual Web service is straightforward in that the code must be 

removed from the models in response to external events of the model to being in 

response to client service calls.  There is thus a one-to-one mapping of model event 
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Client model 
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Figure 76: Simulation-Driven Design Process 
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handler for an external transition function in the DEVS model to an event handler for a 

Web service API method invocation.  The only extension needed to a traditional Web 

service is that we had to make the service state-based so that the document state would 

be preserved from call to call; this was trivial in that at the beginning of each method 

call, a LoadState function could be invoked by the service to deserialize the document 

tree state, and at the end of each method call, a SaveState function could be invoked by 

the service to serialize the document tree state. 

On the client side, we then replaced the client models with an implementation of a 

client editor that supported the reading and writing of a document that also connected to 

the server-side Web service API.  When the user moves the cursor, the user’s position 

within the document tree is updated on the server; when the user edits (modifies) a 

section within the document, concomitant lock request and change messages are 

generated and sent to the server (and potentially other users in the same section).  Lock 

promotion and demotion messages are sent to clients as needed to ensure each client 

knows what section(s) he owns.   

8.3. Implementing the Server 

Having modeled both the clients and the server, we turn our attention to the 

implementation of the algorithms on the server.  We implement the server so that it can 

be used in a real-world RTCES, but before employing it in a real-world scenario, we 

would like to validate that our simulation results in modeling the server accurately 

reflects the real performance that may be achieved when the server is fully implemented.  

In this scenario, we keep the client machine as previously modeled.  The simulated 

server machine is removed and we add a model called OutConnection that sends and 
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receives messages to and from the real server using Web services invocations.  The 

network is then connected to this new OutConnection model instead of the previous 

server machine model. 

 

Figure 77: Simulation Connection to Real Server via the OutConnection Model 

No other RTCES research has been able to test their algorithms under a large-

scale scenario with more than a handful of clients.  Certainly others have measured 

performance of their algorithms with a large set of operations (see [66] for a recent 

example), but OT algorithmic studies focus on how quickly the algorithms may run and 

the storage capacities required; to date, no RTCES has been systematically tested with a 

large number of clients, as it is difficult to bring together so many users necessary for 

such a study.  The impact of messages across the network has not been adequately 
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measured in RTCES research, thus we address this cost by simulating a large number of 

clients connected to a real-world implementation of our server technology.  As a result, 

we are able to determine how our system’s performance scales as the number of clients 

increases. 

 

Figure 78: Web Service Implementation of Server API in ASP.NET 

We have also developed visualization tools that display the document tree in a 

graphical view and display the state of each node and references among the nodes.  This 

tool was originally developed to assist in verifying the correctness of our algorithm in 

seeing how various actions of users affected the document tree state (i.e., visualizing 

locks being promoted and demoted).  A snapshot of the visualization of the document 

tree state is shown in Figure 79. 
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Figure 79: Implementation of Visualizing the Document Tree State 

Any client editing tool that can connect to a Web service API can make use of our 

client-server approach to document tree management and hook into the server 

technologies developed. 

8.4. Implementing the Client 

After the Web-services based server is implemented, we began development of a 

client application that connects to the server and allows multiple users to edit a shared 

document.  The cursor position within the editor is tracked, and movement within the 

document automatically sends lock request and release messages to the server; as a 

result, clients are able to modify the shared document, and changes may be cached until 

a demotion message is received or the user leaves the space of the document that he 

owns.  A preliminary version of this client editor application has been developed and is 

displayed in Figure 80.  The dominant window (left) is the document’s content, and the 
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tree on the right shows the structure of the document tree based upon the document’s 

content; the lower region shows state information such as in which section the cursor 

resides and displays messages from the server.  The right-hand treeview control shows 

the structure of the document tree based upon the document content in the main editing 

window. 

 

Figure 80: The Implementation of the Client Editor 
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While simple in nature, this client editing too demonstrates that any existing client 

technology can be extended (via hooks or other extension technology) to connect to our 

server API, or a new client tool can be developed to connect to the Web service API for 

document tree and dynamic lock management. 

8.5. Discussion and Related Work 

There have been many other systems that have implemented prototypes of 

RTCES editors [12], and these have been used to examine the efficiencies and 

correctness of various RTCES algorithms – primarily focused on OT-based algorithms 

to achieve CCI.  Our approach as presented in this chapter has not been so much on 

creating new RTCES client and server technologies but rather focused on proving the 

viability of our preceding theoretical work in developing dynamic lock management 

algorithms to reduce communication and computation costs within a collaborative 

editing environment.  This has been achieved using the simulation-based architectural 

design process – moving from simulated client and server models to implementations of 

a client and a server that validates our theoretical work. 

Other recent, notable work in the area of prototypes of hierarchical management 

of document structures within RTCES include the work of Ignat [58] in allowing users 

to adopt merging of shared document content at a word, sentence, or paragraph level.  

This adjustable conflict resolution approach is demonstrated in Figure 81. 
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Figure 81: Adjustable Conflict Resolution [58] 

Additionally, the work of [94] created visualizations (profiles) of changes made at 

various levels within a shared document – visualizing the changes at a word, sentence, 

and paragraph level – to provide meta-views of the changes that had been made to a 

shared document over time (see Figure 82); this interface provides an overview of the 

activity of other users with respect to the number and locality of changes within a text 

document.   
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Figure 82: CES Document Profiling [94] 

Both of these systems demonstrate that addressing the semantic structure of a 

document and how such semantic structure can enhance RTCES is an active area of 

research that offers potential and is currently being implemented in prototype systems. 

The recent work of [139] shows that prototype systems are also useful in 

visualizing and managing the various operation scenarios employed in testing OT 

algorithms.  Their time-space diagram (TSD) visualization tool allows a user to 

construct and manipulate operational scenarios (such as which operations are concurrent 

and which are causally-related) to see if CCI is achieved using various OT techniques. 
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8.6. Summary 

Having developed an open systems based architecture to support a variety of 

client and server technologies within a RTCES, and having developed algorithms that 

support hierarchical locking that integrates existing best practices from OT-based 

research, we have further developed prototype client and server technologies that 

demonstrate the validity of our approach to supporting RTCES.  Both our client and 

server prototypes presented within this chapter show that our approach is applicable to 

supporting scalable RTCES that minimize communication and computation costs. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Computing affords opportunities to enhance communication and collaboration; 

with the proper user-centric tools, many users can work together to solve ever more 

complex problems facing the world today.  Inter- and intra-collaborations among 

researchers and business are ever increasing as ever more complex problems require 

interdisciplinary foci.  Productivity software tools and other computing technologies are 

increasingly supportive of collaboration among multiple users, and as the pace of 

research and business increases, there will be an increase in the need for and the 

opportunities to support synchronous collaboration and editing of shared documents. 

This research began by examining assumptions that the RTCES research 

community has not yet fully addressed.  In doing so, we have begun to explore areas of 

RTCES that could be improved to be more scalable in supporting larger documents and 

larger communities of users.  By focusing on intelligently caching changes and enabling 

dynamic hierarchical locking, we retain the highly responsive interactions that users 

expect with their local document editing tools.  By focusing on integration of existing 

best practices with the OT research community, we leverage years of research to ensure 

consistency among replicas of the shared document.  And by adopting an open systems 

approach, we support existing client and server technologies and leverage years of users’ 

preferences and knowledge base. 

We have shown that our dynamic locking algorithms are effective and efficient.  

By caching changes and selective multicasting among local writers, we have reduced 

communication and computation costs over existing OT broadcast schemes.  And by 
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distributing the document state among peers (P2P), we have avoided single server 

bottleneck latency and starvation. 

9.1. A Systematic View of Real-time Collaborative Editing Systems 

The CSCW and RTCES research communities have a rich history of algorithm 

and systems development.  Ever increasing and effective techniques to achieve CCI 

have blossomed from the RTCES community within the past decade, and there shows 

much promise for the future of this field.  The focus of this research has been to extend 

such promising research into a broader scope by integrating a systematic view of 

RTCES that includes an inclusive architecture, users’ document replica state 

management (and thus caching), and communication and computation cost reduction.  

We believe that in looking at the larger picture of the system as a whole, new 

opportunities for improvements within the field of RTCES have emerged.  Like an 

impressionist painting, certainly each brushstroke is vital and contributes to the whole 

picture; but by stepping back and viewing the problem from a systematic perspective, 

we have been able to see patterns of opportunity such as overall communication and 

computation efficiencies and opportunities for better intention preservation that 

heretofore have been hidden as the community’s focus has been on paying attention to 

specific individual areas of RTCES research.  We are pleased that our approach does not 

stand in opposition to or compete with the RTCES community’s best practices, but 

rather integrate together with existing best practices of OT research in supporting an 

overall better system for supporting collaborative editing among multiple users. 

In particular, we have achieved the following results: 
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1. An open systems architecture whereby exiting client technologies may connect 

with existing server technologies in supporting RTCES.  Our approach uses a 

subscription model and Web services API to enable legacy and preferred 

technologies to be extended to support collaboration on shared documents in real 

time.  We have empirically validated that the communication costs associated 

with our architectural approach are reasonable. 

2. Algorithms and data structures that enable dynamic hierarchical locking of a 

shared document via a document tree such that users’ changes may be cached 

when possible and selectively broadcast when multiple users are within the same 

section of the shared document.  As a result of our approach, communication and 

computation costs are reduced when compared to an OT-only approach. 

3. Integration of best-practices within the OT research community such that the 

CCI model is better achieved within localized subsets of the total client set and 

subsections of the shared document.  Our results validate that we can provide 

concurrent access to all sections of the document to all users while still reducing 

communication and computation costs.  Further, since we leverage semantic 

structure of the document, we are better poised to achieve intention preservation 

among users. 

4. An extension of our client-server approach to dynamic, hierarchical lock 

management and integrated OT techniques into a P2P approach that distributes 

the document and lock state management among all users within the system.  

This P2P extension avoids a single point of failure and bottleneck at the server 

while improving reliability. 
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5. Preliminary, prototype implementations of both the client and the server 

technologies that validate our theoretical approach is viable and easily supported 

in actual, usable tools.  These tools demonstrate that our algorithms can be 

integrated into existing applications or introduced into new applications to be 

built that support RTCES. 

9.2. Future Work 

Having developed a preliminary set of algorithms and approaches in support of 

RTCES, we look to how this work may be extended into the future. 

Given that our algorithms are deadlock free, we could place the document tree on 

a multiprocessor machine and thread out the processing to avoid latency/starvation.  

While the focus of this research did not include this line of exploration, it would be 

interesting to see how our algorithms could be parallelized onto multiprocessor 

machines to achieve better real-time performance of handling the clients’ requests. 

It is our hope that our approach to supporting real-time collaboration may be 

applied within the distributed national and global research and business communities, 

and it is our intention to extend our research presented herein to facilitate collaboration 

among researchers.  Since the main benefit of our approach is scalability of the number 

of users that can collaborate, it is logical that a large-scale research and development 

project would be well served by integrating our methods. 
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